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four LDS perspectives on images of christ
introduction

doris R dant

As members of a christ centered church and consumers of a prolifera-
tion ofvisualofvisual images latter day saints face the enigma ofofwantingwanting to know
their savior but not having a detailed description of either his mortal or
resurrected physical appearance how should an artist depict christ why
do individual members have both strong attachments and aversions to cer-
tain images what conscious principles if any stand behind the selection
of images for use in official and unofficial LDS publications

the following four articles in this issue of BYU studies address these
core issues from the perspectives of a latter day saint artist a cultural his-
torian an art historian and a religion professor opening the discussion is

james C christensen although best known as a painter of fantasy chris-
tensen has grappled for years with issues that unavoidably arise in painting
the savior we asked him to share with us his personal resolution and while
doing so to discuss his painting gethsemane which is featured on our
cover the result is an intimate and profound article a testimony oftheodtheof the
value of taking up the gauntlet

A century of ofimagesimages forms the backdrop for noel carmacksCarmacks ambitious
article on the role of images of christ in latter day saint culture A preser-
vation librarian and art teacher carmack argues that broad cultural forces
in american religions as well as church educational agendas underlie the
popularity of certain images these images he believes reflect changes
over time in the LDS cultures emphasis on certain characteristics of christ

the curator of the current exhibit of images of christ at the museum
of church history and art in salt lake city and an art consultant for BYU

studies richard G oman has spent his career studying and exhibiting
latter day saint art in his article oman takes as a starting point some
modifications to carmacksCarmacks generalizations then he uses these prelimi-
nary observations to remind us that great religious art invites us to answer
the question what think ye of christ oman warns artists that if they
focus only on bright cheerful well lit tightly detailed images of christ

they will miss the power of shadows they may even unwittingly trivialize
the depth of the saviors mortal experiences and of our potential response
to our lord

A faculty member of brigham young university and photography edi-
tor for BYU studies richard neitzel holzapfel issues a call to think more

BYU studies39studies 39 no 3 2000 7
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critically about our response to images ofchristof christ not only should we learn
about the differences between modern cultures and that of israel two
thousand years ago but we should bring that sophistication to the scrip-
tures and the images attempting to portray them our preconceived
ideas are often found hollow and wanting he writes let jesus be jesus

throughout these articles are interwoven several items of debate As

one example carmack predicts a single ultimate mormon visual likeness
of christ moving us to that end he claims is church correlation which
has homogenized the images sanctioned for appearance in official
church publications oman on the other hand notes the degree of visual
pluralism enjoyed within the church and sees it as one reason the church
has been so successful internationally christensen makes a case that in the
premillennial world there will never be an ultimate likeness of jesus each
of us invents an image of christ and because these images differ no one
image will please everyone to this process of invention holzapfel says
each individual brings a personal religious educational and cultural
background that determines what is acceptable in an image of christ

in spite of the comprehensiveness of this discussion some related
issues remain to be addressed in future research for instance to what
extent do the peace and prosperity enjoyed by many church members in
north america affect their preferences for certain artistic styles in paint-
ings of christ and the portrayal of particular character traits or events in
the ministry of the savior

since 1990 images of christ have been featured on ten covers of BYU
studies and representations symbolically referring to the savior and the
fruits of his atonement have appeared on four additional covers 1 we offer
this roundtable in the context of this emphasis

doris R dant doris dantbyuedu is executive editor ofbyuof BYU studies and asso-
ciate teaching professor of english at brigham young university she has writtenitten on art
for BYU studies and with john W welch coauthored the book ofmohofmoof mormon paintings of
minerva teichert provo utah BYU studies 1997

i1 BYU studies has published images of christ on the following covers listed as

volume number issue number and year of publication 30.319903031990 back cover 33.3333ooo003
1993 both front and back covers 35.4354354 1996 both front and back covers 36.2362362062

1996 97 37.219973721997 98 374199737.4199737437.4374 1997 98 3811999381.199938199938.1999 38438.4384384199938.4199908419991999 and 39.3393 20002000 the symbolic
covers are found on 32432.4324324199232.4199202419921992 tree of life both front and back covers 34.1341341199434.119941994 the
father of the prodigal son and 38238.2382382199938.219991999 the good samaritan



thatthats not my jesus
an artists personal perspective
on images of christ
james C christensen

when I1 was growing up I1 was taught that we should not have pictures
and statues of christ in our homes or meetinghousesmeetinghouses nothing was to come
between us and the individual image each of us had of the lord we wor
shipped now members of the LDS church are expressing a need for a

good image of the savior that they can reflect upon for artists that shift
becomes a major challenge as they work to create the desired images

images of the savior thinking of the same individual
and seeing him differently

in struggling with the issues involved in painting christ I1 have as
have artists other than myself come to realize that we do not actually need
to have a physically accurate portrayal of jesus christ for artists the goal
is to create aa character in an image that we can identify with that we can
relate to but at the same time that character should not remind us of a

neighbor or some acquaintance christ is too personal to each of us he
must be portrayed with universal but distinct qualities

nowhere in the book of mormonofmormon in this dispensation s revelations or
in the writings of living prophets can I1 find a detailed physical description
of jesus christ I1 believe that that is by design not by accident because in
our minds each of us creates a picture of the savior that we worship an
immortal being we also create a visual symbol for our father in heaven
for many of us that image is a grandfatherly character giving rise to an
interesting paradox we are going to be resurrected in our prime but we
create an image of father in heaven as an older man with a twofoottwo foot white
beard I1 suppose if our father in heaven appeared as a very handsome
thirty year old we might have a harder time visually identifying him
consequently with both the savior and our father in heaven physical
accuracy is not the artists objective

our dilemma is that on the one hand we want to know christ personally
and on the other hand we do not know what he looks like I1 have worked
through my cycles ofgoingongoingof going through the historical record attempting to find
out his ethnic nature and physical appearance would he be semitic

byustudibyustudiesBYU StudiStudies 39 nonoano33 2000 9
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would he be red haired and blue eyed would he be as a davidic descen-
dent ruddy and fair where does the forked beard come from does he
even have a beard the questions can go on ad infinitum

gary ernest smith has done as much research on the subject of
christs physical appearance as anybody he examined records of the races
of people living in palestine the physiognomy of the people 1 because of
the second commandment to make no graven images jewish converts
made no portraits of jesus from the roman christian era there is a por-
trait of christ that legend attributes to saint luke around AD 300 people
felt a need to have images of christ which would give more substance to
the church so the clergy provided the material the image of the savior
largely evolved in the first five hundred years AD and since then we seem
to be locked into a certain image and to be concerned primarily with how
long how short how light how dark we make christs hair that form of
minutiae is where we get into the changes of popular taste

As mormonscormons we believe that someone could see christ today doctrine
and covenants 931 states see my face and know that I1 am yet while we
believe that many people have had this experience no one ever says this
is what I1 saw he looks more like tom selleck than like richard attenbor-
ough no the descriptions are always in such terms as light gold and
shining I1 think and this is the gospel according to christensen that
visions show him in so much light and energy that a person simply cannot
see structural detail such a vision must be similar to standing in a cave for
a while and suddenly having someone put a floodlight in your face you
cannot see much in that light there is also the issue of how mortals see a

vision of the lord we have been told that a person cannot endure such
a vision without the aid of the holy ghost dacd&c 6711 12 and paul
reminds us that the things of god knoweth no man except he has the
spirit of god JST i1 cor 211

1I think that in dreams and visions the lord gives us images that are
comfortable for us I1 read once that a woman had a near death vision of
her uncle who had drowned while fishing he appeared in his fishing
waders 2 does uncle have to wear fishing waders for eternity no he
appeared in an image that would be recognizable to his niece similarly
the savior living outside of time existing on a different plane being
resurrected can I1 think make his presence known to us in any way that
is needed

after working my way through the historical accuracy issue I1 drew this
conclusion any artist who paints the savior just needs to build an accept-
able generic icon A picture of the savior without the beard and a different
hairstylehairstyle would not be recognized as the savior we identify him by certain
traditional traits such as shoulder length hair and forked beard we can
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spot him even in historical paintings that are terribly anachronistic
flemish masters would often set the flight into egypt in the middle of
belgium with everybody around dressed like burghers but the holy family
is still readily identifiable they have badges that say who they are we rely
on those badges but they have nothing to do with what the savior does or
does not look like

I1 have come back around to asking myself how I1 can use those badges
those symbols to create an image of christ that communicates something
about the way I1 feel or that is a painting other people can identify with
it is very hard I1 applaud del parson for taking it on because my first reac-
tion is del you did a great job I1 know and respect del I1 think the lord
jesus christ is a successful painting Is it my jesus no but I1 realize that if I1

were to paint the savior exactly the way that it would work for me proba-
bly two thirds of the people who would see it would say nice jim but it
is not my jesus that would happen no matter who the artist is so artists
face an interesting challenge I1 once did some sketches of the savior and
showed them to my wife she said I11I like this one and this one but I1 really
do not like that one she said the saviors face was too round and she did
not like the hairdo I1 asked her what if this sketch was a dead likeness of
the man jesus she said well I1 just dont think it is suddenly I1 saw why
we do not have a perfectly satisfying picture ofwhatofwhat he looked like we each
invent our own image of the savior and artists are expected to work within
all those invented images

many years ago I1 had occasion to visit with elder boyd K packer
about a painting I1 had done for a deseret book cover it was a portrait ofjesusofjesus
we discussed various aspects of the painting for a while and then I1 said
you know elder packer when one is in the presence of one of the twelve

with a picture like this its very tempting to ask how close did I1 get he
smiled shook his head for a moment turned to me and said how do you
think BYUsBYU s basketball team is going to do this year the message was there
if through revelation an individual does know the savior it is a supremely
sacred experience much too personal for conversation

A few years later I1 had the opportunity to visit with president kimball
at his home I1 had painted a portrait of him and his wife and when I1

brought up the fact that I1 was working a picture of christ we were invited
to come to his house with reference material and notes to discuss the paint-
ing my wife and I1 sat around the kitchen table eating milk and cookies
with the prophet and his wife all the pictures ofjesusof jesus I1 could find were laid
out on the table sister kimball had opinions on several of the pictures but
the prophet said nothing finally I1 said look president I1 have been
around 1I was very young and just thought I1 had been around enough to
know that we re not going to be given a detailed physical description oftheodtheof the
savior but ifyouisyouifyou were going to hang a painting oftheodtheof the savior in your office
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FIG i1 james C christensen 1942 the woman taken inin adultery acrylic 18 x 24
A picture can evoke an image of the savior even when he isis not actually inin the scene in
the woman taken inin adulteryadulterybyAdulterybyby james C christensen the rock dropped by the womwornworm

ans accusers her meditative mood and her worshipful pose call to my mind an image
of the savior nearby writing on the ground the shredded sheet draped around the
woman causes me to reflect upon the state of my own soul tattered by its own forms of
sinsin and to hear the echo ofhisochisof his decrees he that isis without sinsin among you let him first
cast a stone at her neither do I1 condemn thee go and sinsin no more john 878 7 11

donsdoris dant editor

what would you want that picture to be likelike7ilkeliked he took offhisoffhis glasses and put
his face about a foot away from minemine and said 1I love people thats my gift

I1 truly love people can you see anything inin my eyes that tells you that I1 love

peoplepeople7peopled in that picture I1 would like to see inin the saviors eyes that he truly
loves people it isis not affected it isis not his job he truly loves all people

well that was an overwhelming challenge for me I1 felt his uncondi-
tional love and I1 think I1 understood what he said but to translate that
feeling into the eyes of a painting was more than I1 was capable of I1 threw
away dozens of subsequent drawings of the savior and did not do another
christ painting for many years I1 did not want to do it until I1 had the image
right years later when I1 painted gethsemane I1 skirted the problem by

painting the savior with his head down
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more recently within the last couple of years I1 said to elder packer
1 I need to be painting for the church what shall I1 do he looked me in
the eye stuck his finger close to my face and said paint the savior 1I told
him the whole president kimball story and complained its too hard he
said no its not you have the training the artistic talent and the sensi-
tivity you can do it so I1 agreed I1 would how many hints does a person
need As members of the church we always pray lord tell me what you
want me to do so when the president of the twelve points his finger at
you and says do this you do not go home and whine in your prayers
1 I need a little better direction

since then I1 have felt the need to again attempt to portray christ
probably I1 will never do a head shot to be hung in the family room rather
I1 want to find moments that reverberate beyond that instant moments
in his life or moments in which he is involved but not physically present
mary just after the annunciation or the woman taken in adultery contem-
plating what has happened to her and trying to pull her life together fig i1
such times give us something to reflect upon

I1 often contemplate what mental image I1 have of the savior when I1

think about the closeness of his presence during prayers I1 am as often as

not looking at the smoke detector in the ceiling of my room I1 could not
give you a police artist sketch version of what I1 think he might look like

but I1 do not doubt that I1 would recognize him I1 know that when I1 see him
I1 will know who he is

gethsemane

some years ago I1 felt drawn to paint the savior in gethsemane typical
paintings of the atonement look too serene too much like evening prayer
they are very unsatisfactory for me on the other hand I1 am not a sub-
scriber to crucifixescrucifixes with bleeding knees and thorns and scrapes and lashes
I1 do not think we need that but for me there was no satisfactory painting
describing or even alluding to what we believe the savior experienced in
the garden

I1 considered painting the savior in the most extreme agony collapsed
face down hands in the dirt were he to lift up his head his face would be
covered with dust and sweat but I1 have not painted that image because he
is still our god it would be unseemly to depict him in an undignified
way even if that image might be historically or pictorially accurate

so I1 looked for a balance showing the agony and passion and yet being
careful to not portray christ in an undignified disrespectful way I1 found a

clue in luke 2243 and there appeared an angel unto him from heaven
strengthening him that passage resonated with me I1 considered the idea
of the angel strengthening him by giving him a blessing in subsequent
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reading I1 found that elder bruce R mcconkie suggested that the angel
could be adam 3 in a beautiful symmetry the two gardens come together
both beings are present in both gardens adam helped bring about the fall
jesus saves us from it for as in adam all die even so in christ shall all be
made alive i1 cor 1522

in gethsemane I1 hoped to capture christs burden and agony in a way
that people could see and feel to some degree see the cover of this issue
the light comes across his back so we see these broad shoulders being
pressed down with the weight of our sins his face is in shadow his hair is

wet from sweat or blood and is messy not coifed he has sunk to his knees
not arranged himself in a formal manner of prayer I1 have tried to capture
a meaningful gesture but it was not an accident that I1 picked a moment
where his hands go to his face in a sense with so much of the savior s face
hidden the viewers can create and identify with their jesus

favorite images strength and power

some of my favorite images of christ are the carl bloch paintings 4

see plates 2 and 3 in images of christ this issue they are stylized but
as a painter I1 like the way he puts the images together I1 like the strength of
the light and dark in his pieces the paintings have drama without becom-
ing melodramatic bloch s work fills the niche better for me than any oftheodtheof the
other popular pieces which I1 have always felt are too soft I1 remember see-

ing a lot ofwatercolors of christ when I1 was a child even then I1 did not like
them I1 did not know the word insipid then but that is what I1 thought
about them they just did not have any strength

another of my favorite paintings of the savior is supper atatemmausbyemmaus by
rembrandt fig 2 rembrandt seizes the moment when the two men who
are dining with him go aha that instant before the savior vanishes
luke 2431 it is incredible timing catching the disciples looking so

startled A light is behind the savior showing him with a strong profile but
with no detail in that profile christ is there in the picture but rembrandt
did not deal with the issue of a true image there is nothing in this image
of christ about which I1 can say 1 I dont like that very much his face is

too thin or his eyes are the wrong color it is a powerful image
As for a crucifixion painting I1 tend to judge on the basis of the image

and the moment rather than by a body ofworkofwork velasquezsvelasqueza painting oftheodtheof the
crucifixion with a simple stark black background is an incredibly evoca-
tive image some ofofcaravaggioscaravaggiosCaravaggi os work is very powerful

I1 tend to prefer healthy masculine figures I1 never have liked the image
of christ as the man of sorrows the victim the passive effeminate man
art went through a gothic period where people had to be emaciated
because to celebrate the human body was blasphemous but today we



FIG 2 supper at Emmaus by rembrandt van rijn 16061606 69 paper on panel 15 1414 x 16 3 8

parispans museemus6e jacquemart andre
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believe the physical body is very important so I1 imagine jesus as he grew up
in the house of his father I1 think he was physically in shape he worked
with his hands he walked a lot but more importantly his quiet inner
strength ought to be obvious in his physical likeness

acceptability determining a course

some of us deal constantly with an interesting compromise between
doing what is acceptable and marketable and doing what is true to our own
vision having the inevitable ego of the artist and trying to work with a
committee who must consider the worldwide implications of every image
can be difficult I1 can paint a beardless short haired christ and simply
shake my fist and say 1 I m as right about the image as you are but not
have the painting published or I1 can take up the gauntlet and work on a
solution if I1 totally opt out of the struggle the committee will find some-
one else but I1 will miss a chance to learn how to better serve the church
through my art

my tendency has been to say let me paint something if it turns
out to be something you want to use you can have it anything I1 have is

yours to use but let me paint it and then you decide if you want it some
pieces that have worked for me would not be acceptable to a church selec-
tion committee so I1 do not submit them that is all right with me now I1

would never paint anything that I1 felt was beneath me or contrary to my
religious feelings but sometimes I1 may do a painting that is too personal or
enough out of the mainstream that the church would not use it I1 am
okay with that but maybe once in a while I1 can paint a gethsemane or
something else that will cause a committee to say wow this is some-
thing we can use this approach has worked pretty successfully for me
it allows me to be comfortable with myself and with the day to day
administration oftheodtheof the church

sometimes one of my pieces is a response to an epiphany my own
revelation or my need to find answers gethsemane came out of my effort
to understand the atonement I1 do not know if I1 understand it any better
than I1 did before but at least I1 feel that visually I1 have addressed some
ideas that are important for me if I1 can address a moment conceptually
in a way that engages people moves people communicates something of
what I1 am thinking then I1 am willing to tackle it but the image must say
something better for me than whatever else is out there or there is no
reason for me to do it

conclusion

ultimately artists must come to terms with the limitations of mortal
understanding our finite minds and senses do not have the ability to begin
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to comprehend the eternal realm of god because of those limitations the
best any artist can create is a dim shadow of a glorious reality imagine
trying to paint this description of the savior

and it came to pass that jesus blessed them as they did pray unto him and his
countenance did smile upon them and the light ofhisochisofhis countenance did shine
upon them and behold they were as white as the countenance and also the
garments of jesus and behold the whiteness thereof did exceed all the white-
ness yea even there could be nothing upon earth so white as the whiteness
thereof 3 ne 1925

nephi specifically points out there is no earthly means to capture this scene
and others like it but that does not keep us from trying once in a while
we get close enough to the reality that we can spiritually touch someone
As an artist that is the highest achievement I1 can aspire to

james C christensen is a full time artist nationally known as a painter of witty fantasy
filled with detailed symbolism for twenty one years he was a professor of art at
brigham young university he has published three books journey of the imagination
the art ofjamesof james C christensen with renwick st james trumbull conn greenwich
workshop press 1994 the voyage oftheodtheof the basset with renwick st james and alan dean
foster new york artisan 1996 and parables and other teaching stories with text by
robert L millet salt lake city shadow mountain 1999

i1 gary ernest smith christs likeness copy in possession of BYU studies
2 there are many similar accounts for one example see helen hinckley jones

sammie gift of god ensign 20 october 19901990 65

3 bruce R mcconkie the mortal messiah 4 vols salt lake city deseret book
1979 81 4125

4 at least six ofblochsofbiochs paintings were published by the improvementimprovernentera era from 1957
to 1958 the wedding at cana february 1957 jesus cleansing the temple march 1957
jesus with the multitudes sermon on the mount august 1957 healing of the blind
man september 1957 the last supper february 1958 and mary s visit to elisabeth
cover may 1958
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images of christ in latter day saint
visual culture 1900 1999

noel A carmack

the motivating impact that visual images of christ have on members
oftheodtheof the church ofjesusof jesus christ oflatterof latter day saints cannot be overestimated
such images often induce feelings of faith and devotion in responsive view-
ers for example church member lisa gemperline of kaysvillewaysvilleKaysville utah
wrote to the ensign saying

passing a local art gallery one day I1 paused struck by the beauty of a paint-
ing of jesus christ on display my heart was touched as I1 looked at the face of
the savior and I1 wished I1 had had the painting in my own home afterward
I1 found myself thinking about the impact that painting had had on me I1

wanted those feelings to linger to become an everyday occurrence in my life 1

A young female student who attached a small picture of christ to her locker
at school also wrote of the emotional response she felt when looking at the
image there it would stay as my continual reminder to always stick up for
what I1 believe in and to stand for truth and righteousness 11122 A young man
wrote of the influence that a picture of christ hanging in his room had on
his behavior when I1 awake in the morning I1 look at that picture because
of my testimony of the savior I1 consciously make a decision to honor his
name during the day of course when I1 make mistakes I1 look at that pic-
ture and wonder how I1 could have let him down 53

in addition to their motivational function religious images serve as a
tangible manifestation and affirmation of doctrine because of their pow-
erful ability to communicate and validate ideas visual media are readily
accepted in the realm ofpopularofpopular religious devotion 4 indeed the importance
of visual image making in enforcing religious ideologies and practices is

broadly acknowledged by art historians and critics who note that popular
artistic representations of christ often mirror a christian group s culture 5

in this sense one may examine a work of art as a cultural document a

visual text from which trends and patterns of belief can be deciphered
As david morgan professor of art history at valparaiso university states in
his recent work on popular religious art many popular images operate
in tandem with an oral culture or printed text devotional literature bible
passages hymns prayers and teaching guides 1166 the relationship between
culture image and text is indicated in this recommendation by historian
erwin panofsky

the art historian will have to check what he thinks is the intrinsic meaning of
the work or group of works to which he devotes his attention against what
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he thinks is the intrinsic meaning of as many other documents of civilization
historically related to that work or group of works as he can master of doc-
uments bearing witness to the political poetical religious philosophical and
social tendencies of the personality period or country under investigation 7

similarly the making of religious images by mormonscormons has not by any
means been void of reflected values particularly in portrayals of deity
over the last century the use of many religious images depicting christ has
been an effective didactic and inspirational mechanism of latter day saint
expression and of the formation of cultural identity such attempts at
depicting christ for example obviously strengthen the central LDS belief
in the plurality and indeed the corporeal nature of the godhead 8 such
observations invite the thoughtful viewer to wonder about other more
subtle questions how have mormonscormons visually perceived christ over time
has the physiognomy of christ changed in the art promoted by mormonscormonsMormons
what aspects ofmormonofmormon culture and beliefs do these images convey these
and many other questions guide the explorations pursued throughout
this article

biblical literalism and higher criticism

latter day saint visual perceptions of christ throughout the last cen-
tury were images born out of a form ofbiblical literalism 9 mormon literal-
ism disregarded the skepticism of textualoftextual scholarship in favor of ofstudiesstudies that
supported the LDS canon of scripture consequently official latter day
saint publications adopted images from a large body of western art that
substantiated christ s ministry as a historical reality in later decades of the
twentieth century mormonscormons continued to display a strong affection for his-
torical realism manifested by their choosing artists who work in a highly
realistic manner contemporary renderings of christ in church periodi-
cals although diverse were consistently naturalistic in approach echo-
ing the attention to the realism ofoffinfin de siede religious art 10

to appreciate more fully mormonismsMormonisms choice of realistic visuals
depicting christ one should look at the church s concomitant response to
higher biblical criticism during the period from about 18801880 to 19301930 As early
as 1898 church authorities began to seriously consider an authoritative
stand in the debate about how the bible should be viewed extensive dis-

cussionscussions on man s origin and his relationship with god were passionately
argued by LDS theologians like james E talmage john A widtsoeWidtsoe B H
roberts joseph fielding smith and william H chamberlin although
they positioned themselves along a wide spectrum of polemical responses
their shared purpose was to harmonize the chasm between critical schol-
arship and religion 11
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in refuting critics who cited differences and inconsistencies in the
gospel accounts LDS scholars of that period asserted their allegiance to
the texts while dismissing problematic parts as corruptionscorrupt ions of an inspired
work mormonscormons shared a belief with evangelical protestants in that they
believed in the relative consistency of the biblical narrative above all
regardless of textual discrepancies latter day saint scholars maintained
their faith in the king james bible since it affirmed the historicity and
divinity of christ conservative scholars such as roberts talmage smith
J reuben clark jr and later bruce R mcconkie ardently defended the
indisputability of the scriptures to these LDS scholars the scriptures were
the word of god and were impermeable to higher textual criticism 12

perhaps no other work influenced the mormon perception of christ
more than james E talmagetannagetaimage s book jesus the christ 1915 which focused
on christs antemortal existence his ministry and his godhood A semi
official response to questions regarding the historicity of christ the book
was written on assignment from the first presidency jesus the christ
came on the heels of albert schweitzer s seminal book the quest of the
historical jesus 19061906 which challenged victorian orthodoxy by demy
thologizing jesus and representing him as a figure designed by rationalism
while talmage borrowed concepts and methodology from victorian biograbiogia
phersahers of christ he did not create an aura ofmystery surrounding the sav
lor rather he described christ as a rational manipulator of eternal laws
that were incomprehensible to man 13 by framing christ within a setting
of ofnaturalnatural laws talmage affirmed the LDS belibellbeilbeliefbellefefinin christs literal corporeal
appearance a belief that concomitantly sustains the comprehensibility of
jesus talmage also emphasized that christ combined within his own
person and nature the attributes of his mortal mother and just as truly the
attributes of his immortal sire 14 confluent with this belief in the divine
and mortal attributes of jesus was the use of images of christ that visually
corroborated his bodily nature

during this period of conflicting approaches to scriptural study
christian art was characterized by a realistic manner that sustained the his-
toricitytoricity of biblical characters and events given the interest in science and
rationalism christian sentiment of that time was unresponsive to mystimasti
cism in religious art the affection for highly realistic art then reinforced
a literal view of the scriptures

evidently for early twentieth century mormonscormonsMormons most of the artists
that best conveyed this literal approach to scriptural interpretation came
from the german realist tradition for example heinrich hofmannhermannhelmannholmann s jesus
in the garden ofgethsemaneof Gethsemane 18901890 fig i1 often appeared in LDS periodicals
and children s readers early in the century hofmann s prayerful christ is

shown kneeling at a large stone and wearing a tunic which is spilling to the
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ground the illuminated profile of christ is placed high on balance of his
triangularly shaped form giving weight and stability to the overall compo-
sition hofmannshofffiannshoffmannsHofmanns painting christ and the rich young ruler 1899 plate i
also captured the literal quality that latter day saint scholars sought to
portray in their new testament scholarship in this visual narrative hof-
mann has captured christ and the young man in the critical point of their
dialogue holmannhermannhofinannhelmann s realistic manner and his convincing use ofofcostumerycostumery
resemble a static photograph a still giving currency to the work

depicting christ as an incarnate man with whom the worshipful
viewer could identify the paintings of other german and northern euro-
pean artists such as bernhard plockhorstPlockhorst anton dorph fritz von uhde
and herman clementz embodied similar traits of realism the unambigu-
ous but charming quality of plockhorsts good shepherd ca 1895 fig 2

substantiated the historicity of christ in the eyes of latter day saint chil-
dren when it was frequently used as a visual aid a flannel board cutout
fig 3 and a children s friend illustration

A danish artist who has found respect among latter day saints is carl
heinrich bloch 1834 90 the popularity of blochsblocs work among latter
day saints is due in large measure to doyle L green managing editor of
the churclschurchschurche improvement era from 1950 to 1970 greens series of readings
on the life of christ serialized in the era between 1956 and 1958 was pub-
lished by deseret book as he that liveth 1958 the book was illustrated
with ten plates from blochsbloclsblocha life of christ series plate 2 1870si8yos plate 31872
green commented

Blochs fascination with detail his powerful use of light and shadow his
dramatic animation and heroic vision his accurate draftsmanship and the all

but perfect structural qualities ofhisochisof his figures combined with the skillful use of
vivid color give a highly realistic quality to his paintings his buildings trees
and shrubs clothing general terrain and even wallswauswaliswails and rocks create a
remarkably accurate impression of the holy land area these paintings of
carl heinrich bloch tell a story of the savior that can be understood by all

it is hoped that they will bring much inspiration joy and understanding to
homes and classrooms throughout the church 15

because of the paintings utility for church publications in 19901990
representatives of the church approached officials of the frederiksborgFrederiksborg
museum where the paintings are housed the managing editor of the
ensign jay M todd remembers

we desired to rephotograph the paintings and asked if it would be possible
for the scenes to be taken from the walls to receive better photographic light
ing museum officials accepted the request concluding also that while they
were dodown the paintings should be cleaned to again make vivid colors that
had been dimmed by a century ofaccumulatingofaccumulating dust while on public display 16



FIG i jesus in the garden of gethsemane by heinrich hofmann 1824 1911 oil on
canvas 66 x 55 18901890 riverside churchhouse ofartobartofarnartann new york
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another artist whose art has been prolifically reproduced in latter day
saint periodicals is james jacques tissot 1836 1902 although he comes
from the nineteenth century tradition of french salon painters his paint-
ings of the life of christ have been well received for their historical and
cultural accuracy plate 4 ca i88os188os 17 their appeal is due to what art crit-
ics have called artpompierart pompier or bourgeois realism these paintings are dis-

tinguished by a balance between technique and content a visible interest in
the narrative genre and increased attention to detail and while they
depict sublime religious narratives they are composed of naturalistic
representations of beings and objects 18 between 1886 and 1897 tissot vis-

ited the holy land making sketches and photographic references the
result was his three volume illustrated new testament the life of our
saviour jesus christ 1899 which attempted to bring authenticity to the
scriptural record every work no matter what has its own ideal tissot
wrote the ideal of mine was truth the truth of the life of christ to
reproduce with fidelity the divine personality of jesus to make him live

again before the eyes of the spectators to call up the very spirit which
shone through his every act and through all his noble teaching 19

the true likeness of christ

As a result of his extensive investigations into the renaissance depic-
tions of christ victorian religionist thomas heaphy determined that
artists used a recognized or authenticated type as a reference the
renaissance artists he discovered worked in accordance with certain
specified information 20 heaphy surmised

these works afford sufficient evidence that the particular traits such as the
hair parted in the middle flowing to the shoulders and beginning to curl or
wave from the ear downward the thin beard the hair upon the lip and the
oval face were recognisedrecognized as distinguishing characteristics of the true like-
ness even at that early period 21

such information may have been supplied in the somatic profiles of christ
found in various byzantine renderings such as the apocryphal letter of
publius lentulusLentulus the mandylionmandilionMandylion image and the turin shroud accounts 22

the varying texts of the lentulusLentulus letter for example differ in their prefa-
tory notes but are similar in the many details ofchrist s physical appearance

christ was a man in stature middling tall and comely having a reverend
countenance having hair of the hue of an unripe hazelhamihazelnutnut and smooth
almost down to his ears but from the ears in curling locks somewhat darker
and more shining waving over from his shoulders having a parting at the
middle oftheodtheof the head according to the fashion oftheodtheof the nazareansnazariansNazareans 2321
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the letter further described a man with a pleasant countenance having
a face without wrinkle or any blemish and a full beard of the colourbolour of

his hair not long but a little forked at the chin having an expression simple
and mature the eyes grey glancing and clear 24 presbyterian clergy-
man and reformer henry ward beecher subscribed to the description of
lentulusLentulus and in 1872 urged that rather than present a formidable being
terrible in holiness depictions of jesus reveal the traits of irresistibility
that made little children and mothers the rich and poor and the lettered
follow him 2521 the mandylionmandilionMandylion or image of edessa dating from the tenth
century was the impetus for an iconographic tradition of the eastern
church which featured a haloedhalhed head of christ with a beard a straight
nose and hair parted in the middle 26 later images appear to have been
derived from the mandylionmandilionMandylion also called the acheiropietos not made by
human hands type the well known turin shroud of the thirteenth cen-
tury believed to have been christs burial cloth also depicted christ with a

bifurcated beard and straight nose this acheiropietos image type contin-
ued through the eighteenth century as was documented in the painter s

manual or hermenciahermeneiaHermeneia kept by the greek monk dionysius ofoffournaofFofournabournaurna 27

except for brief narratives of some modern visitations of christ such
as the account of the first vision mormon descriptions of christ have
been limited to general characterizations of his divine qualities and mag-
nanimousnanimous nature according to german convert alexander neibaur
joseph smith had simply described christ as having a light complexion s

and blue eyes 13281128332828 james talmage never took up the subject of physical
appearance referring in his study only to christs adolescent years as a time
of development spent in active effort both physical and mental 31211233229 later
in the work though talmage observed that jesus had a submissive yet
majestic demeanor while standing in the presence of pilate 30 in 1877

elder orson F whitney received a sublime dream or vision wherein he wit-
nessed the suffering christ in gethsemane where christ was of noble
stature and majestic mien not at all the weak effeminate being that some
painters have portrayed but the very god that he was and is as meek and
humble as a little childchild3131

A subtle curiosity in the true likeness of christ persisted through mor-
mon intellectualizingintellectual izing but speculation on the matter fell short of describing
jesus face as more enigmatically perfect than that of his contemporaries by
1900 latter day saints had been introduced to an eighth century descriptive
sketch of christ written by john of damascus as well as to the apocryphal
description attributed to lentulusLentulus 32 the letter of lentulusLen tulus for example was
read in LDS general conference proceedings on three occasions between 1926

and 1957
33 whether authentic or not I1 do not know said spencer W

kimball oftheodtheof the letter in april 1956 but it may stir our imaginations 31341134013434
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although they viewed jesus as a model of mental and physical perfec-
tion more conservative latter day saints believed that christ would not
have appeared remarkably different than those around him such reason-
ing followed the scriptural passage that he would appear without comeli-
ness indeed having no beauty that we should desire him isa 532
bruce R mcconkie gave passing attention to the question of christs like-
ness in the first installment of his multivolumemultivolumedmultivolume messiah series in it elder
mcconkie reported

we know very little about the personality form visage and general appear-
ance oftheodtheof the lord jesus whether he had long or short hair was tall or short of
stature and a thousand other personal details are all a matter of speculation
and uncertainty we suppose he was similar in appearance to other abra-
hamic orientalsorientaleOrientals of his day and that he was recognized by those who knew
him andmentand went unheeded in the crowds by those unacquainted with him 35

although mormon scholars have avoided taking an authoritative
stance on christs physical appearance the subject of how the savior has
been depicted has been broached in 1925 janne M sjodahl church
scholar and editor oftheodtheof the deseretdeseretnewsnews wrote that in the gospels the evan-
gelists have studiously avoided to draw any picture of the physical features
of the master while they have placed before us a character the divine
features of which are unmistakable 113636 accordingly sjodahl believed artistic
representations ofchrists lineamentslineaments historically varied inspired by spurious
descriptions of christs visage like the lentulusLentulus letter and the legendary veil
of veronica 37 on the ground of these descriptions he noted arose a
vast number of pictures of christ which are divided into two classes the
salvator pictures with the expression of calm serenity and dignity without
the faintest mark of grief and the ecce homo pictures of the suffering
savior with the crown of thorns 13381138333838 sjodahl was quick to favor the noble
qualities oftheodtheof the former oftheseof these two classes early christian representations
he maintained were associated with christs state of humiliation and
suffering taking as their inspiration isaiahsisaiaysisaialsIsaiaisalahs description of the suffering
messiah he was despised and we esteemed him not isa 533

in sjodahl s estimation representations of christ dating from the
fourth century typically rendered him disrespectfully revolting and base
constantinian and gothic artists often depicted the suffering christ with
twisted limbs and an attenuated torso calling these base images mean
and repugnant sjodahl called for a higher order of spiritual beauty in
depictions of christ saying all the facts of his life speak convincingly of
that strength and endurance and dignity and electric influence which
none could have exercised without a large share of human no less than of
spiritual gifts 33391139303939
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during the first three decades of the twentieth century latter day
saints avoided images like the gothic andaechtsbildandaecjitsbild or the morbid images
of the passion the crucified christ or pieta nor did they adopt stagnant
images such as the great pantocrator likeness of byzantium 040O mormonscormons
adopted the more sentimental lentulusLen tulus type familiar to most western
christians this type has continued to be the basis of all mormon depic-
tions in the twentieth century for example after surveying the many
artistic interpretations of christ along with the historical accounts LDS

artist gary E smith concluded that there is a special type which is persis-
tent and we recognize as the christ image referring to the apparent type
used by artists as the true image of christ a type explained by sir wyke
bayliss in his rex regumbegum smith concluded that the rex regumbegum builds a

strong case for the image and is one which I1 personally drift toward believ-
ing 41 the tradition of following the lentulusLen tulus description can be seen for
example in a portrait of christ by C brosseronBrosseron chambers fig 4 nd that
was used in church manuals for several decades more recently LDS artists
have also followed this type as can be seen in portraits by harold T dale
kilbourn robert T barrett and del parson

racial perspectives

no study of LDS visuals depicting christ can adequately cover their
selection use and dissemination without touching upon the subject of
race images of christ created by latter day saints reveal their world
view of christs jewishness and thus their perceptions of semitic physical
attributes in general

latter day saints have generally believed in a fair skinned christ like
their protestant counterparts latter day saints have observed the scrip-
tural description of christs youthful forebear king david as ruddy and
of a fair countenance i1 sam 1742 in fact it is commonly held that the
early nephitesNephites who came from judea as did christ resembled europeans
in facial features and skin color referring to the gentiles europeans
nephi wrote that they were white and exceedingly fair and beautiful like

unto my people before they were slain i1 ne 1315 A desire to portray cul-
tural accuracy or realism appears to be a greater factor in choosing suitable
11true likenesses of christ for church publications than trying to capture
the darker physical traits commonly associated with modern mediter-
ranean peoples american latter day saints in light of their own descripdescript

tionseions of christ have perpetuated the traditional image of him as having a
fair complexion

george reynolds a member of the first quorum of seventy and the
deseret sunday school union board commented in a 1904 juvenile
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FIG 4 jesus the christ by C bosseronBosseron chambers 1883 0
ededwardrd gross co new york

instructor article on the personal appearance of jesus noting the miscon-
ceptions in past artistic representations the old masters he wrote
11 painted christ as a red haired bareheadedbare headed man marching through the
streets of a german village or seated by an italian villa with the utmost
complacency they put stoga boots on the feet of the disciples and armed
the roman soldiers with blunderbussesblunderbussblunderbusseses 3142114242 disregarding the obvious
european influence in the accompanying illustration reynolds did not
object to jesus nordic or germanic facial features but referred to the work
as one of the rather better class of the ordinary picture even though it
contained a number of the foolish inaccuracies above referred to 4341
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bertel thorvaldsensThorvaldsens christus 1821 copy fig 5 was held up by
reynolds as a very dignified example of the conventional perception of
the christ figure in visual art 44 the formal order of thorvaldsensThorvaldsens work
exemplifies the symmetry and balance admired by mainstream church mem-
bers this high regard for thorvaldsenThorvaldsenss formal classicism coincided with
some mormon authors regard for germanic physical attributes

given that jesus is the son of an exceedingly fair and white mother
i ne 1113 mormonscormons have continued to envision a fair skinned christ in

their visual art the persistence of this phenomenon can be seen in depic-
tions of a fair complexioned christ in church commissioned paintings
by harry anderson and in ensign and children s friend illustrations by
barrett parson and garygarykappkapp see for example plates 5 14

christs image as exemplar

in the first two decades of the twentieth century american religious
educators found that pictures were useful in teaching children moral values
one writer henry E jackson stated that religious paintings impressimpresimbress deeply
on the mind and heart some great truth or biblical scene which has made
only a slight impression before jackson remarked that whether we will or
not the child will visualize the stories he hears he makes images of the
characters and incidents of the bible 13411433445 in 1922 albert edward bailey a

professor of religious art and anthropology at boston university expressed
a similar notion

jesus is not a myth he was a man if he was a man he lived somewhere and
at some time he did things he went to places he talked and walked with men
and women where did he live what did he do how did he look when he
did it and what did his companions look like these are all legitimate ques-
tions in the mouths of boys and girls

according to bailey the average religious picture does not answer these
questions however he wrote the questions can be answered correctly by
two types ofpictures one of which at least we shall have to classify as art
the work of certain nineteenth century artists like tissot hunt siemirad
ski and others and actual photographs 114646 jackson concurred to render
a child the best service in this process of visualization only the best

pictures ought to be put into his hands poor pictures will do more harm
than good for they will give false notions which must later be unlearned 3147114747

in the production of educational material in nineteenth century
america sectarian uses prevailed mormonscormons themselves were known for
their locally published childrens readers such as edwin parry s simple
bible stories which were profusely illustrated with traditional engravings
of biblical narratives 48 by the early twentieth century such readers had
become canonized as an official component oftheodtheof the churchschurceschurche sunday school
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and primary programs james
tissot s paintings of the life of
christ for example were first
introduced to latter day saints
in 19081908 when they were used
to illustrate the primary
lessons in the childrens
friend of that year primary
officers urged it is expected
that these pictures will be used
as much as possible in the les-

son

J jk

work and assist in the aim
of the lesson 49 later that
year the tissot pictures
were recommended as a
teaching aid to the lessons
and were offered as a set of
120 pictures available at the
friend office for one dollar 5010

william A morton a salt
lake city author of childrens FIG 5 christus original by albert bertel thorv-

aldsen 1770770 1844 marble n11 8281828 this fullreaders wrote the life of sizesie copy which stands in the north visitors
christ in simple language for center at templetempie square in salt lake city was
little children 1916 which made by aldo rebechi about 1965 courtesy
contained reproductions of LDS church visual resources library
the ubiquitous works ofplock
horst hofmann and others and added the joseph smith story illus-
trated with paintings by lewis A ramsey 51

in 1922 the sunday school union published bible and church history
stories illustrated by lithographic reproductions ofpaintings by hofmann
plockhorstPlockhorst rembrandt joshua reynolds and william hunt 52 quarterly
lesson bulletins published by the general board of the primary association
from 1933 through 1936 contained the artwork of plockhorstPlockhorst hofmann
and others which was meant to accompany teaching lessons

in 1946 kenneth S bennion a member of the junior department
committee for the sunday schools issued his study manual the life of
christ illustrated with forty eight color plates showing events in christs
ministry the illustrations included work by plockhorstPlockhorst hofmann otto
stemler fig 6 nd alexander bida martin feuerstein alfalfrolfsenrolfsen and
paul thumann seven years later franklin L west then church commis-
sioner of education published his text jesus his life and teachings 1953
which contained nearly all of the illustrations used by bennion A later edi-
tion of bennion s manual 1957 was more diverse including works by
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A rubens vogel vermeer

X and armitage while adding
images by two LDS com
missioned artists goff

7 A 5 dowding and arnold fri-
berg table i1 this edition
indicates the beginnings of
a trend toward using dis-
tinctivelytinctively mormon art

although images were
initially considered sup-
plementalplemental to customary
teaching methods pictures
became an integral part of
LDS religious instruction
as the perceptual effects of
ppictureslctures became more
widely known 5313 latter day
saint specialists in child

FIG 6 jesus and peter by otto stemler from ken development and educa-
tionneth bennionsBenn ions life ofchristof christ salt lake city deseret taught that when

sunday school union board 1946 facing 120
properly selected pictures
will materially determine

many of the moral qualities that may be developed in a child for exam-
ple the pictures of great men and women may inspire a desire to become
like them 5414 the use of pictures could impress upon the mind of children
the reality of christs mortal mission for example in 1913 LDS artist J

leo fairbanks stressed the efficacy of picture study in sunday school
instruction

it isis through the physical that art isis able to interpret our comprehension
of what we ffeelI1 conceiveconceive or see and through the interpretation of this ex-

pression that later people gain the spiritual message art causes us to feel that
christ was a man that he lived a physical existence that he was mortal sym-
pathizedpathized with sinnerssinners moved among beggars helped the infirm ate with
publicanspublic ans and counseled with human beings for their immediate as well as

thir future spiritual welfare it isis to art that we turn for help inin seeing the
reality of the facts of the religious teachings of this divine human 55

the increasing use of images inin church readers teaching aids and periodi-
cals added a new dimension to gospel teaching young children could be
sensitized to form characterizations of the subjects they were studying at
church and at home

in an attempt to teach character some latter day saints adopted the
pseudoscientific manner of character appraisal called phrenology in



TABLE 1 illustrations used in kenneth S bennionsBenn ions
life ofchristof christ 015019501950 edition

artist title of image
armitage edward the remorse ofludasof judas
barhydt J A on the road to emmaus
bellini giovanni the flight into egypt
bolognese school christ healing the blind
bolognese school christ raising the son of the widow ofnainornain
brown ford madox christ washing peters feet
casericiseri antonio behold the man
cole thomas expulsion from the garden ofedenozedenof eden
crespi G M the marriage at cana
dowding goff the creation
friberg arnold the wise men from the east
harwood james T come follow me
hofmann heinrich christ and the rich young ruler
hofmann heinrich christ in the garden of gethesemane

hofmann heinrich christ in the temple
hofmann heinrich come unto me
hofmann heinrich the sermon on the mount
manchola juan the good samaritan
mastroianni no room inin the inn
matania fortunio the draught ortheof the fishes
monroy luis christ driving out them that sold and bought

from the temple
murillo the return of the prodigal son
plockhorstPlockhorst bernhardt christs entry into jerusalem
plockhorstPlockhorst bernhardt the good shepherd
rolle henri le arrival of the shepherds
rubens peter paul christ appears to mary magdalene after his

resurrection
rubens peter paul the tribute money

sieminadeskiSieminadeski H S the twelve chosen
tissot J james the miracle of the loaves and fishes
vermeer christ in the house ofmarthaof martha and mary
vinci leonardo da the last supper
vogel hugo jesus and the children
zurbaran francisco de crucifixion
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keeping with this fascination with phrenology and the related discipline of
physiognomy latter day saint children were informed that character
could be determined by closely examining a subjects facial attributes in
photographs and pictures 566 hence a persons lineamentslineaments could reveal
desirable qualities consistent with individuals of high moral character

in a popular salt lake city periodical for young people the character
builder 1902 40 phrenologists nephi Y schofield and john T miller
regularly contributed character delineations of prominent latter day saint
and other personalities 57 schofield discussed the possibility of delineating
character from a photograph conceding that it poses some difficulty in
obtaining accurate measurements for a thorough and complete reading he
nonetheless believed that a photograph will furnish abundant material for
much that is interesting and useful according to schofield the organs
that represent force are primarily located to the side and back of the head
and cannot be examined in a photograph or presumably any other two
dimensional image the examiner is then obliged to rely upon physiog-
nomical signs that can be seen from the front oftheodtheof the subject 58 supposedly
if children could apply this method of ascertaining higher character to
photographic portraiture they could also apply the method to paintings
for determining the exemplary traits of christ

from about 1950 to 1955 course instructors were encouraged to use
visuals supplied by the sunday school union or those printed in the
instructor the official organ of the sunday school articles published dur-
ing this period emphasized the utility of appropriately selected pictures for
building character recognition and memory in young students kenneth S

bennion member of the instructor publication committee regularly con-
tributedtributed articles that accompanied color pictures of jesus and other biblical
characters other articles spotlighted the use of pictures by ward sunday
school instructors 59 one teacher trainer alta miller promoted the use of
charts to help students focus their attention on important points in a les-

son to build ideas of jesus a picture was placed on what she called a

sensitivity chart statements about the characteristics of jesus such as
courage without reservations were printed near the picture fig 7 60

christ as the ideal ofmasculinity

As part of a larger effort to curb juvenile delinquency leisure time ac-
tivitiestivities for young people both mormon and protestant often set the
boundaries of male gender roles 61 out of this effort to reform delinquent
youth arose a progressive masculine ideal that could be attained through
social gospel programs A crusade to promote physical and spiritual well-
being through organized recreational activities came to be known as

muscular christianity a movement that swept urban america during the
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1870sisyosisbos and aos8os the young mens christian association YMCA perhaps
the most influential of the youth organizations promoted exercise
recreation and education for the development of the best type of virile
christian manhood 62 although the YMCAs foundational principles in-
cluded mental and moral as well as physical efficiency its supporters
believed that the full development of christian character and sturdy man-
hood depends upon proper and adequate physical training 63

early twentieth century speeches and articles by latter day saint
authorities often correlated ideal manhood in part with physical strength
and stature an improvement era article of 1904 admonished young men to
aspire to physical as well as intellectual and spiritual perfection in fact its
author claimed the physical must stand first without a good body all the
powers and faculties will be blighted the ideal young man then must
be strong in body and as near as possible physically perfect 3364116464 george
reynoldssReynoldreynoldsnss juvenile instructor article of that same year stated that christ
had been universally represented by the master artists as a

somewhat effeminate and sentimental young man with long flowing locks a

weakling inin body and with few traces on his face of the strength of character
within all this isis wrong christ was not red haired nor effeminate neither
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FIG 7 photo illustration by ray G jones from she charts
her lessons instructor Ss89 may 1954 134
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was he a dyspeptic nor a dreamy sentimentalist the being who drove the
money changers out of the temple was no weakling he would be a vig
orous deep chestedcheatedchested broad shouldered man with well cut features and above
the medium height with his bodily energies developed through a life of
youthful labor in josephs carpenter shop at naznazaretharethabeth 65

health and wellbeingwell being were part of the church s program in teaching
the young men practical religion while the YMCA was exclusively serving
its young evangelical protestant membership church leaders adopted pro-
grams of recreation and health which were implemented by the churchschurche
young mens mutual improvement association YMMIA established as
an auxiliary in december 1876 and the boy scouts of ofamericaamerica with which
the church affiliated in may 1913

66 the athletic programs of the YMMIA
for example were designed to provide wholesome leisure activities as a
support to building testimony and character in young priesthood holders
YMMIA course manuals included lessons on the value of good health and
caring for the body machine the 1909 lo1010 manual the making of the
man emphasized a balanced approach to physical mental and social
efficiency in manhood physical manhood it affirmed consists in hav-
ing a strong symmetrical well trained body 67

in a series of lessons entitled health and achievement the 1922 23
senior manual stated that the man who preserves his manhood conserves
his vigor his spiritual power is attractive his eyes are clear his mind alert
and his body erect he is respected admired and loved by all 68 to be suc-
cessfulcessfulfui the M men as they were called should endeavor to maintain the
highest standards of health as well as character keep in mind what the
IM stands for the manual urged manly men masculine men minute
men mindful men mutual men merit men modern men modest men
mighty men andmormorand mormon men 116969

in 1944 levi edgar young then president of the first quorum of the
seventy promoted this ideal physical condition as a significant trait of
exemplary manhood quoting from charles Easteastmanmanss the soul of the
indian 1911 young described the native americans fine conception of
the importance of the body and its health and strength as supple sym-
metrical graceful and enduring a high ideal of manly strength and beauty
the attainment of which depends upon strict temperance in eating
together with severe and persistent exercise to this young added the
perfect body was a part ofchristof christ s glory 70 in 1955 david S king then sec-
ond assistant general superintendent in the YMMIA encouraged the
young men to armor themselves with noble qualities and build their physi-
cal strength as well as their moral values righteous living self conquest
and obedience to the laws of health were viewed as being among the high
ideals of manhood and virility 71
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kings ideals echoed the tone of bruce bartons bestsellingbest selling book
the man nobody knows 1924 in which christ was portrayed as an out-
doorsmandoorsman a sociable man and an executive one who called men from the
lowest ranks and forged a perfect business a kingdom and organization
that conquered the world in bartons mind christ was not a pale young
man with flabby forearms and a sad expression but was a man whose
muscles were so strong that when he drove the money changers out

nobody dared to oppose himhim72317211723372 according to barton it requires only a
little reading between the lines to be sure that almost all the painters have
misled us they have shown us a frail man under muscled with a soft
face a woman s face covered by a beard and a benign but baffled look
as though the problems of living were so grievous that death would be a
welcome release 33731173307373

another work that influenced mormon perceptions of christ was
harry emerson fosdicksFosdicks the manhood 0of the master 1914 citing specific
examples of jesus magnanimous nature and virtuous qualities fosdick
characterized christ as a man perfectly balanced in his environment
social even tempered loyal perseverant and fearless a man in whom
both man and woman should find their ideal 31741174337474

the impact of writers like barton and fosdick on mormon concepts of
christ is immeasurable latter day saint educators followed virtually the
same outline for lessons and character studies of christ as those found in
barton and fosdick and drew from church produced resource materials
that portrayed christ as the same successful role model and executive for
example a series of manuals written by bryant S hinckley for the young
mens mutual improvement association from 1924 to 1927 focused on
character building and contained much oftheodtheof the corporate language ofsuccessof success
used by both barton and fosdick 775 Hinckhinckleyleyss A study of the character and
teachings oflesusof jesus ofnazarethof nazareth 1950 written as a course ofstudy for the adult
members of the aaronic priesthood drew heavily on the writings of barton
and fosdick Hinckhinckleyleyss chapter topics closely follow those of fosdicksFosdicks man-
hood ortheofthe master in fact the chapter headings such as the master s joy
the master s indignation the master s loyalty the master s measure

of values the master s sincerity and the master s fearlessness
include virtually the same phrases as those used by fosdick 76

the philosophy of social gospel thinkers is as apparent in latter day
saint visual images as it was in youth instruction manuals in keeping with
the idealization of christ mormonscormons adopted the immensely popular head
of christ painted bybywarnerwarner sallman in 1940 fig 8 sallmanssellmansSallmans portrait was
seen by many americans as asexual or effeminate the long flowing hair and
the submissiveness of christ s expression suggesting softer traits but the
artist intended the image to portray traits of manliness and male vigor 77
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accordingly other americans
viewed the wholesome hand-
somely chiseled face and
cleardear eyes as embodying the
expected physical characteris-
tics of the perfect man christ
to many latter day saints
though sallman s painting
not only represented the
manliness described by bar-
ton and fosdick but also
embodied a universally ap-
pealing attitude of supplica-
tion an attitude fostered by
mormonscormons as well as by other
christians

sallman s head ofchristof christ
could often be seen in LDS

homes hanging on the wall
or displayed on the mantle
its popular reception is also
evident from its widespread
use in ward meetinghousesmeetinghouses

FIG 8 head of christ by warner sallman
and libraries theoil 2814281 2218 picture1892 1968 on canvas x 1940

warner press inc anderson indiana used by was regularly used to deco-
ratepermission church meetinghouse
foyersboyers chapels and class-

rooms sunday school and primary instructors used the sallman image
to exemplify the ennobling qualities of jesus that the painting was per-
ceived as portraying two photographic visuals by ralph T clark fea-
tured the sallman head of christ to help teach prayer and reverence
figs 9 10lo

by the late 1950s sallman s head ofofchristchrist had entered the corpus of
visuals that defined the image of christ for mormonscormons fig ii11 for example
a version of sallmanssellmansSallmans christ completed in 1948 by a popular artist in
tahiti edgar leetegleeter was enjoyed by many polynesian church members
during the time it hung in the hamilton new zealand temple and later in
the papeetepapette tahiti temple 787 in addition the head of christ and other
sallman paintings fig 12 were used on missionary calling cards and
wallet sized inspirational cards for LDS servicemen



FIG 9 photo illustration for the FIG io10 photo illustration for the
deseret sunday school union deseret sunday school union
by ralph T clark 1926 1959 by ralph T clark 1926 196919601960
courtesy ralph T clark courtesy ralph T clark

FIG ii11 william H bennett family from improvement emeraern 73 may 1970131970 13
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christ as a man of virtue
integrity and sensitivity

in 1961 the editors of the
improvement era introduced
the gospel in art series a
program offering church
members the opportunity to
purchase frameable repro-
ductionsductions of the works ofofldsoflasLDS

artist arnold friberg for
hanging in their ward build-
ings and homes the first
painting in the series peace

be still 1961 showed jesus
commanding the stormy ele-

ments to subside matt 8

mark 4 according to a

church news article the
painting would help to

FIG 112 the lorddord Is my shepherd by warner sail-
man instill a love of art and1892 1968 oil on cacascanvass 40 x 30 1943

warner press inc anderson indiana used encourage viewers to follow
by permission inin the masters footsteps of

living the gospelgospel57979579

friberg known for his series of illustrations depicting square jawed
royal canadian mounted police is regarded as a master artist who follows
traditional academic methods of illustration to create monumental works
of art friberg gained respect among church members for his paintings of
book of mormon scenes which were commissioned by the primary orga-
nizationnization in 1952 influenced as a child by gustave dor6sdorasDores robust men and
women of the bible friberg s artistic work shows an affinity for brawny
muscular forms a symbolic feature that many viewersviewers have come to rec-
ognize friberg has stated that his large muscular characters are intended
to physically portray the inward greatness of the men he depicts 80

in 1963 friberg completed another painting for the gospel inin art
series the painting christ appearing to the nephitesNep hites renamed the risen
lord plate 5 depicts a resurrected christ standing in the midst of nephite
worshipers dressed in a luminous white robe christ stands with his hands
outstretched and his tunic open to his waist exposing the wound under his
lowest left rib his radiant trilaterallylaterallytn shaped form is positioned in an erect
dignified posture against a darkened background emphasizing the
strength ofhisochisofhis presence when the painting was advertised in the april 1965

improvement era friberg s christ was described as a noble figure both
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manly and divine church officials apparently disapproved of the bare
chestedcheated christ for the painting was never again advertised or used in
church publications

commenting on the painting friberg said

in the absence of any known portraits of christ artists have pictured his face
and figure in countless ways I1 dont believe that this multitude ofinterpretaof interpreta-
tions especially bothers anyone since artists are nothot painting a likeness but an
idea a spiritual concept jesus is neither a weakling nor a victim but a
commanding presence one look at his eyes and men sacrificed everything to
follow him 81

friberg may have been subtly referring to the churchschurcyschurche disapproval of the
painting when he continued in my scriptural paintings I1 need not be
concerned with involved theological controversies instead I1 try to bring
into reality the stories so often taught in sunday school through my
paintings I1 bear witness to the truth as I1 understand it 8281

despite fribergsfriberghFribergs stand the church had become less inclined to ideal-
ize the physical virility of christ preferring instead to emphasize virtue
and integrity as the measure of a perfect man in 1964 hugh B brown
coined the phrase consecrated manliness a phrase that would charac-
terize the mormon concept of manhoodofmanhood for the next three decades 83 the
qualities of athleticism and perfect health were minimized in favor of sen-
sitivitysitivity goodness and virtue thus the mormon male though he was to be
a sturdy patriarch would primarily champion all that is virtuous

anthropologist david knowlton has written that mormonscormonsMormons avoid the
androgynous imagery of christ as a somewhat effeminate nurturer and
mediator between us and the heavens rather we focus on the christ
ascendant as man the conquerorconqueror8484 yet judging by contemporary visual
conceptions of christ the mormon male is to invoke all his feminine
nurturing qualities while manifesting all the demonstrable attributes that
are typically considered masculine authority spiritual strength resolute-
ness if as fairbanks wrote it is going to take mormon artists to give the
feeling and proper interpretation to mormon subjects 85 then the prolif-
eration in the latter halfof the twentieth century of mormon works depict-
ing christ shows a similar objective in interpreting a mormon savior
more recent LDS portraits of christ depict him as a strong but passive
shepherd type one who sits reflectively overlooking the judean landscape
fig 131319951995

86 the image of christ as a wholesome man coincides with
the churchschurche policy regarding the portrayal of deity in live performances
the church handbook ofinstructionsof instructions 1998 expressly states that if the
savior is portrayed it must be done with the utmost reverence and dig-
nity only people of wholesomeofwholesome personal character should be considered
for the part 877
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FIG 13 detail from 0 jerusalem by greg olsen 1958 oil on canvas 50 x
36 1995 courtesy greg olsen by arrangement with mill pond press copy-
right greg olsen

correlation and the mormon visual image of christ

between 19601960 and 1965 church leaders began to systematize priest-
hood programs under the broad plan of priesthood correlation with
renewed emphasis on organization within the areas of home teaching
missionary work welfare and genealogy came retrenchment inin the pro-
duction and dissemination of the church s printed matter retrenchment
was marked by a reassertion of doctrinal principles economization and
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systemization artwork audiovisual resources and publications were
created by a corps of graphics and media specialists working under the
direction of correlation officials this arrangement resulted in a more
homogenized selection of didactic and inspirational artwork

instructors were encouraged to use the church approved pictures
uniformly issued in teacher training materials or produced by contracted
printers such as wheelwright lithography company providence litho-
graph company and standard publishing company commercially
produced images to supplement lessons on christs ministry and other
bible stories were available in the CTR pilot picture set the guide patrol
teaching aids and the top pilot picture series these didactic images
featured the illustrative work of non mormon artists such as harold
copping griffith foxley karl godwin fig 14 nd hubbard ortlip
and elsie anna wood 88

in the years leading up to the mormon pavilion at the new york
worlds fair of1964of 1964 65 and the 1968 hemisfairHemisfair in san antonio the church
commissioned artwork to better reflect its own christ centered mission 89

LDS artist sidney E king
completed a twelve part 71t9

mural on the life of christ
and a replica of thorvald-
sen s christus was sculpted
bybyaldobyalkoaldoaido rebechi see fig 5

non LDS illustrator john
scott was commissioned to
paint a large mural depict-
ing

X

christs visit to the
americas east coast artists
kenneth riley and tom
lovell were hired to do sev-
eral

4
paintings depicting

book ofmormonofmormon scenes and
events in church history 90

although arnold fri-
berg was billed as the finest
illustrator in the church
after the disapprobation of
his risen lord he would not
accept a commissioncommission to
paint scenes of the life of
christ for the fair or the FIGpig christ karl godwin14 jesus by 1893 0
gospel in art program on proidaroidprovidencece lithograph co
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behalf of the church advertising agent richard J marshall then
approached harry anderson a well respected seventh day adventist artist
who had done work for the pacific press publishing association anderson
took on the commission and over a sixteen year period completed several
paintings on the life of christ for the mormon pavilion and for the north
visitors center in salt lake city 991 LDS artist grant romney clawson
reproduced anderson s work in twelve large scale murals for display at the
visitors center and the church office building

bruce R mcconkie commented that the anderson murals serve as an
introduction to the lord jesus they deal with some of the crowning
experiences of the mortal life of the blessed one elder mcconkie wrote
and may be used by us as our initial response to his gracious invitation
come learn ofmeoameof me matt 1128 29

13921192339292 when anderson was asked what
his intent was when creating his paintings he reportedly said 1I look at
christ as very loving he was loving so loving that he gave his life for us
without any hesitation this is what I1 like to represent 3393119393

by the mid 1980s198os harry andersons paintings would define the
modern LDS visual per-
ception of christ as a

compassionate minister-
ing servant andersons
works were perhaps some
of the most reproduced
and highly recognized

7
depictions of christ dur-
ing that period figs 15

1976 and 161619791979 plate 6 N

1973 out of373of 373 images
of christ appearing in
the ensign from 1971
through 1985 153 images

41 percent were created
by harry anderson or a g

reproducer table 2

beginning in 1971
the official publicpublicationspublicatiopublicationatioatlo s

were changed to meet
the needs of a growing
church church maga-
zines such as the improve-

ment
FFIG 15 christ inin gethsemane by harry anderson

era the children s 19061906 96 oilOH on canvas 41 x 44 ca 1976 intellec-
tualfriend and the instructor reserve inc
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were discontinued and Nisuismreplaced by slicker
more colorful maga-
zines the ensign for
adults the new era
for young adults and
the friend for primary P
aagege children gakintakintaking9
advantage of the im-
proved look of church 7

publications ensign
editors reinstituted the
gospel in art program K

which had languished
since 1965 94 in an X

article accompanying
the gospel in art pro-
spectus

U

sp ectus church mem-
bers were encouraged
to use uplifting pic-
tures to create a more

FGFIGpig 16 the second coming by harry anderson
spiritual atmosphere 19061906 96 oil on canvas 120 x 79 1979 courtesy
in the home in the museum of church history and art
article university of
utah art professor ed maryon concluded it stands to reason that if for
example a beautiful print of christ were in a home thoughts would be
turned to him more often 95

maryon observed that a lack of religious art among church members
was related to the unavailability of fine prints and paintings fortu-
nately quality mormon oriented art is becoming more available 9616

indeed church magazine editors were able to draw upon a host of non
LDS and LDS artists to achieve the aims of publication since the early

1970s the ensign and other church magazines have regularly featured the
work of mormonofmormon artists who focus on christ as their subject

in recent decades the visual depiction of christ in printed church
materials has been largely by authoritative consensus a system of review
conducted by general authorities assigned to the priesthood committees
that oversee media production in its various forms 97 in the early 1970s the
churchschurche internal and external communications departments supervised
the use of art in magazines and related advertising media 9818 the child cor-
relation review committee was instituted to review media and course



TABLE 2 number and composition of images of christ in
the ensign 1971 1999

birth teacher servant broodingyear vol babaptismptismprismyouth leader healer shepherdshepher
1971 1 0 0 2 0 0

1972 2 1 2 9 0 0

1973 3 1 0 12 0 0

1974 4 5 2 24 4 1

1975 5 1 0 14 7 0

1976 6 1 0 4 4 0

1977 77 0 1 0 0 0

1978 8 0 1 7 1 0

1979 9 1 0 3 0 0

1980 10 2 0 1 2 0

1981 11 2 0 5 3 0

1982 12 2 1 6 1 1

1983 13 2 0 25 6 1

1984 14 0 1 3 5 0

1985 15 1 0 7 1 0

1986 16 3 0 8 7 1

1987 17 4 0 27 10 2

1988 18 1 1 14 9 0

1989 19 2 1 5 1 0

1990 20 1 0 6 0 2

1991 21 8 1 31 8 00

1992 22 5 0 16 7 4

1993 23 5 0 2 6 0

1994 24 5 4 23 11 3

1995 25 5 1 19 7 2
1

1996 26 3 0 13 3 6

1997 27 6 0 7 0 3

1998 28 3 2 16 7 4

1999 29 3 1 30 32 6

total 73 19 339 142 36

does not include sculpture stained glass textiles other types of three dimensional
media or actorsperfomersactorsperformersactors performers



TABLE 2 continued

commandingyear sufferer Ccrucifixionifiion resurrection portrait totalfigure

1971 0 0 1 2 0 5

1972 0 0 0 2 1 15

1973 0 3 0 4 5 25

1974 1 6 4 10 5 62

1975 0 3 3 3 1 32

1976 0 2 0 6 1 18

1977 0 0 3 3 1 8

1978 0 0 0 10 3 22

1979 0 1 1 2 0 8

1980 0 3 1 5 3 17

1981 0 2 1 3 8 24

1982 1 3 3 6 0 24

1983 1 5 1 10 8 59

1984 0 4 3 6 7 29

1985 0 4 0 6 6 25

1986 0 5 1 5 4 34

1987 1 4 2 11 10 71

1988 0 7 4 14 3 53

1989 1 4 0 10 8 32

1990 0 5 6 11 11 42

1991 3 7 7 9 6 80

1992 1 6 1 16 5 61

1993 4 6 0 17 15 55

1994 4 7 6 20 8 91

1995 6 9 4 14 19 86

1996 1 3 1 28 19 77

1997 0 4 3 24 13 1 60

1998 0 5 8 15 16 76

1999 4 8 4 14 17 119

total 28 116 68 286 203 1310
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materials produced for latter day saint children 99 through the aos8os and
gosygos90s church leaders supervised the selection of visual materials through
the church curriculum department and priesthood executive councils
church publications staff and graphic artists choose from a file of
approved visuals of jesus christ as well as from other scripturally based
illustrations available at the churchschurche visual resources library and
museum of church history and art

A seeming effort to formulate a more distinctively mormon repre-
sentationsentation of christ has resulted in moderating the use of portraits that
might be interpreted as unfamiliar or less than aesthetically tasteful to the
latter day saint viewer for example the portrait of christ by non LDS

artist chambers see fig 4 has rarely been used in church publications
since 19801980 presumably because of the split beard and angry eyes and
while images produced by tissot dore alexandre bida and william
henry margetson are still being used images by LDS artists such as bar-
rett parson kapp plate 7 1996 and greg olsen have appeared more
regularly as ensign covers magazine vignettes and instructional illustra-
tions 100loo00 other images
by non LDS artists
hofmann anderson
bloch wood cleve-
land Nwoodward griff-
eth foxley frances
hook fig 17 1962
and ralph P cole-
man are frequently
represented but often
appear as cropped
insets or as minor ele-
ments in larger illustra-
tive visuals 101

contemporary
depictions of christ by
LDS artists are care-
fully rendered to
closely align with the
expectations of main-
stream church mem-
bershipbership for example
LDS artist keith ed-
dington s 1994 version FIG 17 christ and the little children by frances hook
of he Is risen has 1912 83196283.196283 1962 standard publishing co cincinnati ohio



PLATE I1 above christ
and the rich young ruler
by heinrich hofmann

1824 1911igli oil on canvas
1899 riverside church
N yorkintdlectual re-
serve inc

PLATE 2 tightright christ and
the samaritan woman by
carlcari heinrich bloch
1834 90 oiloiioli on 18 cop-

perplateperplate 20 x 30 1872
museum of church his-
tory and art the mu-
seum of national history
at frderiksborg castlecastie



PLATE 3 christ cleansing the templetempie by carlcari heinrich bloch 1834 90 oil on 18 cop
perplateperulateperplate approx 20 x 30 ca 1870s museum of church history and art the museum
ofnationalNationalof history at frederiksborgFrederiksborg castlecastie



p1atepeate 4 mary magdalene s box of very precious ointment aisoalso known as A
woman anointethAnointeth theshe feet oflesusofjesuslesus by james tissot 1836 1902 watercolor
on paper ca 188os from james jacques joseph tissot the lirelife of outour sav
lourlout jesus christ three hundred and sixty five compositions promfrom thefhe fourpour
gospels 3 volsvois 1899 reprint new york mcclure 1900 223823082008223023o8

PLATE 5 christchriss appearing to theshe nephitesNephites renamed the risen lord by arnold friberg
19134 oiloiioli on casca s 44 x 62 1963 used by permission of friberg fine art inc



PLATE 6 go ye and teach allaliail nations by harry anderson 1906igoaigo6 96 oil on canvas 41 x
48 1973 courtesy museum of church history and art

PLATE 7 that ye may know by gary kapp 1942 oiloiioli on canvas 60 x 48 1996
courtesy gary kapp



PLATE 8 above christ the cre
ator by robert T barrett 194941949
oil on canvas 22 x 30 1996
courtesy robert T barrett

PLATE 9 right jesus ofna2wrethof nazareth
by robert T barrett 194941949 oil
on canvas 18 x 24 1992992 des
eret book



PLATE io10 lost lamb by del parson 1948 oil on canvas 40 x 30 1998 courtesy
del parson



PLATE 11 journey s end by derek hegsted 1965 oil on canvas 24 x 30 1994
courtesy derek hegsted



PLATE 12 christ in a red robe by minerva teichert 1888 1976 oil on canvas 71713 V x
473k47 1945 courtesy museum of church history and art
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noticeably changed from his original 19601960 version of the painting entitled
the ascension of christ although both versions feature the centuries old
tradition of stigmata and halo eddington appears to have consciously
employed visual devices in the latter version to downplay the somberness
of christs death the 19601960 version used for church publications and
tracts includes the hill of calvary and crosses on the horizon in the 1994
version painted for the joseph smith memorial buildings legacy theater
the calvary crosses were deleted 102 eddingtonsEdding tons use of dark drab blues
in the original version allude to the crucifixion in contrast to the warm
fiery colors of the newer he Is risen which emphasize the triumph of
christ overcoming death a more potent event according to latter day
saint belief

in recent years mormonscormons have placed a greater emphasis on the
atonement by representing images of the creation plate 8819961996 resur-
rection ascension and postmortal visitations of christ in contrast to the
catholic and protestant focus on the symbolism oftheodtheof the cross mormon ren-
derings of christ avoid the imagery of calvary and instead draw the viewer
into a path of spiritual rectitude modeled as much as is artistically possible
in the image of christ 103

even though the images used in official church publications fall
within certain traditional expectations church creative programs encour-
age broader cultural and ethnic approaches to depicting gospel oriented
subjects As part of the churclschurchschurche effort to embrace an increasingly diverse
membership since 1987 the museum of church history and art has regu-
larly sponsored an international LDS art competition calling upon artists
of all ethnic backgrounds participating artists have contributed a wide
variety of images of christ in their own expressive manner while assimilat-
ing recognizable traits that suggest the influence of or contact with the
anglo american body oftheodtheof the church submitted entries have been done in
indigenous media such as batik and collage and some of the art pieces
include native american or other ethnic motifs but some submissions
borrow from images by artists such as anderson and parson 104

images of christ approved by church correlation appear to concen-
trate less on cultural authenticity and more on scriptural accuracy and the
idealization of wholesomeofwholesome character the more favored artistic depictions
of christ such as thorvaldsensThorvaldsens christus see fig 5 suggest a more invit-
ing posture accentuated by thematic phrases like come unto me or
come unto him although the original was created by a non LDS artist

the christus embodies the appealing qualities oftheodtheof the all powerful but sensi-
tive and loving savior who is sought by many mormonscormonsMormons this entreating
figure a physical depiction of what theology professor douglas J davies
has characterized as the proactivepreactivepro active christ of LDS faith 105 symbolizes the
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mormon identification with a christ who acts decisively controls events
and offers salvation to those who follow him to advance this view of
christ the open armed christus has been reproduced for many LDS tem-
ples throughout the world

since the inception oftheodtheof the churclschurchschurche correlation efforts in the i96osig6osigmos the
physiognomy of christ as it is rendered by LDS artists such as kapp olsen
parson barrett and derek hegsted has appeared closer in view and the
images attempt to connect more familiarly with the viewer built upon
the studiolikestudiolike portraiture ofofsallmansallmansalimansailman these artists illustrative depictions of
jesus often appear posed in formal studio settings or in familiar head and
shoulder formats much like framed photographic portraits unlike
sallman s three quarter views with eyes directed away from the viewer
LDS artists have tended to fix the gaze directly at the viewer barretts jesus

ofofnazarethnazareth 1992 plate 9 is a representative example ofthisorthisof this recent trend to
draw the viewer into the subjects line of sight christs penetrating gaze
his smile and the casualness of his posture are pleasantly entreating and
encourage an intimate response to the image

other portraits by kapp parson plate lo101019981998 and hegsted plate ii11

1994 encourage the same level of closeness several examples of their work
show christ and nearby subjects most typically children in the crook ofhisochisofhis
arm or in a warm embrace these portraits have made the image of christ
as familiar as that of a family member or friend this effect has been
enhanced by framed posters and postcard images which have popularized
the visual image of christ for a mormon mass audience

the visuals of christ reproduced in church magazines reveal an incli-
nation toward images that are not troubling or disruptive to the viewer s

sensibilities minor subjects are well groomed and neatly dressed in garb
resembling fitted costumes figures are often carefully placed within a shal-
low depth of field along the picture plane so as to offer a more advanta-
geous view of christ and all the surrounding subjects and their facial
expressions conspicuously avoided are any symbols and visual devices
that would be associated with the traditions of the catholic lutheran
episcopalian and protestant faiths these elements taken together suggest
a uniformity resulting from church correlations reviews of the images

artwork that is officially produced and disseminated is useful in gaug-
ing the church s increased focus on christ and the gospel related images
with which church leaders hope members and outsiders will identify an
examination of the number and composition of images of christ repro-
duced in the ensign from 1971 through 1999 reveals that images selected for
publication generally depict him as a teacher leader or resurrected being
relatively few images depicted him as the victim of crucifixion nor was he
depicted frequently as the awesome commanding jehovah of the old
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testament the sensitive ministerial christ familiar to most latter day
saints was depicted in an increasing degree toward the end oftheodtheof the twentieth
century interestingly for the entire year of 1971 only 5 images of christ
were reproduced in the magazine in contrast to a total of 119 in 1999 por-
traits have appeared more frequently since 1995 many of which have
graced the front and inside covers the predominant number ofnonofton LDS
created images gradually diminished in the mid 1980s198os until LDS created
visuals dominated at the end of the century fig 18

other visual media often portray christ in related ways representat-
ive of the turn of the century official portrayals of christ is a film shown
at the joseph smith memorial building entitled the testaments of one
fold and one shepherd which depicts the life of a fictional book of
mormon character with scenes of christs mortal life and his visit to the
americas As in other church produced films christ is shown in various
scenes of his ministry and among followers and children film director
kieth merrill told the deseret news that president gordon B hinckley
11

gave specific direction about how the film should depict jesus christ in
ways that christians understand and in ways familiar to them 106 in a
recent online article merrill explained further saying we were promised
by blessing that we would find the right person to play the savior after
screening several actors church convert tomas kofod of denmark was
chosen to fill the role merrill observed that the images of classicofclassic christian
art the paintings ofkarlofearl bloch and the etchings ofgustaveGustaveof dore came into
my mind and became the inspiration for the visual depiction of christ 7010711107107

film producers were then advised to use several paintings by bloch hof-
mann tissot dore olsen and clark kelly price as image sources for scenes
of christ s life according to alisa anglesey a casting assistant over ten
scenes shot for the film were meant to directly recreatere create paintings and
engravings by these artists 10108

del parsons lord jesus christ

A phenomenally popular portrait of christ by del parson entitled the
lord jesus christ 1983 fig 19 has been described as the most reproduced
latter day saint picture of christ replacing previously used images by
anderson and sallman as better fitting the church s image of the sav-
ior 109 the painting which first appeared in a spring 1984 issue of the
ensign magazine is now displayed in many latter day saint homes and
LDS church teaching materials it features a head and shoulder portrait of
christ who is dressed in a red robe and white tunic and is intimately gaz-
ing toward the viewer A 1996 article in the salt lake tribune stated this
depiction of christ has the potential to become at least as renowned as
warner sallmanssellmansSallmans familiar head of christ popularized throughout
christianity after world war 11II 110



FIG 18 created or commissioned images of christ in the ensign 1971 1999
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according to parson s wife lynette dels purpose in painting the
savior was to create an image in which the members of the church could
project their feelings of the savior he has been pleased that he seems to
have succeeded in achieving that purpose 155111I A female LDS high school
student revealed how the parson image reinforces her own perception of
deity he just looks so peaceful ive seen this one so much that that s how
I1 imagine him to look the other pictures of jesus dont look like him to
me she noted 1 I see it a lot its the picture hanging in my seminary
room in utah LDS seminary buildings are frequently constructed next to
junior and senior high schools I1 also see it in kids lockers at school they
put it there to remind them of christ and to do what s right 11112112

the popularity oftheodtheof the painting has given rise to several legends regard-
ing its conception and acceptance as the semiofficial latter day saint por-
trait of christ one story deals with the paintings purportedly inspired
conception the common elements of the story are that parson made
repeated attempts to achieve an accurate depiction of christs physical
appearance in most versions of the story these attempts at accuracy are
under the direct guidance of church leaders often that of the general
authorities or the church president according to one informant they
the general authorities were working with him the entire time he was

the 11113113 and the leader leadersdoing painting not surprisingly or proffer
specific instructions with regard to christs physical features such an idea
would not seem foreign to the believing latter day saint mormon doc-
trine provides that every soul who forsakethforsaketh his sins and cometh unto me
and callethcalleta on my name and obeyeth my voice and keepethkeeneth my com-
mandmentsmandments shall see my face and know that I1 am dacd&c 931

in another version of the story the prophet corrects the artist by say-
ing his eyes areiaareraaren t brown theyrethey re blue 11114114 such legends often reveal
common threads of belief and values shared among the groups of individ-
uals hearing them for example the preceding comment affirms the belief
that LDS apostles hold a priesthood office that carries as a distinguishing
function that ofpersonalofpersonal and special witness to the divinity ofjesusof jesus christ
and that these witnesses know of the divinity of the savior by personal
revelation 11115115 the supposed correction is often interpreted as implying
that mormon leaders are by the nature of their calling privileged to have
a personal firsthand knowledge of christs physical attributes

unfortunately religious stories labeled as legends are sometimes
perceived as untrue and thus without merit this perception however dis-
misses their value in expressing worldviewsworldviews and popular belief As folk-
lorist janfan brunvand has pointed out to say that such stories are legendary
is not necessarily to say that they are of doubtful veracity for folklore may
be true as well as false thus such a legend may be believed but
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unprovable or it may be supported by historical record 116 As brunvand
writes legends dissemination is largely oral and some of their motifs are
traditional 117 the same can be said of mormon legends in the case of
parson s painting of christ a number of mormon cultural values are
expressed in the legends that circulate regarding it

interestingly parson has admitted to doing several versions or initial
sketches before the finished painting was approved however this commis-
sion was done under the direction of warren luke art director of the
church graphics department parson did several five to six sketches as

he typically does in pencil on brown craft paper 118 his wife lynette
describes how the painting was conceived

del thought the best way to get a pleasing image of christ was to find the per-
fect model bearded men were pretty scarce near our home in rexburgredburgRexburg
idaho at our stake conference he found a member of our stake who served
as his first model he sent in a couple of sketches of this model the sketches
were returned asking him to try again

he found his second model this time a bearded one at the rexburgredburg
demolition derby this sketch was also returned our family visited the
eastern idaho state fair on labor day with the purpose of looking at people
until we could locate a model we found another bearded man whose eyes
were most helpful in the next sketches 119

curiously a few specific revisions were asked of him according to
lynettesLynettes account del started the painting which took about 9 days he
sent it to the church and it was returned for 2 small changes one eye made
larger and the neckline raised 120 although it may be assumed that the
churchschurche correlation executive committee reviewed the painting in its
various stages of completion the artist does not know who approved the
work in its final form 12121

in another story and its variants parson or another individual gives an
inspirational talk at a mormon fireside or at a sacrament meeting parsons
painting of christ is displayed whereupon a young girl having been
through a near death experience or having witnessed a parents death rec-
ognizes the man in the portrait as the man who saved or comforted her 122

again this story apparently serves to reaffirm the LDS belief in the physi-
cal nature of christ and in modern day visitations by otherworldly mes-
sengers or beings it also seems to provide assurance that children in
danger of physical harm are watched over by a loving comforting savior

some of the common elements of this story are according to del
parson based on a factual occurrence parson did in fact speak to a fire
side audience by his recollection it was a relief society fireside in that
fireside he related several comforting experiences he feels were given by
the holy ghost experiences he had after his first wife was killed in a tragic
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automobile accident A
related experience that par-

son told was a story of a

young girl who witnessed
her mother brutally mur-
dered by the girls abusive
father some time later
the girl was in a primary
gathering where an un-
specified picture of christ
was displayed the primary
teacher asked does any-
one know who this is the
little girl immediately rec-
ognized the person in the
picture as the man who
came to comfort her at the
moment her mothers life

was taken by her father
approximately two months
after the fireside parson
received a telephone call

FIG ig19 the lord jesus christ by del parson
from an LDS bookstore inin 1948 oil on canvas 288 x 20 1983 courtesy
idaho falls the proprietor museum of church history and art
asked for permission to
distribute a written version of what parson calls the popular stories being
circulated and told as miraculous incidents related to the lord jesus christ
in an attempt to stop or correct the story parson found that an individual
who was present at the fireside correctly related parson s talk only to have
it changed and modified in subsequent retellings

although certain key elements have been incorrectly linked a number
of the story s common components are still included in the legendary
accounts the young girl the witness or experience of a fatal or near fatal
tragedy the comforting visitation of christ and the girls recognition of
christ upon seeing a painting of him these components the successive
stages in a sublime recognition pattern serve as stated before to support
mormon belibellbeilbeliefbellefefinin the corporeal nature ofchristof christ and to support character-
istic cycles of adversity or tragedy miraculous intervention and redemp-
tion or recognition often found in LDS scripture and teachings

the other anecdotes told in relation to parson s painting of christ deal
with the image as an inspirational object in one case the painting was
used almost as a medium of prayer apparently after suffering affliction a
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woman was looking
at this picture and
asking for comfort
and then the picture
gave her comfort123comfort 123

mormonscormons would ar-
gue that images are
not venerated as icons
or devotional objects
in this story however
the painting becomes
in a subliminal sense
a physical manifesta-
tion of christ the
only tangible item
within the womanscomans
visual range through
which she could pro-
ject her distress and
receive comfort

in another story
the painting is saidsald to
be figuratively divided
in halfhalghaig the lehtleft half
or the wrong side

FIG 20 jesus knocking at the doordoot by deldei parson 1948 stresses the frown-
ing

oil on canvascansas 28 x 20 1983 intellectual reserve inc
expression of

christ conversely the
right side or good side is characterized by a happy christ that this story
may have been told in a mormon youth function is in itself revealing one
interpretation of this perceived semiotic device is that it underscores the
latter day saint callcailcali to members particularly young people to choose
the right124Right 124

when visual imbalance is seen where symmetry is expected the viewer
compensates by appropriating meaning to the visual infraction this
example of the perceived usage ofa hidden visual device in latter day saint
art although it was not the intent of the artist is a meaningful sanction of
church commissioned images 125

the favorable acceptance of parson s lord lesusjesus christ among grass-
roots LDS members resulted in several variations on the head and
shoulders portrait by placing the same head on a figure shown in different
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situations parson has found success in disseminating a likeness for every
occasion fig 20 clearly parsons lord jesus christ is now doing for
mormon visual culture what SallsalisailsallmanssallmawssellmansmaWsmans head of christ did for members in
earlier decades

decorative images of christ

in response to the churclschurchschurche growing consumer market decorative
images of christ and of related gospel themes have achieved popularity at
he grassroots level mass produced posters bookmarksbookmarks cards and prints
maturing the work ofamateur as well as professional artists have culturally

cleciebenneddennedciefinedfined and in a behavioral sense affected latter day saint home
decoration and family religious practices frequently the focus of latter
day saint living spaces is not traditional catholic type wall shrines and
objects of devotion but rather framed posters and full color prints in
addition to portraying traditional gospel themes these popular images
often illustrate book of mormon narratives and christs visit to the ameri-
cas setting their image apart as identifiably latter day saint

the 1997 retrospective exhibit ofldsoflas artist minerva teichert s colorful
and energetic paintings of scenes from the book of mormon have reintro-
duced her vision of christ to a younger generation of church members
two of her paintings issued as frameable reproductions have gained wide
popularity in latter day saint home decoration the fine art reproduc-
tions of teichertsreichertsTeich erts christ in the red robe 1945 plate 12 and jesus at the
home ofmaryosmaryof mary and martha 1941 see fig i in what think ye of christ in
this issue are representative of her painterly manner and are sold in some
LDS bookstores the museum of art brigham young university and
museum of church history and art salt lake city and through BYUs
bookstore and merchandise catalogs 126 the growing interest in fine art
interpretations such as these reveals a countertrendcounter trend to the popularity of the
illustrative studiolikestudiolike images and paintings reproduced in church magazines

more emblematic LDS art assimilates designs slogans and symbols
from popular american culture showing an affection for national voguish
trends mormon bumper stickers and souvenirs have appropriated varia-
tions on the pisciculipisciculi or christian fish symbol by replacing the greek acros-
tic with latter day saint slogans 127 casual clothing styles sold in the
mormon marketplace have imitated popular corporate and designer logos
including calvin klein hard rock cafe tommy hilfiger and nike cor-
porationporation 12812111281 one of the most ascertainable purposes these images serve is

the inculcation of latter day saint viewers with visual devices that support
mormon masculine and feminine ideals 12929
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conclusion

over the last century the visual image of christ as seen by latter day
saints has been an integral part of larger currents of belief and doctrine
the various ways in which these images have been used reflect LDS world
views on biblical literalism race masculinity athleticism and family
worship practices A persistent affinity with a highly realistic manner of
depicting christ has coincided with the churclschurchschurche literal approach to the
scriptures along with a belief in the historicity of jesus life and ministry
moreover these images function in tandem with official discourse pub-
lished manuals and church teaching methods courses of study on char
acter building have included the supplementary use of such images as
visual affirmations of christs physiognomy manhood and magnanimity

perhaps even more revealing is these images increasing importance
within the church in the mid 1960s196os a noticeable shift toward more
church commissioned likenesses of christ came in preparation for the
1964 65 mormon pavilion at the new york worlds fair since that time
church correlation efforts have to some extent homogenized such artwork
in church publications these portraits and narrative paintings call for a
more intimate visual connection with a kinder more wholesome savior
during the i98osig8osigmos and gosgos church members witnessed an astounding
increase in the number of christ centered visuals in church magazines by
and large church members are seeing a larger number of prominent
images of christ as the consecrated visualization of ideal manhood at
the same time new trimmed down media resources for home decoration
family worship and church education codify the last three decades shifts
toward retrenchment

the truly mormon image of christ may lie in what the individual LDS

viewer perceives the image should be like even though measuring viewer
response is difficult at least some LDS viewers have shown approval of
these images through their devotional behavior and by their own written
testimonials in addition the impact of LDS visuals that confirm personal
expectations of jesus christ contributes to the churchschurcyschurche visual image
making mechanisms and an ever increasing number of LDS bookstores
and independent marketing groups that merchandise mormon related
media products will likely propagate further the latter day saint visual
perception of christ however the ultimate mormon visual likeness of
christ will be determined by the reception given by the new century s

believing church members

noel A carmack noecarngwlibusuedu is preservation librarian at merrill
library utah state university he received a master of fine arts MFA degree in 1997
from utah state university where he emphasized drawing and painting an earlier version
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of this article was presented at the thirty fourth annual mormon history association
meeting in ogden utah 1999 he would like to thank david morgan martha sonntag
bradley and thomas E toone for comments on earlier versions ofthisorthisof this paper thanks also
go to doris R dant emilee wood and jennifer hurlbut for their fine editorial work
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pointing to the gospel inin his left hand typically behind his head isis a cruciform halo

41 gary E smith christs likeness unpublished manuscript ca 1973 conclu-
sionsionslon p i1 photocopy inin authors possession sir wyke bayliss rex begumregum A painters
study ofsheortheof theshe likeness ofchristfromof christ gromfrom the time oftheodtheof the apostles to the present day london
society for promoting christian knowledge 1905

42 george reynolds the personal appearance of the savior juvenile instructor
39 august 151904 497 500

43 reynolds the personal appearance of the savior 498 the image was titled
christ blessing little children no artist was identified

44 reynolds the personal appearance oftheodtheof the savior 500 see also luise sheridan
bertel thorvaldsen creator of the christus improvement era 67 april 1964 272 75

307 florence S jacobsen christus statue min encyclopedia ofofmormonismofmormomsmMormonism ed daniel H
ludlowludlow4vols4 volsvois new york macmillan 199212731992 1273 74 and richard G oman ye shall
see the heavens open portrayal of the divine and the angelic inin latter day saint art
BYU studies 35 1995 9966 121 23 for more on the historical background of the original
christus see anne mette gravgaard and eva henschen on the statue of christ by thor-
valdsen copenhagen the thorvaldsen museum and the church of our lady 1997

45 henry E jackson great pictures as moral teachers philadelphia johnjohncC win-
ston 1910 2117

46 albert edward bailey the use obartofartof artars inin religious education new york abing-
don 192219m 6060 see also bailey gospel inin art 26 33

47 jackson great pictures as moral teachers 17

48 ruth bottigheimer the bible for children from the age of gutenberg to the
present new haven yale university press 1996 47479292 see edwin francis parry sisim-
ple bible stories illustrated salt lake city juvenile instructor office 1891 E F parry
simple bible stories no 2 illustrated salt lake city george Q cannon and sons
1891 another reader was osborne J P widtsoesWidtsoes what jesus taught salt lake city
deseret sunday school 1918

49 our purpose for 19081908 childrens friend 7 january 1908 27

50 second grade childrens friend 7 december 19081908 512

51 william A morton the life of christ inin simple language for little children
salt lake city deseret news igi616igi1916616gig 16 22

552 bible and church history stonesstories for the primary department of the sunday
school salt lake city deseret sunday school union 1922

53 see olive L derbidge suggestive lessons inin minutes ofaoraof a special conference
ortheof the primary associations oftheodtheof the church ofjesusof jesus christ oflatterof datterlatter layday saints held inin salt
lake city wednesday junetunejuneith13 th 1900 salt lake city deseret news 1900 16 22

54 parent and child A series ofessaysof essays and lessons for use inin the parentsdepartparents depart-
ment of the latter day saints sunday schools 3 vols salt lake city deseret sunday
school union 19o817419081741908 174 charles B felt william A morton dorothy bowman and
amy bowman the use ofpicturesof pictures juvenile instructor46instructor 46 december 1911 731 J leo
fairbanks picture study inin the sunday schools juvenile instructor 48 january 1913

3 5 grace zenor robertson studying pictures juvenile instructor 48 february
1913 68
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55 J leo fairbanks picture study in the sunday schools 4 see also moving
pictures as helps to bible study juvenile instructor 48 september 1913 584 88

56 N Y schofield can character be delineated from a photograph juvenile
instructor 37 february i1 1902 86 89 N Y Sschofieldchofield the prophet joseph smith
A sketch from a scientific standpoint juvenile instructor 37 may i1 1902 257 61

307307 1010 for more on latter day saint interest in phrenology see davis bitton and gary L

bunker phrenology among the mormonscormonsMormons dialogue A journal ofmormonof mormon thought
9 spring 1974 42 61 see also morgan protestants and pictures 275 86

57 see the monthly columns human nature moral and physical training and
human nature department in the character builder on delineating character from

reading the human face see for example A E willis the human face character
builder 18 june 1905 202 4 see also E H gombrich the mask and the face the
perception of physiognomic likeness in life and in art in art perception and reality
ed E H gombrich julian hochberg and max black baltimore john hopkins uni-
versity press 1972972 1 46

58 schofield can character be delineated from a photograph 86 88 on apply-
ing the phrenological method to works of art see charles colbert A measure ofperfecof perfec-
tion phrenology and the fine arts in america chapel hill university ofnorth carolina
press 1997 especially 151 211 and david morgan protestants and pictures 275 86

59 for several examples see kenneth S bennion teach with pictures instruc-
tor 86 january 1951 16 kenneth S bennion great pictures that teach great
lessons instructor 86 november 1951 336 kenneth S bennion let your pupils see
as well as hear the lessons instructor 87 february 1952 48485656 kenneth S bennion
picture windows for your classroom instructor 87 may 1952 112 kenneth S ben-

nion pictures that we may understand instructor 87 june 1952 176176188188 ken-
neth S bennion artists help teach great lessons instructor 87 july 1952 208 210

marion G merkley using pictures in teaching instructorinstructor8787 september 1952 266

270 kenneth S bennion pictures help our pupils to understand instructor 87
november 1952 336 margaret ipson use appropriate pictures instructor 87
december 1951952 367 and marion G merkley live according to his standards

instructor 88 september 1953 268 69
6060 hazel W lewis she charts her lessons instructor 89 may 1954 134 36
61 see for example leo steinberg the sexuality of christ in renaissance art and

in modern oblivion new york pantheon 1983 also see erika doss making a vir-
ile manly christ the cultural origins and meanings ofofwarnerwarner sallman s religious
imagery in icons ofamericanof american protestantism the art of warner sallman ed david
morgan new haven yale university press 1996 61 94 and susan curtis the son
ofmanofman and god the father the social gospel and victorian masculinity in meanings
for manhood constructions of masculinityofmasculinity in victorian america ed mark C carnes and
clyde griffen chicago university of chicago press 19901990 67 78 for works on the his-
tory of masculinityofmasculinity in victorian and early twentieth century america see joe L dubbert
A mans place masculinity in transition englewood cliffs NJ prentice hall 1979
elizabeth H pleck and joseph H pleck eds the american man englewood cliffs
NJ prentice hall 19801980 norman vance the sinews oftheodtheof the spirit the ideal ofchristof christ-
ian manliness in victorian culture and religious thought cambridge cambridge uni-
versity press 1985 J A mangan and james walvin eds manliness and morality
middle class masculinity in britain and america 18001800 1940 new york st martins
1987 mark C carnes and clyde griffen eds memeaningsingsforgorfor manhood constructions of
masculinity in victorian america chicago university of chicago press 19901990 peter N
stearnssteams be a man males in modern society 2dad ed new york holmes and meier
197919795 david D gilmore manhood in the making cultural concepts of masculinity
new haven yale university press 1990 kevin white the first sexual revolution
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male heterosexuality in modern america new york new york university press 1993
E anthony rotundo american manhood transformations in masculinity from the
revolution to the modernmodem era new york basicbooksBasicBooks 1993 gail bederman manliness
and civilicivilizationationatlonaaion A cultural history of gender and race in the united states 18801880 1917
chicago university of chicago press 1995 and michael S kimmel manhood in

america A cultural history new york free press 1996
62 physical directors society of the young men s christian associations of

north america physical education in the young mens christian association ofnorthof north
america new york association press 1914121914 iai2

63 physical directors society physical education 12 13 see william H ball the
administration of athletics in the young mens christian association american
physical education review 16 january 1911 12 22 millicent hosmer the develop-
ment of morality through physical education american physical education review ig19

october 1914 520 27 george J fisher how may we secure character and spiritual
values through the activities of the physical department physical training 13

june 1916 254 263 guy lewis the muscular christianity movement journal of
health physical education recreation 37 may 1966 27 28 42 elmer L johnson the
history ofofymcaYMCA physical education chicago association press 1979 and clifford
putney from character to body building the YMCA and the suburban metropolis
19501950 1980 in men and women adrift the YMCA and the YWCA in the city ed nina
mjagkijmjagkij and margaret spratt new york new york university press 1997 231 49 see
also david 1I macleod building character in the american boy the boy scouts YMCA
and their forerunners 18701870 19201920 madison university of wisconsin press 1983 and
moore selling god 1126112 166 2622iihii iai66

64 talks to young men VI the ideal young man improvement era 7 april
1904 455 for more on the physical fitness programs of the young mens mutual
improvement association YMMIA see leon M strong A history of the young mens
mutual improvement association 1875 1938938 master s thesis brigham young uni-
versityversity 1939 and scott kenney the mutual improvement association A prelimi-
nary history 1900 19501950 task papers in LDS history no 6 january 1976 alexander
mormonism in transition 140140 46 and richard lanian kimball making the most of
leisure depression recreation and the improvement era journal ofmormonof mormon history
24 fall 1998 182 206206 especially 186 87

65 reynolds personal appearance oftheodtheof the savior 497 500500 quote on 498 99
66 see R laurence moore learning to play the mormon way and the way of

other americans journal ofmormonof mormon history 16 1990 89 10606log especially 101 4 and
davis bitton zions rowdies growing up on the mormon frontier in the ritual
ization ofmormonof mormon history and other essays chicago university of illinoisofillinois press 1994
54 68

67 charles E mitchener and mark E hurst young men in encyclopedia of
mormonism ed daniel H ludlow 4 volsvoisIs new york macmillan 19921641992 1614 15 strong
A history of the young mens mutual improvement association 131 43 young

menmensuens mutual improvement association manual 1909 lo1010 subject the making oftheodtheof the
man no 13 salt lake city general board ofymmiaofymmla 1909341909 34

68 young mens mutual improvement association senior manual 1922 23

subject health and achievement book I1I1 achievement series no 25 salt lake city
general board ofofymmlaYMMIA 1922 96

69 young mens mutual improvement association senior manual 102102

70 levi edgar young thou hast made Us to incline to thee improvement era
47 july 1944 426 27 470 771

71 david S king keep fit be a man improvement era 58 may 1955 304 5

334336334 336036006
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72 bruce barton the man nobody knows A discovery of the real jesus indi-
anapolis bobbs merrill 1924 ii iv see also leo P ribuffo jesus christ as business
statesman bruce barton and the selling of corporate capitalism american quarterly
33 summer 1981 2062206oao6 31 and edrene S montgomery bruce barton s the man
nobody knows A popular advertising illusion journal of ofpopularpopular culture 19 winter
1985 21 34

73 barton man nobody knows 42 43

74 harry emerson fosdick the manhood of the master new york association
presspress191419141731914 173

75 see bryant S hinckley manual for advanced junior classes 1927 28 some
essentials ofcharacterof character book i of the character building series salt lake city general
board of YMMIA 1927 and bryant S hinckley advanced junior manual religion
a vital factor in character building book 3 of the character building series salt lake
city general board ofymmlaofymmia 1926

76 in addition to its similarities in organization and content hinckley s work
included passages from the barton and fosdick books see bryant S hinckley A study
of the character and teachings of jesus of nazareth A course study for the adult
members ofoftheaaronicthe aaronic priesthood salt lake city presiding bishopric the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints 1950 20205555 89 loi101iol 159 61

77 see dorothy C haskin the man who painted a manly head of christ in
christians you would like to Kknow grand rapids mich zondervan 1954 65 772 see
also howard W elliseuisbulsedis story ofsallmans head ofofchristchrist indianapolis kriebel and bates
1944 jack R lundbom master painter warnerwarnerewarnekeWarnerEE sallman macon ga mercer uni-
versity press 1999 and various articles in morgan icons ofamericanof american protestantism

78 see S george ellsworth and kathleen C perrin the homecoming in sea-
sons ofoffaithfaithfalth and courage the church ofofjesusjesus christ oflatterof latter day saints in french poly-
nesia A sesquicentennial history 18439931843 1993 salt lake city yves R perrin 1994
373 79

79 the new era gospel in art program iprovementimprovement era 64 november 1961

850 51 era officials present church leader with painting church news december
2319613

8080 fribergsfriberghFribergs book of mormon paintings were created at the request of primary
general president adele cannon howells and were completed in 1962 they were
intended to provide children withwithvisualsvisuals of heroic figures on which they could pattern
their lives carol cornwall madsen and susan staker oman sisters and little saints
one hundred years of ofprimaryprimary salt lake city deseret book 1979 121 according to
friberg he intended to paint more the interior of the man not every man who has
been a prophet has been a large man but that fulfills pictorially what you feel he must
have been arnold friberg interview by margot J butler june 3319861986 transcription
13 copy in possession of the author friberg s art also includes paintings on the ten
commandments the royal family the prayer at valley forge and western subjects

81 ted schwarz arnold friberg the passion ofaoraof a modern master flagstaff ariz
northland 1985 142 see the advertisement A superb new gospel in art master-
piece improvement era 68 april 1965 inside back cover the painting is now entitled
the risen lord

82 schwarz arnold friberg 142

83 hugh B brown consecrated manliness conference report april 196419645555

84 david knowlton on mormon masculinity sunstone 16 august 1992
ig19 31 see also respicebespice binemfinem pseudpseudo the style and the man contributor 6

november 1884 45 50 simplex pseudpseudo ideal manhood contributor 17 novem-
ber 1895 18 23 december 1895 89 94 january 1896 185 189 february 1896
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212 16 the relation of a man s physical condition to his earning ability juvenile
instructor 37 october 151519021902 616 17 francis M lyman manhood improvement
era 7 january 1904 175 78 joseph A ward manliness improvement era 8 1905
296 98 lloyd 0 ivie the superior man improvement eram 22 may 1919 600600goo 602
H bartley heinerhemerhelner gods masterpiece improvement era 29 october 1926
1178 79 sterling W sill what about the man improvement era 65 december 1962

920 23 and david 0 mckay man the jewel of god improvement era 72
december 1969 29 31

85 J leo fairbanks moroni showing the plates to joseph instructor 65 feb
ruaryauary 1930 frontispiece

86 see greg olsen expressions offaithof falthfaith art by greg olsen grand rapids mich
baker book house 1999

87 portrayal of deity inin church handbook of instructions book 2 priesthood
and auxiliary leaders salt lake city the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
19982791998 279

88 see deseret sunday school union pictorial teachingteachingaidsaidsaissalss inin the instructor salt
lake city deseret sunday school union 1970

89 bernard P brockbank the church at the new york worlds fair improve
ment era 67 april 1964 279 81 284 89 nelson wadsworth influence of mormon
pavilion felt around the globe church news december 26196462619646 7 richard J mar-
shall the new york worlds faiafalafaifairfal a final report improvement era 68 december
1965 1170 brent L top legacy of the mormon pavilion ensign 19 october 1989

228222 28 and brent L top the miracle of the mormon pavilion the church at the
1964 65 new york worlds fair inin regional studies inin latter day saint church his
tory new york ed larry C porter milton V backman jr and susan easton black
provo department of church history and doctrine brigham young university

1992 235 56
go90 see the LDS scene hemisfairHemisfair painting improvement era 70 october 1967

20 don lefevrelefLePevre the mormon pavilion at hemisfairHemisfair 68 improvement era 71 april
1968 22 24 joseph lundstrom new mural for visitors center church news
october 5519681968 4 on the cover improvement era 72 october 1969 i richard J

marshall moroni improvement era 72 october 1969969 18 20 richard J marshall
the visitation ofjohnofjohn the baptist improvement era 73 june 1970 9 100 susan hall

stenstenmcgarrymcgarry west of camelot the historical paintings ofkennethof Kenneth riley tucson set-
tlers west galleries 1993 86 and don hedgpeth and walt reed the art oftomoftonof tom lovell
an invitation to history trumbell conn greenwich workshop 19931381993 138

91 richard J marshall telephone conversation with the author january 10 2000
see also nelson wadsworth 1 TI have chosen and ordained you instructor 100loo
february 1965 46 47 and raymond H woolsey and ruth anderson harry ander-

son the man behind the paintings washington DCD C review and herald publishing
association 1976 119 23 and artists painted with single purpose church news
march 181819781978 6 for examples of andersons work see the land jesus knew part i1
ensign 12 december 1982 31 48 part 2 ensign 13 january 1983 33 50 part 3 ensign
13 february 1983 33 46 part 4 ensign 13 april 1983 32 48 and part 5 ensign 13

june 1983 34 42
92 bruce R mcconkie murals inin visitors center portray life ministry of savior

church news march 181819781978 7 see also mural for new church building ensign 3

august 1973 80

93 artists painted with single purpose 6

94 announcing the ensign gospel ininartin art program ensign 3 december 1973 45

95 ed maryon look at your walls what do you seesee7seea ensign 3 december
1973 46 48
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96 maryon look at your wallswauswaliswails 47
97 armand L mauss refuge and retrenchment the mormon quest for identity

in contemporary mormonism social science perspectives ed marie cornwall tim B

heaton and lawrence A young urbana university of illinois press 1994 24 42 see
also armand L mauss the angel and the beehive the mormon struggle with
assimilation urbana university of illinois press 1994 102 22

98 presenting the churchschurche image A conversation with wendell J ashton
ensign 3 may 1973 50 52 marketing the mormon image an interview with wendell J

ashton dialogue lo1010 spring 1977 15 20 see also taking our message to the media
salt lake city external communications department the church of jesus christ of

latter day saints 1973

99 lavina fielding anderson the church and children ensign 8 april 1978
6 13

100loo100 research notes taken by the author at the LDS visual resources library salt
lake city

iol101lolloi this can be seen by observing published illustrations of christ in church
magazines and by examining visual media available through salt lake distribution
center catalogs dated between 1980 and 1999

102 see cover instructor april 1960 and new oil painting oftheodtheof the savior adorns
legacy theater lobby portrait illustrates that christ overcame the world church
news april 2319943 11

103 for a discussion of mormonofmormon appropriations of obedience and salvation in art
see douglas J davies the mormon culture ofsalvationof salvation force grace and glory aldershotaldershofAldershot
england ashgateAshgate 2000 44 46

104 see richard G oman twentieth century international folk art in
richard G oman and robert 0 davis images ofoffaithfaithfalthpaith art oftheodtheof the latter day saints salt
lake city deseret book 1995 165 96 for related material on diversity in latter day
saint art see richard G oman divergent cultures and gospel brotherhood in arts
and inspiration mormon perspectives ed steven P sondrup promprovoprow brigham young
university press 19801980 69 74 diversity faith mark art exhibit church news
november 262619881988 8 100 R scott lloyd faith expressed in variety of art forms
church news november 1719901719903 y john K carmack unity in diversity ensign 21

march 1991iggi 6 9 and R scott lloyd art exhibition reflects faith diverse cultures
ofldsoflasof LDS artists church news april 661991giggiiggi 8 9 and richard G oman lehi s vision of
the tree of life A cross cultural perspective in contemporary latter day saint art
BYU studies 32 no 4 1992 5 34

105 see davies the mormon culture ofsalvationof salvation 45 46
106106log carrie A moore one fold one shepherd deseret news march 200

20002000blBl
107 kieth merrill behind the scenes with the director of testaments meridian

the place where latter day saints gather wwwmeridianmaga7wwwmeridianmagazinecomartsinecomarts
000317testamenthtmlooo3i7testamenthtml september 15 2000

108108 alisa anglesey telephone conversation with author june 12 20002000 anglesey
said that the images were used in the film to depict christ in ways that non LDS as well
as LDS viewers would already be familiar ten images recreated in the film include in
this order dores nativity olsensalsens painting of christ in the synagogue at nazareth
bloch s painting of christ with little children blochsblocs painting of christ healing the
blind man clark kelley prices image of christ healing a man sick with palsy tissotsTissots
painting of christ healing at capernaum blochsblocs painting of christ healing at the pool
of bethesda dores painting of the resurrection of lazarus blochsblocs painting of the
sermon on the mount and dores image of christ being nailed to the cross
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109log oman and davis images offaithof falthfaith 136

noillo frank mcentire images of jesus depictions of christ reveal diversity of
religious thought diverse images of jesus christ salt lake tribune december 22

1996 di
in lynette parson untitled manuscript apnp nd copy in authors possession
112 mcentire images ofjesusof jesus d2da
113 sarah adams item 3 the informant item numbers refer to tape recorded

interviews conducted in april and may 1996 by the author the cassette tape is

deposited in the fife folklore archives merrill library utah state university logan
utah hereafter cited as fife folklore archives

114 jeremy snow item i1 fife folklore archives
115 talmage jesus the christ 227 bruce R mcconkie mormon doctrine id ed salt

lake city bookcraft 1966 46
116 jan harold brunvand the study ofamericanof american folklore an introduction 2dad ed

new york W W norton 19781071978 107
1117 brunvand the study ofamericanof american folklore 107
118n8na del parson telephone conversation with the author may 17 1996 steve

moser A worldwideworld wide influence ricks college summit 6 spring 1993 8 9

119 lynette parson untitled manuscript
120 lynette parson untitled manuscript this was supported by del parson s

communication to the author another account states each time the sketch was
returned by the churchschurche correlation committee with detailed instructions eyes too
narrow more shoulder more intensity a little bit older more masculinity no fork in
the beard etc moser worldwideworld wide influence 8 see also mcdannell material
christianity 189 93

121 parson telephone conversation
122 sarah adams item 2 janette watts item 9 rebecca lindsay item ii11 fife

folklore archives moser worldwideworld wide influence 8

123 naomi powell item 6 fife folklore archives
124 rebecca lindsay item 122 fife folklore archives
125 for a discussion of visual balance see rudolf arnheim art and visual percep-

tion A psychology ortheof the creative eye berkeley university of california press 1954 i 266

126 many members have also purchased a copy of look to your children 1956
believing it to be an image of christ ministering to the lamanite and nephite children
teichert however intended it to be one of the angels rather than the savior john W
welch and doris R dant the book ofmormonof mormon paintings ofminervaof minerva teichert provo

BYU studies salt lake bookcraft 1997 146 i66166 see BYU creative works catalog
19991999i616

127 the acrostic symbol ix6yzixoy1 ICHTHYS the greek word for fish represents
the initial letters of one of the lords titles lesousiesouslelous christos theoutcheou biosyio5yios soter jesus
christ gods son savior

128 see for example latter day specialties online at wwwiomnetvalorwwwloninetvalor and
the missionary emporium online store at httpstoremissionaryemporiumcom
webstorefrontpage september 15 2000

129 see for example jane K riess stripling warriors choose the right the cul-
tural engagements of contemporary mormon kitsch sunstone 22 june 1999 36 47



what think ye of christ
an art historians perspective

richard G oman

in images of christ noel carmack has performed a real service on
several fronts in my response I1 would like to suggest some modifications
to his comments and more importantly discuss some features that I1

believe a great painting of christ must have if it is to produce a spiritual
change in the lives of its viewers

the long tradition of realism in religious art
in discussions of contemporary religious art one of the problems that

can occur involves couching the issue only in the present and recent past
for example I1 am skeptical ofnoelof noel carmacksCarmacks idea that realism in religious
art is a late nineteenth century phenomenon chosen to reinforce a literal
view of scriptures by ignoring the broad context of western religious art
carmack misses the centuries of a realistic tradition beginning with the
vast corpus of the entire renaissance especially the northern german
renaissance and the flemish renaissance much less the baroque rubens
1577 1640 and poussin 1594 1665 paid keen attention to a body s

underlying muscular structure in a diirnerdiirer 1471 1528 painting you can
determine the specific kind of grass he depicts and you can ascertain
which kind of fir tree a figure is leaning against

while there has been some mysticism in religious art the vast sweep of
religious art in western civilization for five hundred years has not been
particularly mystical thus during that time most images of christ have
been quite realistic for mysticism you would have to look at the byzantine
period which begins almost a thousand years before the renaissance or at
the twentieth century when nonrealistic religious art became more perva-
sive than at earlier times so the idea of highly realistic art is neither a
modern nor a nineteenth century creation

the disenfranchisement ofrealistic narrative

most twentieth century art criticism is rather hostile toward realism
the emphasis has been on abstract expressionism and its various cousins
in the history of art almost invariably one style battles against another

byustudies3qBYU studies 39 nonoano33 2000 77
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style and attempts to disenfranchise it for example the renaissance
invented the word gothic for gothic art that happened to be the compet-
ing art form that the renaissance was battling so the proponents of the
renaissance gave it a pejorative term to disenfranchise it they were reviv-
ing greco roman antiquity and they had to justify why it needed to be
revived their response was that it had been beaten down and who did it
all those nasty gothsgoehs the worst possible term that you could apply to
something was gothic

in the twentieth century bourgeois1 was one of the words used to disen-
franchise realism because european intellectuals saw things bourgeois as

coming from a degenerate culture words like kitsch and illustration
that is not real art it is illustration also disenfranchise realism what is

illustration it tells stories with images that are readily understandable but
if you throw out storytelling by disenfranchising it logically you must
throw out much of the renaissance

LDS fondness for classically trained artists

carmack points out the efforts made by doyle green a managing
editor of the improvement era to bring bloch to the attention of the latter
day saints it might be useful to delineate in more detail why green might
have been drawn to bloch there are some issues at work here other than
those mentioned by carmack one is that bloch was a classically trained
artist he did not adopt the principles ofabstraction that started to creep in
during the latter part of the nineteenth century with some of the more
mystical religious painters such as munch 1863 1944 a fellow

scandinavian and ensor 1860 1949 bloch s composition utilized many
features from the italian renaissance and borrowed the treatment of light
and shadow from the baroque period additionally as a protestant bloch
did not bring to his art a lot of the catholic iconographic features because
he was a classical artist which carried a lot of prestige within the LDS

church and in his paintings he did not incorporate halos and wings latter
day saints could feel comfortable with his work

it is not coincidental that the christus plays such a prominent role in
mormon representations of christ once again the artist is a scandina-
vian once again he is somebody who is strongly trained in the classical

tradition however although latter day saints have had immense respect
for the renaissance there has always been a rearguardnearguardrearguard reaction of the
catholics are doing this sort of thing with the works oftheseof these two scandi-
naviansnavians mormonscormons could have all the benefits of the renaissance without
the catholic influence so they flocked to these works
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LDS impressionism are mormonscormons really
in locksteplockstedLockstep with protestant realism

one of the things that makes the history of mormon religious art
somewhat distinctive from the general direction that carmack projects in
his article is that latter day saints have a strong tradition of religious art
springing from impressionism in other cultures this style has not gener-
ated much religious art the fact that mormonscormons have done so much in a
style that is almost exclusively associated with secular subjects deserves
a little comment and it certainly breaks us out of the stereotype of simply
being in locksteplockstedlockstep with the tight realism of fundamentalist protestants

in the context oftightof tight realism carmack notes that a book for children
on the life of christ includes lewis ramsey s paintings of the joseph smith
story ramsey is a painter who was trained primarily in impressionism
many of his works of art are highly impressionistic rather than tightly
realistic especially the paintings he did of the first vision and of moroni
delivering the gold plates 2 the 0 my father series by LDS artist john
hafen3hafen and3andband the commissioned work ofpeopleofpeople such as J T harwood plate i1
are also impressionistic one person whom carmack quotes fairly exten-
sively is J leo fairbanks who had a significant position in the formal
structure of the church itself he was on the general board of the sunday
school As a painter he did a lot of work for the church but once again
J leo fairbanks painted quite loosely and was not particularly realistic a
fact which opens the door to a reevaluation of our images of christ in
other words the works of LDS artists do not precisely match those of fun-
damentalistda protestants LDS artwork is more complex the works of
minerva teichert fig i and some of the art pieces by international artists
are evidence that we have not had the imperative to go down the path of a
tight religious sanction as for instance the greek orthodox church has
with their icons

the difficulty in pigeonholing the mormon artistic experience as it
relates to christ I1 think reflects one of the strengths of the church the
flexibility inherent within our tradition is one reason why we are able to
deal with a certain amount of visualofvisual pluralism which in turn makes inter
nationalizing the church an easier process without that level ofpluralismofpluralism

one would expect mormonism to be caught in a straightjacketstraightjacket where it
would not be able to adapt very well outside the confines of western civi-
lizationlization but the truth is that much of our recent flourishing is happening
outside of ofwesternwesternmestern culture

open endedness drawing out viewers spirituality

one of the challenges we face in depicting christ is going too far off the
edge in either abstraction or realism ifweiffeifwe move toward abstraction we have
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PLATE i1 james T Hharwoodhoodood 1860 1940 come follow me 1922 oil on canvas 51 x 4112
courtesy museum of church history and art





PLATE 2 lentleftienn walterwaiter rane 1949 he anointed the eyes of the blind man 1999 oil
on paper 34 38 X 20 courtesy museum of church history and art

PLATE 3 below walterwaiter rane 1949 and the child grew 1990 oil on canvas 324 X 22

courtesy museum of church history and artait
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the potential of sliding down the slippery slope to disembodying god to
removing him from a historical context and from the tangible physical body
that he acquired here on earth such attempts can become quasi agnostic
and turn god into an idea or a strange mixture of pantheism carmacksCarmacks
point that realism has been an attempt to avoid that direction is a good one

but realism also has its potential problems one of those problems is

that realism can focus the viewers on the trivial instead of on the tran-
scendentscendent for example if the key element in realism is tight detail we
sometimes can become seduced into thinking that if we just know exactly
what the bridge of the savior s nose was like or whether his eyebrows were
bushy or medium or thin then we will somehow know christ better we
expect that we would somehow be able to pick him out if he were walking
down the street

what is distinctive about christ is not his physical appearance but his
spiritual power the question then arises how does an artist communicommini
cate spiritual power the best kept secret for most artists is that one of
the strongest ways in art to communicate such power is to appeal to the
knowledge and experiences of the viewer once an image has sufficient
form to clearly communicate that latter day saints really do believe that
christ was a historical figure that he did come to earth that he did have a
body that this body was real and not just some sort of metaphysical mani-
festationfe then the challenge is to communicate the savior s spirituality by
accessing the inherent spirituality of the viewer the best way to do so is to
let the viewer be involved in the creation of the work of art

drawing out viewers spirituality is an intriguing undertaking I1 find
when I1 look at a rembrandt painting that it continues to invite viewer
involvement even after four centuries this is how rembrandt does it he
understood that the aspect ofaof a person that tells the most about spirituality
and emotions is the face and in the face the eyes and the corners of the
mouth notice that when people feel embarrassed they tend to look down
or they tend to put their hand over their mouth because they feel emotion-
ally naked and vulnerable when rembrandt did a portrait or when he
painted christ fig 2 he would often place the eyes and the corners of the
mouth in shadow thereby forcing viewers to fill in what is in the shadow
to bring everything they know about christ to the image but more impor-
tantly the viewers bring everything they feel about christ based on their
personal experiences with him because how they feel about the subject is

part of the visual creation the viewers read what rembrandt put there plus
what they just inserted in doing so they are involved in creating that work

rembrandt understood that sometimes less detail is more spiritual
power in a somewhat different fashion walter rane a contemporary
latter day saint artist applies the same principle to his own paintings of

PLATE 4 left marcus A vincent 1956 behold the man oil on canvas 6060 x 34
19919966 courtesy museum of church history and art
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FIG 2 rembrandt van rijn 16061606 69 head of christ oil on canvas 132i x 163416

metropolitan museum of art mr and mrs isaac D fletcher collection bequest of
isaac D fletcher 1917

the savior in he anointed the eyes ortheof the blind man plate 2 rane elimi-
nated extraneous details to help us focus on both the saviorsaviors s power and
the man s great faith when we look at rane s treatment of the saviors
lower body we realize how that simplification increasesincreases the healing s impact
on the viewerviewer the energy oftheodtheof the painting howsflows from the face oftheodtheof the savior
down through his hands to the face torso and hands of the blind man
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if every detail is tightly filled in by the artist there is little space for
interplay between the image and the viewers own spiritual experiences the
range of spiritual response is then conditioned by what can be put down
with a paintbrush on a piece of canvas even for the best of artists there is
a limit to how far they can go with purely physical means on the other
hand leaving the image a little open ended as in those small areas of the
eyes and mouth provides a place for the viewer to look at the painting and
become involved it is that connectedness with the savior in art where the
great power comes the prophet nephi says we should liken the scriptures
unto ourselves i ne 1923 in other words drawing an intimate connec-
tion between our lives and the scriptures is an imperative in terms of spiri-
tual understanding and change likewise the power of an open ended
image of christ is that it brings us to actively ask ourselves about our spiri-
tual relationship with christ and about the spiritual quality of our own life

it may seem a little risky to leave a painting open ended but I1 believe
that latter day saints participate in an analogous activity during fast and
testimony meeting it is a very open ended meeting anyone can stand up
and say anything he or she wants A strange testimony may be borne occa-
sionallysionally but generally of all the ward meetings this one is the spiritual
highlight of a month As latter day saints we firmly believe that the spirit
can speak through us that we can hear the spirit but that we do not dictate
to the spirit that kind of open endedness is a little like the open
endednessendedness of a rembrandt painting of christ reflecting upon such a
painting is a way for viewers to bear their testimonies to themselves even if
they do not say anything to anyone else

religious art as a spiritual barometer what think ye of christ

thinking of christ should inspire us to be better people As president
hinckley is fond of saying the gospel should make bad men good and
good men betterbetter4betters4 part of that process is taking spiritual stock of our own
lives asking ourselves how we are doing in following the gospel how we are
doing in keeping our covenants by almost forcing viewers to ask those
questions of themselves a superbly painted image of the savior that leaves
some room for personal involvement can serve as a personal spiritual ba-
rometer it becomes possible for viewers to make a spiritual declaration to
answer the powerful question that elder bruce R mcconkie asked over
and over what think ye of christ matt 2242

5

this question is suggested in a marcus vincent painting of christ and
pontius pilate plate 4 the two are standing high up and christ is being
presented to the populace in jerusalem standing somewhat behind christ
pilate has a very puzzled look he is not sure who this man is but he knows
jesus is no ordinary mortal one of the brilliant choices vincent makes in
this painting is not to include the crowd the figures of christ and pontius
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pilate are moved right up to the surface plane of the painting the crowd
all who look at this painting stand and look on what vincent has done
is to say well what do you think of christ how are you going to vote
thumbs up or thumbs down to the extent that this artist gives us the
opportunity to be engaged in a spiritual accounting of our own lives he has
done a wonderful service to each of us

spiritual intimacy

one of the challenges we all have is developing in a visual way an inti-
mate spiritual relationship with the savior sometimes artists think that if
they just zoom the camera in closer instead of showing christ on a distant
hillside that somehow the connection with viewers will be tighter the inti-
macy more profound or they believe that this relationship will come if
only they can have him standing full figure in the art or maybe if they do a
portrait of christofchrist from the waist up or better yet iftheyjustif they just zoom in on the
face of christ one of the ways that artists elicit a greater level of intimacy
is not with the zoom lens but with a personal involvement between the art
and viewers because then the viewers must ask themselves what they think
of christ ultimately that is the question of true intimacy for example
because we know our family answering what we think of our spouses or of
our children evokes an intimacy that far transcends the intimacy a photog-
rapher might achieve with a total stranger in a studio

again sometimes less is more this principle involves more than making
the face of christ take a bigger percentage of the canvas of the painting it
requires designing areas of interpretation and entree to leave at least some
space for viewers to look at and be involved in that creation and in the
process achieve intimacy it is that intimacy springing from the spiritual
connectedness viewers feel with the subject oftheodtheof the image that opens us up to
sensing the lord s power

the shadows of religious experience

sometimes mormonscormons feel uncomfortable associating darkness and
shadow with the savior we think well christ is about light and truth
and indeed he is but there is a difference between art whose intention is to
sow seeds of doubt or despair and art that with some darkness communi-
cates the profound truths of the lord with such power that it motivates
viewers to become better

darkness and shadows are sometimes more than metaphorical some
of the greatest experiences in the spiritual history of the earth occurred
during times of great trial and tribulation of darkness christs most signifi-
cant hour was not when he held the little children on his lap but when he
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was in the garden of gethsamene atoning for our sins a time of such
difficulty that he bled from every pore joseph smiths sufferings in liberty
jail resulted in some of the most profoundly moving and spiritually
insightful sections in the doctrine and covenants 6 the saints challenges
and sacrifices as they crossed the plains and settled in an incredibly inhos-
pitable environment gave rise to some oftheodtheof the most inspiring experiences of
church history

it seems to me then if artists focus only on bright cheerful well lit
tightly detailed images of christ they may trivialize to an extent the rich-
ness and depth of the spiritual experiences that the savior had in mortality
and that we can have in turn with him great religious art does not always
bring a sense of peace sometimes it causes us to be uncomfortable and
should unless we are ready to be translated when we ask ourselves
what thinkyethinkiethink ye of ofchristchrist and how is that beliefreflectedbeliefbellef reflected in my actions

shadows are the very areas of creative opportunity the places where the
artist allows us to participate in the creation of the painting examine for
example the cover of this issue of BYU studies sometimes those places
cause us to squirm that is the nature of spiritual analysis it is that lack of
comfort that moving out of what can sometimes be smugness which
drives us to higher levels of spiritual growth art that causes us to examine
our own level of spirituality and calls us to a higher plane is religious art
at its best

advice to LDS artists

having surveyed much of the art within the church during my career
I1 want to say two things to LDS artists painting the savior first develop
your skills so that your ability is worthy of your subject and second have
faith have faith not only in the savior but also in your audience let them
be involved in part of the creative process and your work will speak with
much more power there is a reason that after four hundred years
rembrandt is still revered as one of the greatest artists that ever lived he
created works of art that take advantage of the creative and spiritual power
of every viewer who looks at one of his pieces

richard G oman omanrgomanrgldschurchorgldschurchorg is the senior curator and curator of
acquisitions at the historical department for the church ofjesusof jesus christ oflatterof latter day
saints he holds a BA in history from brigham young university and a second BA in
art history from the university of washington and has done graduate work at the
university of washington two related publications that he has authored are sources
for mormon visual arts in mormon americana A guide to source and collections in
the united states ed david J whittaker provo utah BYU studies 1995 and images
of faith art of the latter day saints salt lake city deseret book 1995 which he
coauthored with robert 0 davis
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1 carmack uses this term in his discussion of james tissotsTissots work
2 angel moroni delivers the gold plates to josejosephPh smith on hill cumorah is repro-

duced in richard G oman ye shall see the heavens open portrayal of the divine
and the angelic in latter day saint art BYU studies 35 no 4 1995 96 113 41 see
plate 7

3 the 0 my father series was reproduced in dawn pheysey testimony in art
john chafenshafens illustrations for 0 my father BYU studies 36 no i1 1996 59 82

4 see for example excerpts from recent addresses of president gordon B

hinckley ensign 26 august 1996 60

5 elder bruce R mcconkie in one hundred nineteenth semiannualsemi Aannualual conference
of the church ofjesusof jesus christ oflatterof latter day saints salt lake city the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints 1948

6 see revelations in context joseph smiths letter from liberty jail march 20
1839 in this issue of BYU studies
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the perspective of a professor of religion

richard neitzel holzapfel

images of christ in latter day saint visual culture by noel carmack
offers an outline of the history of the latter day saint use of images depict-
ing christ pointing out influences and tensions that carmack argues
directed the choice oftheseof these images from 1890 to 1999 my own approach to
this historical pattern is a simpler one the selection of images of christ by
most latter day saints today is influenced more than anything else by the
saints cultural background which determines how they think jesus would
look and the proliferation of these images is largely an economic issue and
a result of a visually oriented culture rather than the consequence of a
focused effort by leaders to project a certain image

the true likeness of christ

regarding a true likeness of christ the old apocryphal letters that
purportedly gave a physical description of jesus have long since been rec-
ognized as inauthentic carmack suggests there was a time between 1926
and 1957 when a few people in the church may have taken these descrip-
tions seriously todayyou probably would not find an informed person quot-
ing those descriptions as anything but an example of fanciful imagination

As carmack points out quite clearly elder bruce R mcconkiemcconkle elder
james E talmage and other LDS scholars of the life of christ avoided
providing a physical description of jesus I1 disagree however that the new
testament writers also studiously avoided describing the physical features
of the master while one can only speculate on this issue I1 still suspect it
simply neverhever dawned on them to try writing a description writers pre-
suppose that certain parts of a culture will be assumed by the reader and
the new testament writers probably were not envisioning readers thousands
of years in the future I1 cannot imagine that mark luke matthew or john
ever thought that readers in the year 2000 would be saying 1 I wish you
would have told me his height the length of his hair the color of his eyes
and the color of his beard if he had one they probably just never
thought about it

byustudie539BYU studies 39 non033 2000 91
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the influence of individuals backgrounds upon acceptability

in the absence of any known portraits of christ carmack quotes
artist arnold friberg as saying artists have pictured his face and figure in
countless ways 41 up to a point this multitude of interpretations does
not seem to perturb anyone since these artists are painting not the like-
ness but an idea a spiritual concept for example an artist might try to
portray that jesus is a commanding presence the viewer looks in his eyes
and then sacrifices everything to follow him

furthermore we each invent our own acceptable version of jesus
because there is no known legitimate description of him we all have to
make up what we think he would look like and how he would act each
individual brings to this process a personal religious educational and
cultural background this background especially the cultural aspects
determines the nature of our own mental images and plays a large role in
our response to othersvisualothers visual images ofhimofrimofhim therefore some viewers might
like a painting of christ and react positively because that particular image
basically fulfills their expectation ofwhatof what christ is like other viewers with
different backgrounds might either reject or be disturbed by that same
image feeling that the artist has crossed over a line

A related discussion is currently going on in the reorganized church
of jesus christ of latter day saints ronald romig an RLDS historian has
published a daguerreotype that he thinks is an image of joseph smith
latter day saint reaction by and large has been to reject it because the
daguerreotype does not look like the paintings oftheodtheofthe prophet we are accus-
tomed to seeing I1 do not really know if it is or is not joseph smith but I1 do
question whether we would be able to accept it as joseph even if we had
strong proof that it is authentic I1 suspect that because we have built up a
certain image ofwhatofwhat joseph smith looked like any discovery in the future
almost has to match that image for us to feel comfortable with it

in the same way latter day saints would not accept a portrait of
christ if it departed too much from their perception of what christ must
look like As a minor example those who have had experience living or
traveling in the middle east might wonder at an image of the man jesus
dressed in clean white clothing could a person dressed in white walk
through dusty lanes and not get dirty those who have not had that expe-
rience might not question white robes as typical clothing

during the first three decades of the twentieth century as carmack
notes latter day saints avoided graphic images of the crucified christ for
their private devotion however I1 do not think the avoidance was pur-
posefulposeful basically nineteenth century LDS converts came out of a protestant
tradition only in the second half of the twentieth century have large num-
bers of LDS converts come out of a catholic tradition the protestant
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reaction against the catholic church at the time of martin luther was to
eliminate some ofwhatof what we might call the more morbid images of christ
the cross remained but the crucified christ was removed from the cross
identifying the worshiper as a protestant rather than a catholic mormonism
was born in a protestant tradition in new england and in upstate new
york latter day saints may have avoided images of the crucifix simply
because it was part of their culture to do so

cultural issues let jesus be jesus

throughout time and in many cultures deity has been portrayed as
the manifestation of that cultures view of physical and mental perfection
the same is true of images of jesus carmack has provided an interesting
discussion revealing the subtle tension between the idea ofjesusof jesus as a model
of ofmentalmental and physical perfection and the idea expressed in isaiah 532 that
when we shall see him there is no beauty that we should desire him this

passage raises some intriguing issues most of us do not think critically
about our reactions to an image of christ for example which does a
particular painting depict the resurrected christ or the mortal christ
more likely we blend both and assume that the way jesus looked when
he appeared to joseph smith and to the disciples after the resurrection
was the way he looked in his mortal life we have a popular view based
on our culture and our society only when we stop to ask questions and
to think about issues such as those raised in isaiah 53 do we begin to
adjust our thinking

As I1 have talked with students during my almost fifteen years of
teaching the scriptures in university settings and in the jerusalem center
I1 have realized that we must consider isaiahsisaialsIsaiahs meaning if the mortal man
jesus walked into the room would you know by his appearance that he
is jesus would all the people who encountered christ in his mortal life
have seen immediately that there was a unique presence about him apart
from his physical appearance or did only those who were spiritually
attuned feel his compelling power did some people find out later who he
was and only then say oh yes I1 can see that

I1 have often heard students say jesus would not do that or 1I cannot
imagine him saying that particularly when we talk about the nuances of
certain greek phrases in the new testament or talk about the historical and
cultural background north american students have a hard time grasping
that the jesus described in the four gospels cannot be easily understood in
the context of a middle class north american culture

several episodes come immediately to mind often modern readers
postulate that a perfect being could not use hyperbole or sarcasm some
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students who hold this position picture jesus as a sweet animal lover who
was never direct nor confrontational nothing could be further from the
reality the gospels are clear that he often struck out against self
righteousness harshly rebuking both individuals and groups in john 5

jesus confronts a group of jewish leaders the usual meaning of johns the
jews and states search the scriptures for in them ye think ye have eter-
nal life john 529 jesus use of sarcasm and irony is strong here the
amplified bible captures the flavor of this statement you search and inves-
tigate and pore over the scriptures diligently because you suppose and
trust that you have eternal life through them 51 jesus in this instance is

deriding the leaders mistaken belief that one can find eternal life in the
words of dead prophets preserved on the hides of dead animals rather than
understanding that the scriptures testify of the living jesus and should lead
their readers to accept him as the son of god

A second example is found in luke 151 7 in this pericope jesus
reproves the phariseesPharis ees and scribes with a parable dripping with sarcasm
and concludes 1I say unto you that likewise joy shall be in heaven over one
sinner that repentethrepenteth more than over ninety and nine just persons which
need no repentance luke 157 the point is that the phariseesPharis ees and scribes
think they are righteous and do not need to repent and therefore reject the
forgiveness jesus offers publicanspublicans and sinners 2

mark 1023 25 contains another example of the problems confronting
a modern reader who is unprepared to accept jesus as portrayed by the
first century authors of the gospels and settles instead for jesus as I

imagmeimagine him to be my students often repeat things they have heard
about the needle s eye when discussing this pericope either they note
that the passage refers to a mountain pass called the needles eye which
camels can barely squeeze through if they are not fully loaded or more
often than not they tell about a special gate in the ancient wall of jerusalem
through which a camel could pass on its knees without saddle or goods
these are defenseless and misguided attempts to take the sting out of the
aphorism and rob jesus words of their edge the disciples are aston-
ished at jesuswordsjesusJesu wordsswords because they know ofnooanoof no caravan pass or special gate
see mark 1026 only in the recent past have commentators proposed

such an interpretation 3

the fact is that when confronted with jesus as portrayed in the text
without forced interpretations our cultural views and preconceived ideas
are often found hollow and wanting we are separated by two thousand
years of not only history but also cultural and religious development I1 try
to suggest to my students that they let jesus be jesus if something
needs to change it is probably their view of him
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ethnicity christ Is beyond race

since the majority of latter day saints in the nineteenth century and
through the twentieth century have been western europeans or descen-
dants ofwesternofwestern europeans and since church leaders with some exceptions
have been from northern european backgrounds great britain and
scandinavia the images of christ in latter day saint visual culture need
to be seen in the larger context oftheseof these cultures we paint jesus as we think
he would look so he looks like us doing this is natural I1 feel comfortable
with myself so I1 paint him my height or that of someone I1 know I1 may paint
his hair the color of my hair his eyes the color of mine in most of our
newer art christ looks as if he came from northern europe I1 think we
need to be careful in drawing conclusions about this phenomenon we can-
not tell if a depiction of christ with northern european racial features is

the artists conscious choice based on belief or if it is related simply to the
artist s ethnic culture and time

nevertheless too much is made oftheodtheof the notion that the book ofmormonofmormon

says that jesus looked like the gentile europeans a european from south-
ern italy may be much darker skinned than someone from northern italy
who in turn would look different from a scandinavian additionally all the
terms describing the gentile europeans in LDS scriptures are relative
nephi wrote that they were white and fair like his people jews were
before they were slain what seemed white or fair to nephi might be
different from what seems white or fair to someone from scandinavia

of course another important concept must enter in the idea that the
resurrected christ is probably beyond race As is his resurrected father he is

neither european asian nor african paul states that god hath made of one
blbloodood all nations ofmen for to dwell on all the face of the earth acts 1726
humankind came from one divine source before there was race racial
differences that humans tend to emphasize maymaybebe in reality only superfi-
cial and a result of mortality the fall

economic influences and the increased demand for art
in 1971 a shift in the LDS culture occurred some of the official publi-

cations oftheodtheofthe church were discontinued and the look of the new publications
was changed more and better reproductions of art are now incorporated
providing a significant outlet for religious art carmack mentions that in
the entire year of 1971 only five images of christ were reproduced in the
ensign in contrast to a total of 119 in 1999199911999.11 believe portraits have appeared
more frequently since 1985 in part because the church has grown provid-
ing a larger base of people interested in purchasing religious art members
have more buying power and they like the art they see in the church
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publications this demand produces more artists they like garygaryandersonanderson s

pieces that means he is going to be successful the vote is at the cash register
carmack also suggests that there is a growing interest in the fine arts

among LDS people I1 think sophisticated LDS people who have either been
trained or exposed to fine art have always been attracted to it therefore
the trend might be simply numerical the growing interest in fine art may
simply represent the growing number of members oftheodtheof the church it would
be interesting to see more data

one aspect of the increased demand for visual images of christ that
carmack mentions I1 concur with the claims of would be critics that mor
mons are not christians have forced us to reexamine the public image we
project we have always known we are christians with christ at the center
of our beliefs but we seem to have done a poor job of letting others know
that As a result we have taken specific steps to ensure that people under-
stand our christianity just as the logo of the church was changed to
emphasize the name of christ by increasing the size of the letters we have
in fact tried to project our belief in christ by displaying more visual images
of him in our homes and meetinghousesmeeting houses thus increasing the demand for
more art

during the pioneer period latter day saints could not afford the lux-
ury of art members of the church in north america are richer today I1 can
buy things to put on my wall that nineteenth century latter day saints
could not newspapers from the 1870sisjosisbos carry advertisements for prints of
brigham young s likeness relatively few prints were purchased perhaps
not from lack of interest but from lack of means if forced to choose
between a loaf ofbreadofbread and a painting most people in pioneer utah would
have picked the bread we have to be careful when we compare the
nineteenth century church with its limited number of members and lim-
ited resources with the modern church with millions ofinof ofinembersmembersembers many of
whom have surplus resources to purchase items that seemed out ofreachof reach to
a generation born a hundred years ago

when money becomes more available we purchase more art the art
also becomes more a part of our religious instruction because it is readily
available we have more pictures we use them more our manuals are
better paper quality is better we can afford colored prints we are able to
do things that we could not have done a hundred years ago the popularity
of the gospel in art series was probably just part of this natural economic
development rather than a specific effort to accomplish a certain end As

money became more available for religious images artists were able to
provide more art

the increase inin the demand for visual images of christ might spring
not only from economic development but also from our increasingly
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visual culture in the first century jews had an aversion to portraying
human images the earliest christians among whom were a significant
number of jews would not have felt the desire for a physical image of
christ it would take a new generation of christians who did not come out
ofthatofthat background to begin to depict images for devotional worship these
images begin to appear in the catacombscatacombs only in the third and fourth
centuries today we are bombarded with visual images in newspapers
magazines billboards movies and particularly television the faces of
political figures sports heroes and media stars are all part of our everyday
lives and decorate the rooms of our young people we surround ourselves
with the images ofthoseorthoseof those who represent that which is important in our lives

art as a didactic tool

art may be an effective didactic and inspirational mechanism7 20
in reinforcing and strengthening LDS belief in the plurality and corporeal
nature of the godhead as carmack asserts however art does not seem to
create such beliefs while going through museums in moscow just before
the fall of the soviet union I1 was struck by the fact that there was so much
religious art my guide was not a christian did notownnot own a bible and had
never gone to sunday school yet she knew the stories oftheodtheof the bible as well as
if not better than the average american knows them when I1 asked her how
she became so familiar with the stories she said russian kids are exposed
to the museums so we see the art

here was a person who had been exposed to the art and knew the
stories but did not assume because ofthatof that art that god exists that jesus is

separate and distinct from god and that the father and the son have
corporeal natures people may see religious art and not see or accept the
theological interpretations in it I1 do not think a protestant or catholic
would look at a painting oftheodtheof the resurrected embodied christ and suddenly
assume that the three members of the godhead are separate beings and
that god has a body

carmack argues that the latter day saint visual perception of christ
throughout the last century was born out of a form ofbiblicalofbiblical literalism and
that mormon literalism disregarded the skepticism of textual scholar-
ship consequently official latter day saint publications adopted
images from a large body ofofwesternwestern art that substantiated christs ministry
as a historical reality 20 carmack has carefully documented which
images were selected for publication but I1 am not convinced that official-
dom chose these images specifically to support biblical literalism certainly
there have been LDS scholars interested in these issues but I1 think the vast
majority of saints and those who were reproducing art for LDS audiences
were simply part ofa larger culture mormonscormons have shared with evangelical
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protestants and many faithful conservative catholics a belief in the relative
consistency of the biblical narrative from the nineteenth century well into
the twentieth century catholics protestants and mormonscormons basically could
not be segregated on the issue of literal interpretation of biblical text they
all accepted the consistency oftheodtheofthe bible and believed it was the word ofgodofgod

As part of this culture mormonscormons use art to portray christ in a real
rather than a symbolic way they believe the bible stories they depict the
stories for example the painting christ and the rich young ruler has been
reproduced numerous times but it has hung on walls in seminaries and in
church buildings more because people liked it not because they wanted to
declare their belief in the historical reality and literal divinity of christ

conclusion

images of christ what we think jesus would look like what he would
wear or how he would act reflect more than anything else our general
western culture one young woman is quoted by carmack as saying of a
particular image of christ ive seen this one so much that thats how I1

imagine him to look 61 1I believe that people generally do choose images
of christ that they are familiar with because of their culture and experi-
ences if one were to talk with this young woman read some scriptures
with her and read about antiquity she might have a different response to a
visual image of christ a more complex view of things what we bring to
the image basically will determine how we react to the image within the
church then the distribution and proliferation of images of christ
become primarily a matter of economics and the expectations inherent in
a visual culture

because christianity has had a long history of depicting images of
jesus christ christian art can be discussed in terms of development styles

and popular trends mormon culture however has existed less than two
hundred years and mormon art much less than that the church is just
emerging from the dominance ofnorthofnorth american western european cul-

ture the real issues involved in LDS choices of images of the savior might
be apparent only after we have a longer history ourselves five hundred
years from now we could look back and realize that not much change
occurred in our first one hundred or one hundred fifty years it will be
intriguing to see what happens

richard neitzel holzapfel richard holzapfelbyuedu is the photographic editor
of BYU studies and associate professor of church history and doctrine at brigham
young university he received a phd from the university of ofcaliforniacalifornia irvine in 1993
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explanation

I1 run in autumn
as the chlorophyll runs
from green leaves
I1 run in autumn
to sweat the springtime
out of my blood
because if I1 do not
it will burn my cold veins
when winter comes

1 I run in spring
because there is something
running just ahead of me
always I1 stop before I1 am tired
so that I1 will not quite catch it

in summer I1 run below the heat
like a drumbeat on a hot night
I1 run silver and gold as the moon
dark bees hover by my head
smelling the nectar in my blood

in winter I1 run to hold the universe together
I1 am the only movement
dark against the immensity of white
a screen saver on the worlds computer
I1 run to make one whisper
in the silence

marilyn nelson



the world at its gravest and best
nancy hanks baird

on the edge of a western city a canyon fissures up along a river and
eventually opens into a succession of frozenoffrozen peaks that rise to the east I1 run
in these mountains this canyon almost every day the canyon isis not par-
ticularlyticularly beautiful as it leaves the smoking city streets the trees are
cracked and common and the yellow stone pockedcocked and shaledkhaled as though
its confidence were shaken being so close to the grittiness of the city but as

it twists and rises the canyon hardens in strength and mystery the river
lays down ice trees thicken and whistle living things rustle beneath the
snow and brush some mornings I1 have seen herds of elk having threaded
their way through the eastern pass they tip over the lip of the canyon dri-
ving the deer before them grandeur and sweetness moving silently in the
bitter air this is where I1 come where I1 have always come to be alone to
learn to wait for grace and to worship

in this mountain place I1 am learning learning that deer never speak
that you must follow the quick blackness of their eyes the scrape of rock
and dusky ripple of leg as they leap the river to hear what they are saying
the deer are cautious and curious but I1 have seen and been awed by their
disdain for fear one morning a mountain lion paced the road hungry
looking for something to kill down in the orchard where the road flat-
tens not far from the lion the deer coolly snuffed under the leaves they
were unafraid their mouths full of peaches their eyes soft with pleasure

I1 am learning to listen to the ripples of thought in the silence and to
the wind when the wind rests in these mountains the silence in the win-
ter canyon is brittle and secret beneath the snow layers I1 know there is life

quivering but on the road by the water the quiet is profound there is only
a crackling of river ice a breathing in the trees the slap of my shoes it is a

solitary place a natural room emptied of softness in its winter harshness
it is clean and uncorrupted a room of truth and nakedness

but when the wind moves in the tunnel of rock it is merciless too
often full of ice and anger the wind claps the mountain oak against the
yellow walls whips the river roars as a hundred freight trains when you
run through the door of such an engine your body is lifted and flung as

loosened sheet metal your knees stiff shoes banging against themselves
I1 have thrown up my arms these mornings and exulted to the voice in the
tumult I1 hear you and the earth wakes it bellows and we are hurtled
pushed together undone by the wind
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AN X

the world is full of such summons to praise the whole earth is full
of his glory cried isaialsIsaiaisalahs seraphim isa 63 holy holy holy shouted
william blake on seeing a sunrise 1 in these unearthly moments we hear
the creators voice as a crackling in the wild oak a going in the mulberry
trees 2 sam 524 we see his mind in the simple weeds swinging and
stiff with gold in the intricate wings of a common dragonfly fallen to the
pavement for nothing is too small or insignificant to be ravishingly beau-
tiful these pieces of his kingdom race by us like jet streams there for any-
one to notice

and the wisdom the awe ofhisochisofhis kingdom whispers from our blood for
who can tell the power of ancient voices that runs in our veins Is there a
race memory an often unrecognized but powerful genetic knowledge by
which we are all connected I1 have always felt the deep primitivism of
ancient judaism thundering inside me but only recently have I1 woken to
my connection with the clans of scotland to which I1 belong through birth
and to which I1 have joined through marriage like two knife cuts bleeding
wrist to wrist if I1 were to seek an explanation for my nature perhaps these
connections of blood are reason enough for a willful melancholy spirit a
combative manner and hunger for freedom and for a passion for move-
ment and worship

A AN X

the highland clans of scotland were known through the centuries for
their fierceness bravery and unyielding spirit even the lowest clansman
knew in his heart he had as much right to sit at his chiefs table as any laird
lord both common man and ruler were bound by loyalties and obliga-

tions of respect when the clansman was needed to fight for his chief he
was ready when the common man needed help or revenge his chief was
bound to defend him every scot with every breath valued freedom more
highly than peace and wealth

do all people need freedom blowing like a silver horn inside them
does everyone flinch at authority and want to tear into battle at the
slightest provocation

I1 do not believe my father studied the scottish way it is however the
truth that he has lived by borne on his back suffered for still suffers
for he is a fighter fierce unyielding without fear he has tried to defend
the weak has sat at the table oftheodtheof the laird and withered the arrogance oftheodtheof the
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impudent and the imprudent with the power of his spirit for this he has
drawn love and enemies I1 have never known a kinder heart nor more heal-
ing hands but his highland battle cries are still gathering troops

helen duff was his grandmother my great grandmother in glasgow
she joined the american mormon church foreign to her parents and kept
it secret knowing they would not approve when she married she revealed
her membership in the new church and was grimly cut away by her family
helen was beautiful beloved and proud she was as unyielding as her
parents soon after marrying she left scotland to return only once in
her fifties small brown haired wearing lace and wool she returned to
aberdeen leaving her trunk in the rented buggy at the end of the lane she
walked through the mud and ruts to her childhood home her father past
ninety his white hair blowing in the wind stood at the corner of the pas-
ture looking away from her when she approached him with her fierce
courage and said father he turned and the heather slid by the sky
unfolded and opened and the words flew with blessing from his lips oh
ellen my ellen

the thought of these two proud people reconciling their broken hearts
has been a gift to me a window of grace from the past a connection of
devotion these windows or radiant moments in a life when the sky spills
undeserved blessings are rare they do happen but they are never what
you listen for or think to praise

out running in the canyon one christmas I1 was stopped by a morning
friend and his rottweiler people who go out regularly usually in the morn-
ing hours know the camaraderie that grows between inmates oftheodtheof the earth
at such times I1 barely know this man but we are intimates of dust and sky
and of the beginnings of many days As usual his dog murmured loudly in
recognition and gave me his nose this quiet morning as light drew the
darkness my friend put into my hands a small velvet drawstring bag soft
and black containing a circlet of silver light as leaves it is nothing he
said because we are friends should I1 accept such gifts oh yes because
moments like these are rare they are gifts of grace unexpected often
undeserved containing seeds ofjoyofloyof joyjoo

there are other blessings I1 have received on these mornings different
gifts of grace I1 have on occasion been given the gift of a day of clarity for
one day I1 have stood anchored in the middle of the universe felt it shift
and pour light into me until I1 was weighted down as with stones of fire

this is the gift of sight and it does not come accompanied only by beauty
for I1 have often seen death on the mountain roads unexplained irra-
tional a severed doe s foot a headless rattler a deer left to die its soul in
its eyes I1 have many times brought rage and grief to the canyon and spilled
them there at such junctures of ofbeautybeauty and pain the world is at its gravest
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and best wrenching halfway between matter and spirit what can one do
at these times but rise in battle or worship what else is there to do

this morning a late winter storm slid across the western sky a thick
growing blackness boiling down from the north steaming clouds full of
gloom and water emptied on the city for hours as if choosing to rid them-
selves of some disease my runs in the mountains have always come with a

jumbled torrent of astonishment self knowledge and memory I1 have
often broodedblooded over my jewish heart my scottish blood today in the
storm I1 thought of david king ofofjudahjudah

A ah A

david his mind festering with the murder of uriah tried through his
great gifts of music and worship to empty the dregs of corruption and
misery out of his heart when still a boy he had gifted saul with goliathsGoliaths
bloody head hung dripping by the hair from his simple leather belt david
had stood upon the still heaving chest taking the head with the giants
own jeweled sword his victory had come from utter fearlessness a bless-
ing bestowed for being willing to believe I1 do not forget the blood on
davids sword this he paid for with the lives of his sons with deception
and murder in his house with the honor of building the temple with-
drawn what I1 remember most is david bringing home the ark

he was determined to return it to jerusalem the city of davidofdavid the seat
of kings there was a false start the oxen carrying the precious burden
stumbled uzzahbuzzah put out his hand to save the ark and was struck dead for
this presumption david awestruckawestruck and terrified paused for months then
resumed the journey he brought the ark to the gates brought home the
small golden room of holiness and thunder carried by the priests when
they saw it the people sang played their harps and pipes blew their trum-
pets and david danced like any scottish laird he shed his clothes leapt
and laughed and in that incredible scene whirled in wild ancient glory

in the palace rooms above the gate david s wife sat watching as he
worshippedworshipped what bitterness what coldness propelled her to despise and
taunt him from her window but her scorn rolled off his back like beads of
sweat in judahs sun she would not receive the coals of glory laid across her
lips and so she lost her place

david knew all about the contradictions of life how to love and
murder on the same day how to grieve and worship in the same breath
he did not need his wife s approval did not need the refuge of a canyon or
a room to reveal his inner devotion and joy but here is a story of another
worship room
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in a field outside of newburg scotland the remains of the cross
macduffstandmacduff stand on the ochil hills this celtic cross once marked the north-
west boundary of the ancient kingdom of fife clan home of macduff
thane of fife the cross was a girth a sanctuary or place of refuge from
trouble ordained and protected by charter of the king of scotland
macduff to whom the cross was given helped overthrow macbeth bring-
ing malcolm to the throne of scotland malcolm rewarded macduff with
the cross and thus with sanctuary an ancient law of the jews and other
middle eastern tribes anyone related to macduff to the ninth degree could
flee here to receive refuge from the law if they had been found guilty of
unpremeditated slaughter after coming if they then washed nine times
for ablution there are springs nearby and gave nine kye an a colpencolben
dach nine cows plus a cow that has not been calved they could go free 2

only the base of this ancient cross remains but it is enough one can
see how it would have risen on its high hill majestic stark its carved face
looking east an inscription on the cross at one time read

an altar for those whom law pursues a hall for those whom strife pursues to
thee this paction becomes a harbour but there is hope only when the murder
has been committed by those born of my grandson I1 free the accused a fine
of a thousand drachmas from his lands on account of magridinMagridin and his
offering take once for all the cleansing of my heirs beneath this stone filled
with water 3

this is the fierce tale told about the cross the lairds of pitarrowPitarrow
mathers arbuthnot and lauriston were fleeing for the cross the bagpipes
wailing it was 1412 the rivers tay and earn lay behind them the
cairngorm and grampianampianGr mountains rose ahead like judges A certain sir
john melville of glenbervieGlenbervie had been their sheriff in the country a man
who bore his faculties harshly 144 he had become an irritating problem for
the lairds and for the king in a foolish moment the king is said to have
remarked sorrow gin the sheriffwersheriff wer sodden and suppedcupped in broo heed-
ing his suggestion the four lairds lured the sheriff to a hill under pretense
of hunting with him they heated water in a caldron over a fire and then
boiled the annoying shesheriffriffinin the pot after he was cooked or sodden as

the king said the barons drank the soup the broo then ran for refuge
to the cross 5

the world is a troublesome place no doubt the sheriffwantedsheriff wanted to live

and who deserves such a death but there on a cold hill in a ferocious land
stands a token ofpowerofpower a hall for those whom strife pursues a monument
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ofmercyof mercy even for the wicked what more can we hope for in our blind pas-
sage on this beautiful but fearsome earth than to find a place of refuge and
then leap in praise the canyon where I1 run is my girth and glass through
which I1 strain to see my worship room my manuscript of grace the mov-
ing water and melting trees the silence full of ancient voices have become
my absolution and wealth when the deer step from behind the blasted
trees and fix me with their sober fathomless eyes my wits fail me I1 hover
between earth and heaven

it is said that the one thing for which the devil has the most regret in
his frozen banishment is the trumpets judah s horns blazing from the
temple israels melancholy joyful trumpets perhaps I1 rather think it is
the bagpipes the intoxicating suspension of air between sound and
silence the cry of battle the call to worship

nancy hanks baird jkbairdmsncom has published poems and essays in
ellipses dialogue A journal ofmormonof mormon thought weber studies and BYU studies her
book of poetry the shell in silk was published in 1996 this essay won third place in
the 1998 BYU studies essay contest she received her BA from brigham young university
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2 jim wotherspoon the sanctuary of macduff cross the highlander the
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3 wotherspoon the sanctuary of macduff cross 33
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examining six key concepts in joseph
smiths understanding of genesis 11
kevin L barney

joseph smith spent sunday afternoon april 7718441844 in a grove behind
the nauvoo temple there he gave a funeral sermon which lasted for over
two hours dedicated to a loyal friend named king follett who had been
crushed by a bucket of rocks while repairing a well I11 known today as the
king follett discourse and widely believed to be the prophets greatest
sermon 2 this address was josephs most cogent and forceful presentation
of his nauvoo doctrine on the nature of god including the ideas of a plu-
rality of gods and the potential ofman to become as god 3 severaltimesinseveral times in
the first part of the discourse joseph expressed his intention to go back
to the beginning in searching out the nature of god and a little before
midway through the sermon he undertook a commentary on the first few

words of the hebrew bible in support of the speechsspeeches doctrinal positions
the prophets treatment of the hebrew has been the subject of much

discussion and is a matter of considerable interest especially among those
interested in hebrew I1 have examined elsewhere the linguistic details of
the prophets commentary as far as it can be reconstructed from the
reports and minutes of that discourse 4 beyond josephs specific linguistic
understanding of the hebrew text however are certain key ideas he
derived from his encounter with that text revelation often results after
wrestling with ideas and josephs struggle with the hebrew of genesis 11

seems to have yielded six concepts which he expressed either in the king
follett discourse or in a parallel discourse he gave on june 16184416 i844 5 these
six concepts maymaybebe summarized as follows

1 the creation was effected not out of nothing but from
preexisting matter

2 in the very beginning there was a plurality of gods
3 among this plurality there was a head god or there were

head gods

4 these gods met in a grand council

5 these gods in council appointed one god over us
6 the idea of a plurality of gods which is most easily seen

at the beginning is found throughout the bible
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when propounded in 1844 each oftheseof these six ideas was no doubt considered
unusual or unorthodox by those of other religious traditions as well as by
certain latter day saints and former latter day saints 6 and some people
would certainly consider these doctrines no less theologically heterodox
today yet the first five concepts are widely acknowledged by current bibli-
cal scholars to be accurate expressions of religious belief among the
hebrews during the time of the patriarchs the sixth concept while still

representing a minority view has also received strong scholarly support in
recent decades this article reviews the writings of a wide array of old
testament commentators with reference to each of these six points

creation as organization

now I1 ask all the learned men who hear me why the learned doctors who

are preaching salvation say that god created the heavens and the earth out of
nothing they account it blasphemy to contradict the idea isyouifyouif you tell them that
god made the world out of something they will call you a fool the reason is

that they are unlearned but I1 am learned and know more than all the world put
together the holy ghost does anyhow if the holy ghost in me comprehends
more than all the world I1 will associate myselfmyselfwithwith it

you ask them why and they say doesnt the bible say he created the
world and they infer that it must be out of nothing the word create came

from the word BARA but it doesnt mean so what does BARA mean it means
to organize the same as a man would organize and use things to build a ship

hence we infer that god himself had materials to organize the world out of
chaos chaotic matter which is element and in which dwells all the glory

element had an existence from the time he had the pure principles ofelementof element
are principles that never can be destroyed they may be organized and reorga-
nized but not destroyed nothing can be destroyed they never can have a begin-
ning or an ending they exist eternally 7

on lexical grounds joseph smith understood bara the second word
of hebrew genesis 11 translated created in the king james version as

meaning to organize and a good argument can be made that this inter-
pretationpre tation is correct this hebrew word which in the bible is used only in
the context of describing divine activity occurs forty nine times in the old
testament thirty eight as an active verb ten as a passive verb and once as

a nominal form the verb seems to be used in the sense of shaping or
fashioning as by cuttingcutting8cuttings8 and is often paired synonymously with the
verbs yasar to form and mahasahnah to do make 9 verbs that are indicative
of an anthropomorphic conception of creative activity comparable to
the craftsmanship of artisans the hebrew root brseemsbr seems to have had the
original meaning to separate divide 10 which is a fitting description of
the creative activity of genesis i where god separates the light from the
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darkness the day from the night the heaven from the earth the waters
above the firmament from the waters beneath the firmament and so on
that is god organizes preexisting chaos by a process of separatingofseparating dividing
and thereby providing differentiation perceptibility and order

because of later theological dogmas and imperatives concerning the
doctrine of creatiocreatic ex nihilonichilo creation from nothing some will always
reject this lexical argument indeed there is no way on strictly lexical
grounds to prove at least in the context of the creation of the cosmic
powers that banabardbara cannot mean to create from nothing recent scholar-
ship has shown however that such an interpretation of genesis 11 is
unsuitable if not untenable for both grammatical and historical reasons

the grammatical structure of the hebrew in genesis in11 foreclosesforeclosedfore closes the
possibility that bamhambarabana could refer to creation from nothing in that passage
the KJV renders bsresftboregbareg lt the first word of hebrew genesis 11 as in the
beginning but the word renitresit is actually a construct or genitival form
and means beginning of as in genesis 493 wsresitwsworeresitbitontritontom and the begin-
ning of my strength indeed in the early middle ages rashi rabbi
shlomo son of yitzhaqyitzhak had given the correct interpretation

but if you are going to interpret this passage in its plain sense interpret it
thus at the beginning of the creation of heaven and earth when the earth
was or the earth being unformed and void god said let there be light
for the passage does not intend to teach the order of creation to say that
these namely the heaven and the earth came first because if it had
intended to teach this it would have been necessary to use the form bsnsondbzorp6nd

in the beginning or at first he created the heaven etc since there is no
instance of the form resitrilaitlpit in scripture which is not in construct with the
word following it 11

modern grammarians have labeled a construct noun followed by a verb an
asyndetic relative clause 30121112331212 in contrast with the KJV rendering the word

bsresitborepltbsresit introduces not an absolute prepositional phrase but a temporal
clause 13 the sense of genesis 11 3 is as follows

verse i1 protasis bywayby way of beginning when
god created the heavens and
the earth

verse 2 circumstantial clause the world at that time being
a formless waste description
of primordial chaos

verse 3 apodosis god said let there be
lightlight14111414

thus the first creative act was not the creation of heaven and earth but the
creation offightof lightfighthight nothing is said oftheodtheof the creation of primordialofprimordial chaos which
already existed
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this interpretation of the structure of genesis 11 3 has become the
predominant scholarly understanding 15 even a source as theologically
conservative as J R dummelowDummelow s commentary on the holy bible agrees
with this analysis in rendering genesis 11 3 into english

in the beginning when god created the heavens and the earth now the
earth was waste and void and darkness was over the deep and the spirit of
god was brooding over the waters then god said let there be light

dummelowDummelow explains that on this rendering creation is not out of noth-
ing but out of preexistingpre existing chaos 16 this interpretation is supported not
only by internal considerations of syntax but also by the fact that both the
parallel creation account in genesis 240 7 and enumaeduma elish the babylonian
creation epic exhibit the same trifold structure i dependent temporal
clause ii circumstantial clause iii main clause 17 thus hebrew
grammar strongly supports joseph smith s view inin a way that lexical con-
siderationssiderations alone could not

As a historical matter nearly all recent studies have concluded that the
doctrine of creatiocreatic ex nihilonichilo is not native to judaism is nowhere attested in
the hebrew bible and probably arose in christianity in the second century
AD in the course of that religion s fierce battle with gnosticism many of
these studies contend that the doctrine came into judaism at the beginning
of the middle ages and even then never really succeeding in establishing
itself as the accepted jewish doctrine of creation 18 the historians per-
spectivespective on this issue may perhaps be seen best in a scholarly debate on this
subject between professors david winston and jonathan goldstein 19

in the past some scholars had understood passages such as wisdom of
solomon 1117 where the author speaks of gods all powerful hand which
created the world out of formless matter as having been influenced by
greek philosophy since the jews of that time were assumed to have
believed in creation from nothing 20 winston carefully reviews the evidence
and establishes that passages such as the one from wisdom of solomon
quoted above are in fact consistent with jewish thought at the time regard-
ing primordial formless matter in fact the first explicit formulations of
creatiocreatic ex nihilonichilo do not appear until the end of the second century in tthehe
works of the christian writers tatian and theophilus 21

in rabbinic literature what seems to be the first explicit reference to
creaticcreatio ex nihilonichilo appears in a dialogue attributed to rabban gamaliel II11 and
a philosopher in the late first century after christ winston demonstrates
however that this reference is really nothing more than a rejection of the
gnostic view that insisted on multiple creative powers the argument was
not that god created the world out of nothing but that the primordial
elements such as wind water and the primeval deep were not themselves
powers that assisted god in the process 22 like similiar ideas in some oftheodtheof the
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later christian literature this position was nothing more than a response
to gnostic polemics about the creation the concept of creaticcreatio ex nihilonichilo was
missing not only from the hebrew bible and from jewish hellenistic litera-
ture but also from rabbinic literature where the more common view of
creation was organization out of primordial matter the doctrine of creatiocreatic
ex nihilonichilo eventually appeared in jewish philosophical and religious litera-
ture at a late date having been influenced by christian muslim thought 23

goldstein disagrees with winstonswinstonqWins tons reading of the statement by
rabban gamaliel II11 seeing it rather as an explicit expression of creatiocreatic ex
nihilonichilo in goldsteinGoldsteiiss view that doctrine arose not in the context of anti
gnostic polemics but rather in the context of polemics concerning what
goldstein refers to as the extreme view of bodily resurrection meaning
that humans will be resurrected not just with a physical body but with
the same physical body they possess in this life goldstein suggests that the
development of creatiocreatic ex nihilonichilo was a response to what he calls the two

3124112424 elements from deceased could bebody paradox a body ingested by
another person as by being absorbed through the soil in a plant and
turned into food or as by matter being vaporizedvaporizer by fire from a martyrs
body and then inhaled by other human bodies objections to
the idea of extreme bodily resurrection could have been answered with the
claim that an omnipotent god could create the resurrected body ex nihilonichilo

if necessary just as he originally created all matter 25

winston s reply to goldstein however argues that there is no evidence
that the supposed two body paradox was known in the early centuries of
christianity or had any influence on the development of the doctrine of cre

atio ex nihilonichilo although tatian had spoken of the body being resurrected
from nothingness tatian meant relative nothingness not complete absence
of existence tatian had argued that just as a complete human body may
spring from but a small drop of semen so a resurrected body may come forth
from the elemental seeds ofthatofthat body buried in the earth god was seen as
having power to resurrect the body without reference to ex nihilonichilo creation 26

in his response goldstein recanted much of his earlier argument
acknowledging that he had misread some of the patristic and rabbinic
literature he continued however to affirm contra winston that rabban
gamaliel II11 had indeed unambiguously expressed that the world was
created ex nihilonichilo 2721

for present purposes it does not make much difference whether
rabban gamaliel 11II expressed a view favoring creatiocreatic ex nihilonichilo at the end of
the first century after christ goldstein or whether the first unambiguous
jewish expressions of that doctrine date back only to the ninth and tenth
centuries winston or whether creatiocreatic ex nihilonichilo first arose in polemical
arguments involving the gnostic view of creation winston or the
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extreme view of bodily resurrection goldstein what is significant for
our purposes are the contours of this debate there is no serious argument
that creaticcreatio ex nihilonichilo was a biblical doctrine in fact the more conservative
goldstein expressly acknowledges that rather than expressing creatiocreatic ex
nihilonichilo jewish exegetesexegeses and philosophers knew that the words of genesis
11 2 could as easily and even more easily be interpreted to mean that
god created the world from preexistentpre existent mattermatter2828 from this debate we
can see that the historical evidence strongly favors joseph smiths rejection
of creaticcreatio ex nihilonichilo in his reading of genesis 11

A plurality of divine beings

in thevery beginning there is apluralityaplurality ofgodsof gods beyond theshethepowerpower of refutation29refutation29

it can scarcely be doubted today that the earliest hebrew conception of
god was pluralistic the evidence for this position is extensive 30 and it is a

position widely 31 if not universally held by contemporary scholars this
does not mean that scholars fully understand or agree on important issues
concerning the nature of this early pluralism questions abound regarding
its meaning for the hebrews its source that is mesopotamian versus
canaanite influences and the manner in which it evolved toward
universal monotheism and the era when this monotheism superseded it
and whether it was ever fully superseded these are hot topics in the

world ofbiblicalofbiblical scholarship and they still await a fully convincing analysis
and synthesis 32 nevertheless the basic concept that the ancient hebrews
of the patriarchal age believed in a plurality of gods has become an essen-
tially accepted idea in scholarship today

the king follet discourse supports the idea of a plurality of gods As

indicated by the prophets june 161844 discourse the two principal rational
evidences from which joseph derived this view were the plural form of the
word elohim and the plural syntax of genesis 126 33 there is now scholarly
support for both positions although these positions remain controversial

linguists have been unable to agree on the origins or significance of
the plural form elohim etymologically elohim is often assumed to be a

plural of el61 as expanded by an intermediate heh perhaps reflecting
aramaic influence the hebrew form eloahvbahabah attested mainly in poetry
would then be a late singular derived backwards from the plural elohim 34

even if correct however this etymology offers little insight into how or
why the plural form came to be used with a singular meaning when refer-
ring to the god of israel one possibility is that the singular use ofelohimofilohimof elohim
evolved as hebrew theology moved from pluralism to monotheism an
argument that is resisted by more conservative scholars 35 A close
examination oftheodtheof the textual evidence suggests a somewhat more complicated
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picture although the predominant use of elohim in the hebrew canon
today treats this word as a singular referring to the god of israel its use as
a plural referring to the gods of other nations is also widely attested
intriguingly the use ofofelohimelohim as a singular referring to a foreign god has
also been preserved in the hebrew bible and parallel usage involving
the akkadian word ilanuilana has been documented 36 it appears that from the
very beginning the word elohim had the capacity to be used as a plural or
as a singular as required by the context of the passage irrespective of the
identity of the god or gods in question once one acknowledges the exis-
tence of an ancient hebrew pantheon it becomes likely that fioaioiloelohimhim was
used at times in the plural to refer to the gods of that pantheon in fact in
a number of old testament passages the wordmihimword elohim originally appears to
have had a plural force even if the tradition that preserved that plural
understood the word in a singular sense

the ambiguity inherent in the possible singular or plural uses of the
word61ohimword elohimelohtm is captured by gerald cooke s use ofofparenthesesparentheses in the title of
his article the sons of the gods 73371137373737 cooke begins his study by stating
that any serious investigation of conceptions of god in the old testament
must deal with recurrent references which suggest a pluralistic conception
of deity 38 after a careful review of many such passages he asks whether
they reflect a purely literary form which was taken over by israel or
whether they are an element of the living pattern of israelite faith39faith 39 and

concludes that the latter is the more likely alternative perhaps the most
succinct statement of the ambiguity inherent in the word elohim was
offered by the german theologian ludwig kohler who wrote that god is

called in hebrew elohim but elohim61ohim means not only god it means also a
god the god gods and the gods 04040140 these quotations illustrate that
although by no means universal there is now scholarly support for relating
the plural form elohim to ancient hebrew pluralism just as joseph smith did

As for the plural syntax of genesis 126 the possible explanations may
be grouped into five categories only two of which are taken seriously by
most scholars today 441I1 the first of these two theories and the one for
which joseph argued is that a literal plural is involved

it is natural to suspect as some have that the plural form in which god
speaks is due to a reminiscence of an originally polytheistic source which the
priestly author referred to by text critics as P used or at least on which he
modeled his story in the creation myths with which both P and his readers
were undoubtedly familiar counsel among the gods before their important
undertakings was a fairly routine procedure 42

the perceived problem with this approach is that the perspective ofofpofaP was
profoundly monotheistic and he would scarcely have allowed a literal
plural to slip through his editing and become embedded in his text the
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principal alternative theory therefore is that the plural is a pluralofpluralpluralofof delib-
erationeration used rhetorically such as the modern english examples ofanafanof an indi-
vidual deliberating with himself as in let s do it or what shall we do

arguments from an editorial perspective are always rather slippery
they assume that we fully understand the editorial stance of a redactor and
that the redactor made no editorial mistakes a proposition for which there
are numerous counterexamples in the old testament text nevertheless
I1 am willing to assume for present purposes that P who is presumed to
have lived and worked around the time of the exile would have under-
stood this verse in monotheistic terms the commentators are concerned
with what this verse meant to P in contrast josephs treatment is con-
cerned with what this verse meant originally that is in the earlier israelite
creation narrative from which P derived it Westerwestermannmaimmarm acknowledges
that although P could not have intended it so the idea of a heavenly court
may well be in the background 3143114343 the parallel expression in genesis 322
suggests that in their original setting these words probably had a plural
meaning man has become like one of us kaadkaalkaawksdadks dad mtmmennumtmmennefl in this
passage the use of the word one is inconsistent with a merely rhetorical
plural 4414 therefore joseph s interpretation matches one of the two
principal explanations of the plural forms in genesis 126 further going
behind P to the earlier sources most scholars would agree that the plural is

to be taken literally

A supreme god at the head

the head oneheadsone heads ortheof the gods broughtbroughtforthporthforth the gods 45

one can argue that the existence of a pantheon implies the presence of
a supreme god who rules the pantheon joseph described this deity as the
head one rosrj of the gods in the case of the early hebrew pantheon

that god was referred to variously as el elohim or el elyon or el com-
bined with other epithets 46 el elyon was the name of the god worshiped
by melchizedek in genesis 1418 20 this name can be interpreted in
various ways god most high el the highest one el who is elyon or
ic the god elyon ugariticUgaritic parallels suggest that the most likely interpreta-
tion is the second one that of a proper name followed by a description the
association of the epithet elyon with el the father of the gods is

intriguing because the basic meaning of elyon is most high or highest
greek hypsistoshyp sistos which is also a meaning of the word rosru derived sym-

bolicallyboli cally from the head being the highest part of the body the hebrew
expression rosro hwlohimhaelohtmhaelohim could be rendered the head one of the gods
but it could just as easily be translated the highest one of the gods or
c god most high thus not only did the hebrew pantheon have a head
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or supreme god but one of his principal epithets is essentially a synonym
of the word joseph chose to represent that god

joseph s discourses are somewhat ambiguous as to whether there was
one head god or multiple heads of the gods theologically joseph seems
to have preferred the idea of a single head god this being the idea he
expressed in the king follett discourse but his reading of the hebrew
may have raised the possibility of multiple heads of the gods which he
expressed almost as an aside in his june 16 1844 discourse the idea of
multiple heads of the gods does have a parallel with scholarly reconstruc-
tion of the ancient hebrew pantheon that pantheon appears to have con-
sisted ofanafanof an extensive body of ofunnamedunnamed generic gods and a small number
of named major gods including el and yahweh thus reference to the
heads of the gods could be understood as referring in a similiar sense to
the major gods of the pantheon 47

the premortal council in heaven

thus the head god broughtbroughtforthforth the gods in the grand council 4841

that joseph should have described the gods as meeting in a grand
council seems unusually prescient the idea oftheodtheof the divine council or coun-
cil of the gods is widely acknowledged by scholars today but the seminal
study of this concept did not appear until one hundred years after the king
follett discourse 49

the character of the divine council as it was understood among the
israelites evolved over the course of time in two important respects first
with the ascendancy of yahwism the nature of the council moved from
being a council of the gods to being merely an assembly of yahweh sur-
rounded by his attendant angels these angels became increasingly generic
until they eventually lost their onetimeone time function of counseling god serv-
ing only the ornamental function of worshipingofworshiping yahweh

second was the unique role the council would come to play in the
ministry of the prophets of israel the prophets would be brought by
vision into the presence of the divine council where they would see the
lord seated upon his throne in the heavenly temple surrounded by his
divine counselors the prophets would be allowed to witness and partici-
pate in the deliberations oftheodtheof the council when a decision had been reached
the prophets would return from this vision and report the decree of the
council to the people usually in the very words they had heard in vision
this pattern is particularly evident when a prophet received his prophetic
calling and LDS scholars have identified a similar pattern in the pro-
phetic commissions of lehi in the book of mormon50mormon5oMormonmormondo50 and enoch in the
book of moses 51
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older hebrew literature however retains the original conception of a
council of the gods this can best be illustrated by certain passages from
the psalms pertinent references to the council and its members are identi-
fied in hebrew

ascribe to the LORD YHWHYHWHI 0 heavenly beings asnebanebsneb 6 elimehm lit sons of
gods ascribe to the LORD glory and strength RSV psalm 291
god Hoelohimhim has taken his place in the divine council baradatbaddatbaadat eolafoej in the
midst of the gods chimelohtm&himelohtm he holds judgment I1 say you are gods elil
bhimohirnohim sons oftheodtheof the most high bsnelyon all ofyouof you RSV psalm 8216821 6

let the heavens praise thy wonders 0 LORD YHWH thy faithfulness
in the assembly of the holy ones bithalbiqhalbiqal qsdosimqodogim for who in the skies
can be compared to the LORD YHWH who among the heavenly
beings baneb 6 elimlehm is like the LORD YHWH a god 1 elI feared in the
council oftheodtheof the holy ones sofsodsod qsdosimqadjfiml great andterribleand terrible above all that are
round about him 0 LORD god of hosts YHWHyhwh&weloheclohe sbdotssba6tsadot who is
mighty as thou art 0 LORD YHWH with thy faithfulness round about
thee RSV psalm 895 8

the concept of the divine council is certainly present in the KJV old
testament but since the king jamesfames translators did not know of the con-
cept their translation largely obscures it compare for instance the clear
RSV rendering ofbadatba ada teltteiel in psalm 821 in the divine council with the
obscure translation oftheodtheof the KJV in the congregation oftheodtheof the mighty in fact
the word council makes only one appearance in the KJV old testament
in psalm 6827 and in that verse the word quite clearly does not refer to the
divine council that joseph should have seen a century before scholarly
discussion began on the subject that the gods met in a grand council
demonstrates at the very least an unusual perceptiveness

A god appointed over this world

the heads ortheof the gods appointed one godforgodfoygod for us 52

josephs notion oftheodtheof the gods appointing one god over us appears to be
supported by an archaic fossilized bit of scripture that has been preserved
in deuteronomy 328 9 the following translation is from the revised
standard version

when the most high elyon gave to the nations their inheritance when he
separated the sons of men he fixed the bounds of the peoples according to
the number oftheodtheof the sons of god bsneelohimb 00him00 homhim for the LORDS YHWHYHVM por-
tion is his people jacob his allotted heritage

the KJV at the end ofverseobverseofverse 8 reads sons ofisraelof israel following the masoretic
text but current scholars uniformly accept the reading reflected in the
RSV sons of god which is supported both by the septuagint and by
the dead sea scrolls 53
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scholars are divided into two camps concerning the interpretation of
these verses one position interprets this passage as predating the conflation
or attempted conflation of el and yahweh into a single deity in this view

el assigns one ofhis sons to each of the nations assigning his son yahweh to
israel 5414 the other position interprets this passage as it would have been
understood following the convergence with yahweh elyon assigning
other gods to other nations but retaining israel for himself 55 this second
position is once again essentially an argument from editorial perspective
although the deuteronomist may have understood and preserved the pas-
sage in the latter sense in its earlier setting it seems more likely to have been
understood in the preconvergence sense although the former interpreta-
tion more closely parallels josephs view both interpretations involve the
divine council assigning individual gods to different peoples

A continuous conception of god

it is a great subject I1 am dwelling on the word eloiheamEloiheam ought to be in the
plural all the way thro 5616

As we have seen contemporary scholars acknowledge that the earliest
hebrew conception of god was pluralistic the scholarly orthodoxy
however has been that at some point in time scholars differ concerning
when el and yahweh were merged into a single god often referred to as
yahweh elohim the LORD god and that this merger was profoundly
and completely effected josephs assertion that early hebrew pluralism
had a continuity throughout the bible is inconsistent with this view

over the past twenty years however a different scholarly perspective
has begun to emerge culminating in the publication of an important study
by margaret barker entitled the great angel A study of israels second
god 5717 this perspective has been heavily influenced by several book length
studies preceding barkers such as alan E segalslegals two powers in heaven
jarl fossumpossum s the name of god and the angel of the lord and larry W
hurtadosHurtados one god one lord early christian devotion and ancient jewish
monotheism 56 and numerous articles including peter hayman s

monotheism a misused word in jewish studiesstudies5933591159305959 in fact this new
approach has garnered sufficient adherents to have been given a name the

schule 3360116060new religionsgeschichtliche
the basic idea behind this new approach is that the attempted fusion

of el and yahweh was undertaken by a small coterie of priests and scribes
representing a minority viewpoint a group that has been called the
yahweh alone party 61 much of today s old testament either assumes this
identification as accomplished fact or is consciously devoted to the effort to
sustain this identification as in the formula YHWH huha haohalhaelohimelohim
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yahweh he is god or more pointedly yahweh he is elohim which
appears several times in the old testament the new approach however
argues that the effort to equate el and yahweh did not fully take that in
much of popular religion these two gods or other divine entities derived
from their memory retained their separate identities this view draws
considerable support from the longstanding hebrew notion of god in con-
cert with an extensive underlying pluralism as reflected for instance in
the hosts of heaven the holy ones the angels or the watchers com-
bined with a persistent overarching dualism in which two divine entities
are presupposed one the supreme creator god the other his vizier or
prime minister or some other spiritual agency who really runs the show
or at least provides the point of contact between god and humanity 116262

the evidence supporting this newly emerging picture of the nature of
god derives from many different sources that span the centuries in fact
one of the reasons that this picture of early israelite theology is only now
emerging is that the evidence comes from so many disparate sources with
which no one scholar is completely conversant for instance barker begins
her study by going back to the beginning and working forward in time
through the sources 63 while hayman reaches remarkably similar conclu-
sions based in the first instance on his study of sefer cesirayesira 64 which dates
between AD 200200 and 800800 most interestingly this scholarship appears to
have answered a longstanding problem of new testament studies how
was it possible that the jewish christians in the early church were able to
acknowledge jesus as divine if as many believe the jews of that era held
to an ironcladiron clad monotheism such a result would have been very problematic
if however the pluralisticdualisticpluralistic dualistic elements of historic hebrew theology
had a continued vitality until and beyond the christian era then it
becomes more understandable how the earliest jewish christians were
able to worship both the father and the son as readily as they did

it is one thing for scholars today to identify the persistence of ancient
hebrew pluralism and to write papers and books on the subject each
building on the work of earlier scholars it is quite another thing for
joseph smith to have made these claims against his own earlier pietistic
preconceptions of monotheism and without any discernible support from
the learned of the day and to have committed the church to this position
as a principle of doctrine that no scholar ever did it was a course
bespeaking a profound serene authoritative confidence that the position
he outlined in the king follett discourse was true although he had
discerned certain rational indications in the KJV text supporting this
position his confidence in that position could have derived only from his
sense that it had been revealed to him spiritually
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in conclusion we have seen that there is now scholarly support for the
concepts joseph derived from his reconstruction of hebrew genesis 11
namely his rejection of creatiocreatic ex nihilonichilo the ancient conception of a

plurality of gods the idea of a head god among that plurality the council
of the gods the appointment by the gods of a single god over us and the
continuity of ancient hebrew pluralism across biblical eras that joseph
should have articulated these ideas so well and so forcefully in the middle
of the nineteenth century is in my view nothing short of remarkable
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45 the singular isis attested inin each of the four manuscript reports willard
richards wilford woodruff thomas bullock and william clayton of the king
follett discourse see ehat and cook words oflosephof joseph smith 341 345345351351 and 358 for
the plural see thomas BullocbullocksVs report of the prophets june 16 1844 discourse inin
ehat and cook words of josephofloseph smith 379

46 see inin general botterweck and Ringringgrenrmggrengren theological dictionary 1242i 242 61

other el epithets include el olam everlasting god and el shaddaishaddak god almighty
47 compare the akkadian expression alaniilani elitielutieligi the highest gods as described

inin relation to the epithet elyon inin john van seters the religion of the patriarchs inin
genesis biblicabiblical 61 april 1980 228

48 joseph smith jr history of the church oflesusof jesus christ oflatterof latteriatter daysay saints ed
B H roberts 2dad ed rev 7 vols salt lake city deseret book 1971 63076 307 8

49 H wheeler robinson the council of Yahweh journal of theological studies

45 april 1944 151 57 further studies include frank moore cross the council of
yahweh inin second isaiah journal ofnearolnearofnear eastern studies 12 no i1 1953 274 77 edwin C

kingsbury the prophets and the council of yahweh journal ofbiblicalof biblical literature 83

no 2 1964 279 86 patrick D miller jr the divine council and the prophetic call to
war vetus testamentum 18 january 19681001968 100loo 107 N L A tidwellTldwell w415marvvfl5omflrzechzech

353 5 and the genre of zechariahszechanahsZechariaZechanahshs fourth vision journal ofbiblicalof biblical literature 94 sep-
tember 1975 343 55 E theodore mullen the assembly of the gods the divine council
inin canaanite and early hebrehebrewcebre literature chico calif scholars press 1980

5050 see blake thomas ostler the throne theophany and prophetic commission
inin i nephi A form critical analysis BYU studies 26 no 3 1986 67 95 and john W
welch the calling of a prophet inm the book ofmormonof mormon first nephi the doctrinal
foundation ed monte S nyman and charles D tate jr provo utah BYU religious
studies center 1988 35 54

551 stephen D ricks the narrative call pattern inin the prophetic commission of
enoch moses 6 BYU studies 26 fall 1986 97 105 on the relevance of the divine



six key concepts inin joseph smith s understanding ofgenesisoogenesisof genesis 11 123

council to the premortal existence see joseph F mcconkie premortal existence
Foreforeordmationsforeordinationsordinations and heavenly councils inin C wilfred griggs ed apocryphal
writings and the latteriatter fayday saints provo utah BYU religious studies center
1986198613173 98

52 ehat and cook words of josephofloseph smith 379

53 the reading sons ofgodof god isis attested inin two fragments from qumranquaran 4qdeut4qdeuo
and 4qdeutq see patrick W skehan A fragment of the song of moses beutdeut 32
from qumranquaran bulletin of the american schools of oriental research 136 december
1954 12 15 patrick W skehan qumranquaran and the present state of old testament text
studies the masoretic text journal of biblical literature 78 1959 21 and julie
duncan s definitive edition inm quaranqumran cave 4 IX deuteronomy joshua judges kings
discoveries inin the judean desert 14 ed eugene ulrich oxford clarendon 1995 90
although many septuagint manuscripts read angels of god which represents an
alternate attempt to soften the original reading the oldest greek witness to
deuteronomy P fuad 266 rahlfs 848 reads sons rather than angels john W
wevers the editor for the deuteronomy volume of the gottmgengbttingen edition of the
septuagint regards the reading sons of god as assured see john W wevers notes on
the greek textttT t of deuteronomyofdeuteronomy atlanta scholars press 1995 513 for additional evievlevi-
dence supporting this reading see paul sanders the provenance of deutoronomydeuteronomy 32
leiden brill 19961571996 157

54 see for example otto eissfeldt el and yahweh journal ofofsemiticsemitic studies i
no i1 1956 25 37 note that inin the ras shamra tablets el isis said to have seventy sons
and inin hebrew tradition there were seventy nations see gen io10 this explains the late
scribal attempt to replace sons of god with sons of israel because inin hebrew
tradition the sons of israel also numbered seventy see exodehod 15i 5

55 this isis the position of the albright school see mullen divine council 204 As
mullen explains albright had argued that elyon should be read as equivalent to
yahweh here on grounds of distant parallelism for citations regarding the concept of
distant parallelism see kevin L barney poetic diction and parallel word pairs inin the
book of mormon journal ofbookof book ofmormonof mormon studies 4 fall 1995 32

56 ehat and cook words offof osephjosephoffoseph smith 379

57 margaret barker the great angel A study of1sraelsof israels second god louisville
westminsterjohnWestminster John knox 1992 awareness by LDS scholars of the significance of
barker s study isis reflected for instance inin daniel C peterson inin review ofbooksof books on the
book ofmormonof mormon 7 no 2 1995 iol101loilol martin S tanner inin review ofbooksof books on the book of
mormon 7 no 2 1995 34 36 and bryan J thomas inin FARMS review ofbooksof books 8 no i
1996 39

58 alan F segal two powers inin heaven earleariearlyy rabbinic reports about christianity
and gnosticism leiden brill 1978 jarl E fossumpossum the name of god and the angel of
the lord samaritan and jewish concepts ofintermediationof intermediation and the origin of gnosticism

tilttlTiibingentubmgentiibingen mohr 1985 larry W hurtado one god one lord early christian
devotion and ancient jewish monotheism philadelphia fortress 1988

59 this was haymans presidential address to the british association for jewish
studies given at edinburgh on august 21 1990 and provides an excellent conciseconcise
overviewoverview of this new approach

6060 or the new history of religions school the name was coined by martin
hengel see jarl fossumpossum reviewreview of great angel by margaret barker journal of
theological studies 45 april 1994 187

61 morton smith palestinian parties and politics that shaped the old testament
new york columbia university press 1971 23
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62 hayman 11 monotheism 2

63 thetlle great angel is essentially a sequel to barker s prior book the older
testament the survival ofofthemesfromthemes tromfrom thetheancientroyalancient royal cultinaultincult in sectarian judaism and
early christianity london SPCK 1987 which first led her to the ideas articulated in
the great angel in the king follett discourse joseph smith explained that his proce-
dure was similarly to go back to the beginning and then work his way forward

in the first place I1 wish to go back to the beginning of creation there is the
starting point in order to know and be fully acquainted with the mind pur-
poses decrees and ordinations of the great elohim that sits in the heavens
for us to take up beginning at the creation it is necessaryornecessaryfornecessarynecessaryorforporror us to understand
something of god himself in the beginning if we start right it is very easy
for us to go right all the time but if we start wrong we may go wrong and it
is a hard matter to get right larson newly amalgamated text 19999

64 hayman monotheism 2



revelations in context
joseph smiths letter from liberty jail
march 201839

dean C jessee and john W welch

while joseph smith was incarcerated in liberty jail from december i
1838 to april 6 1839 he wrote or dictated eight surviving letters four
were addressed to emma his wife and all ofthemefthemofthem display the sterling char-
acter of the prophet joseph under trials of the most extreme conditions
imaginable his letter of march 202018391839 directed to the church of latter
day saints at quincy illinois and scattered abroad and to bishop partridge
in particular is one of the most revealing and most significant letters ever
written by a prophet of god in the dispensation of the fullness of times
embedded in this lengthy letter which was written in two parts on twenty
nine sheets of paper are the words now contained in sections 121 23 of the
doctrine and covenants reading the words of those revelations in their
original context certainly enhances and heightens the impressive spiritual
messages of those texts

dean jessee published this important document in the personal

writings ofjosephof joseph smith 1984
1 deseret book company and the joseph

fielding smith institute for latter day saint history have now combined
their energies to produce a revised and corrected edition of this volume
which will be off the press in the near future comments about the histor-
ical background of this letter can be found in that new volume

below is reproduced the entire text of this two part letter it has been
transcribed literally with spellings preserved as well as many other manu-
script features some of which are understandably rough given the cir-
cumstancescumstances under which this epistle was drafted the manuscript was
written by alexander mcrae and caleb baldwin who acted as scribes for
joseph smith in the typesetting below josephs handwritten corrections
appear in boldfacedbold faced type

the manuscript has been segregated into two type sizes the larger size
is used to typeset all oftheodtheof the portions ofthisorthisof this letter not found in the doctrine
and covenants the smaller size in block quotes displays the portions oftheodtheof the
letter now found in sections 121 23 this format readily reveals the sequen-
tial context in which the scriptural words originally appeared in the epistle

before and after the six blocks oftextoftestof text which were taken from this letter
to comprise the words of sections 121 23 are seven units of text that lead up

BYU studies39studies 39 no 3 2000 125
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to and away from the canonized passages in each case these seven units
add to our understandings of and sensitivities toward the meanings of the
scriptures as is highlighted in the new introductory analysis and additional
commentary that follows

unituniti 1

the first of these noncanonical units introduces the letter in a high
scriptural style which accentuates the contrast between sacred knowledge
virtue and fellowship on the one hand and horrendous evil suffering and
atrocity on the other hand phrases such as prisoner for the lord jesus
christs sake and nothing therefore can seperate us from the love ofgodofgod
position joseph in the apostolic tradition of paul who likewise suffered as

a prisoner for christ eph 31 philemphalem 11 and endured inseparable from
the love of god rom 835 39 joseph smiths tender love for his friends
and his magnanimous quest and request that knowledge and virtue be
multiplied upon the saints are astonishing when juxtaposed against the
jarring and shocking articulation of the wrongs he and the saints had
suffered after reading josephsjosepesjosepeh bill of particulars against his captors and
seeing his willingness to turn the demands of justiceofjustice over to god for divine
judgment readers should be doubly impressed by the statement true it
must needs bee that offences come but WO to them by whom they
come a scripture taken from words of christ in the new testament
matt 187 which leads directly into what is now the beginning of sec-

tion 121 0 god where art thou and where is the pavilion that coverethcoverettcovereth
thy hiding place the prophets plaintive plea does not come out of
nowhere it grows out of extraordinary faith hope and love as well as ex-

treme affliction and injustice the prophets soul rending petition then
provides the text for the first six verses of section 121

unit 2

between doctrine and covenants 1216 and 7 originally stood a

lengthy section that began by reflecting on the signs of the times and with
the gushing of emotion as the flood gates of the prisoners harts had
been hoisted as the efforts oftheodtheof the prophet and his companions had been
frustrated at every turn the promise of peace that eventually comes in

1217 my son peace be unto thy soul was not received without first
wading through unimaginable grief poured out through the torrent of
misfortune reported in this unit 2 although he knew that the time would
indeed come when god will have our oppressors in derision josephs
confidence was still tested in the extreme his lawyers were unfaithful
swayed by public opinion government officials were treacherous these
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men receive a scathing denunciation an escape attempt by the prisoners
had been frustrated and their pro se selfseif representation in court had
proven ineffectual nevertheless joseph was filled with a hope of better
things his mind turned towards home finding consolation particularly in
supporting words from friends his description of the power of a friendly
voice that dispels all grief with a vivacity of lightning is classic healed by
the loving voice of a friend enmity departed from the prophets soul his
heart became sufficiently contrite and only then could the voice of
inspiration steal along and whisper the reassuring peaceful text that
begins in doctrine and covenants 1217

unit 3

following doctrine and covenants 12125 originally stood a third unit
of text a lengthy section explaining first that god would have a tried
people and then giving counsel with respect to the management of
church affairs and properties this unit begins by somberly assuring the
saints that the trial of their faith would be equal to that of abraham
these abrahamic allusions are rich and powerful perhaps abrahams faith-
fulness in paying tithes and dividing his property generously with his
brother lot led the prophet to move from the sublime image of the sacri-
fice of isaac to a discussion of the management of the mundane affairs of
the household of god the great patriarch abraham could well serve as a
model for the saints as they sought a new location for settlement and as

they tried to conduct their necessary business in righteousness and humil-
ity in this segment of the letter the prophet joseph instructs the church
regarding conferences councils the avoidance of undue influence through
pride foul speachesspeechesspeaches flattery or any conduct that would diminish the
soul of man for a soul unto salvation must streachstraach as high as the utmost
heavens and search in to and contemplate the lowest considerations of the
darkest abyss before church meetings and conversations can be worthy of
those dignifide characters of the cald and chosen of god only upon
such conditions while bearing with those who feel themselves less worthy
serving all people both high and low rich and poor with honesty and
meekness can the body of the saints prepare the way for the blessing of
the lord ifyouisyouifyou do these things and exercise fervent prayer and faith the
prophet assured the saints then one can receive the beautiful promise that
is articulated beginning in doctrine and covenants 12126 god shall give
unto you knowledge by his holy spirit

unit 4

between doctrine and covenants 12132 and 33 is found a short unit
that tells the saints what holds them back from the marvelous blessings
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promised in the intervening scriptural text briefly mentioned are the
problems of ignorance superstition and bigotry like a mountain cloud-
burst however violently cleansing the valleys and hills the flood of refin-
ing trials will purify the body of the church to be again as clear as cristal
and as pure as snow following this vivid interlude the absence ofwhichofwhich a
textual critic could hardly have even suspected without the full original in
hand comes the familiar query how long can rolling waters remain
impure dacd&c 12133

unit5unitunita5

the next unit in the letter commences at the end ofwhatofwhat is now verse 33

and runs through the end ofpartoffartofpart one and on into part two oftheodtheof the letter itself
it first heaps imprecations upon the governor of missouri lilburn boggs
but then its message shifts quickly to deliver the prophet joseph smiths
powerful testimony of the truthfulness of mormonism he fervently attests
that it was by god s voice that we were called to a dispensation of his
gospel he testifies of the divine origin of the book of mormon he then
closes with intimate remembrances and soothing consolations ending the
first half of the letter as paul concluded his letters with personal words of
greeting and love punctuated with a block of signatures

the composition of unit 5 continued after the arrival of a letter from
bishop edward partridge never were words more gratefully received A pro-
spect of land in iowa seemed to be a whispering that the angels of heavenheavens

had sent forth greatly heartened that the murders at haun s mill and the
death of apostleofapostle david W patten would be vindicated and prove efficacious
the prophet gave practical instructions that general conferences oftheodtheofthe church
should be conducted with great care and propriety and that land deal-
ings must be carefully transacted especially to avoid all forms of self
aggrandizement worries especially that high mindedness might lead
those in power to neglect bearing the infermities of the weak led joseph
directly into the penetrating discussion that begins behold there are many
called but few are chosen and why are they not chosen dacd&c 12134

interestingly the original letter contains no break between what is now
the end of section 121 and the beginning of section 122 this contiguity
notably raises some interesting interpretive possibilities at the end of sec-
tion 121 several sublime promises are extended to those who properly
maintain influence and power by virtue ofcorrectofcorrect application of the priest-
hood principles thy confidence shall wax strong thy scepter an
unchanging scepter thy dominion shall be an everlasting dominion
it shall flow unto thee forever and ever dacd&c 12145 46 these blessings
appear to be extended to all who follow the counsel of the preceding verses
which clearly seem to set forth general principles that apply to all holders
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of power without interruption the text of the letter then continues the
ends of the earth shall inquire after thy name speaking in terms that one
might think applied specifically to joseph smith especially when the
tribulations that are mentioned such as enemies tearing a six year old
child from the arms of his father dacd&c 1226 allude directly to the
suffering of joseph smith it appears that the intent of the text has shifted
to addressing joseph smith alone the climax of this passage know thou
my son that all these things shall give thee experience dacd&c 1227 would
however seem to have shifted back to a more general promise applicable to
all who endure suffering and are sustained in the atoning depths of the son
of man the continuity of these passages blending in and out of each
other raises the interesting possibility however that all of the second per-
son pronouns in this text thee thy thou might refer both to joseph smith
or bishop partridge as well as to all righteous saints

unit 6

the assurance that thy years shall not be numbered less dacd&c 1229
leads into unit 6 of the letter in which the prophet turns attention to the
gathering of the saints and the conferences soon to be convened knowing
that god will stand by his saints forever and ever reassures the prophet of his
continuing leadership shifting from the most penetrating concerns about
evil and suffering having just reached bottom and learned that all these
things shall give thee experience and shall be for thy good dacd&c 1227 the
prophet commences to give instructions concerning the business at hand
about cautiously avoiding the formation of large stock companies and not
using financial tools and institutions without taking the appropriate time
and having the necessary experience to prevent the reoccurrence ofproblems
such as the saints in kirtland had previously encountered

unit 7

this practical advice flows directly into what is now section 1231 17

instructing members of the church to gather affidavits concerning the
injuries they had suffered in missouri but that is not the end of the advice
the prophet gives to the saints at that time unit 7 then counsels the saints
to avoid entering into worldly arrangements that carry with them
covenants oaths and penalties enforced by secrecy prudent guidance is

given on how the saints should interact and deal with people of other
faiths our religeon is betweanbetween us and our god their religion is betweanbetween
them and their god nevertheless a tie exists between the saints and their
god that enables them to conduct themselves with grater liberality to
word all others than the others exercise toward one another this elevated
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counsel applies not only to relationships between individual members of
the church and others in society but also to the behavior of the latter day
saints with respect to governments here joseph smith strongly affirms his
support for the constitution of the united states as a glorious standard
that protects all individuals equally in their indefeasible rights to worship
god according to the dictates of their own conscience

the letter then ends with a strong proclamation to the world that
latter day saints will hold on untill death to seven truths this is the only
known document in which joseph smith bears his personal testimony of
these truths so directly reading these words gives listeners today a feeling
for the way it must have sounded when the prophet bore his own
testimony joseph testifies god is true the constitution of the united
states is true the bible is true the book of mormon is true the book
of covenants is true christ is true and the ministering of angels sent
from god is true indeed this testimony energizes all sections of this letter

early publication history

choice segments of this two part letter were included in the doctrine
and covenants for the first time in 1876 it remains unknown however
what criteria elder orson pratt and his brethren used to determine which

of these letters be included 3121123322 theportions were to thereby leading to can-
onization of those choice selections from among these many inspired and
inspiring words

these texts were first published during joseph smiths lifetime in
times and seasons in may and july of 1840 3 with some passages being
shortened and others reworded those changes spawned unwitting criti-
cism from the reorganized church of jesus christ of latter day saints in
1896 erroneously blaming the salt lake based church of changing the
words of the prophet after his death when a different version of these texts
was published in the millennial star in 1855 4 in response to this criticism
church historian franklin D richards correctly indicated that the chal-
lenged matter in the latter publication was drawn virtually unedited by
the deseret news in 18545 from the i84os1840s manuscript history of the
church which had quoted the original 1839 letter as written by joseph
smith 6 the full text oftheseof these letters has been published in the history ortheof the
church from 1905 to the present 7

the 1854 publication of these materials in the deseret news may have
contributed however in a small way to the final selection of segments that
were eventually included in the 1879 doctrine and covenants consistent
with the paragraphing first introduced by the 1854 publication all seven
sections of text included in doctrine and covenants 121 23 end where
paragraphs in the 1854 typesetting end and except for the doctrine and
covenants texts following units 2 and 3 all begin where paragraphs begin
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dean C jessee jesseedbyuedu is senior research fellow at the joseph fielding
smith institute for latter day saint history at brigham young university he earned
his BA in art and german at brigham young university in 1956 he received an MA
in mormon history from brigham young university in 1959

john W welch who can be reached by email through BYU studies
byu studiesbyuedu is the robert K thomas professor of law at the J reuben

clark law school at brigham young university he has been educated at brigham
young oxford and duke universities and is the editor ofbyustudiesof BYU studies to which posi-
tion he was appointed in december 1991

any deviations between this printing and the 20012001 edition of the personal writings of
joseph smith are inadvertantinadvertent

1 dean C jessee comp the personal writings oflosephof joseph smith salt lake city
deseret book 1984 388 407 for a discussion of the letters previous publications see
below

2 robert J woodford the historical development of the doctrine and covenants
phd dissertation brigham young university 1974197415671567

3 times and seasons i1 may 1840 99 104 july 1840 131 34 the second part of
the march 20 1839 letter was reprinted twice from this source in millennial star 1

december 18401931840 193igo 97 5 october 1844 69 72

4 millennial star 17 january 27 1855 52 56 february lo1010 1855 84 88 the
saintsheraldSaintsHerald43 june 31896 354 59 the herald contrasted the kind and christlike
spirit of the times and seasons version with the boasting railing spirit of the other
and noted that the times and seasons made no mention of a plurality of gods
whereas the version appearing in the millennial starreferredstar referred to the council oftheodtheof the eter-
nal god of all other gods the millennial star version is however much closer to the
original which contains the questioned phrase now found in dac 12132

5 deseret news weekly january 262618541854 i1 february 2218541854 i1 the deseret news
may have quoted the first part oftheodtheof the letter from the manuscript history oftheodtheof the church
book ciC i1 pages goo900 906gog but the second part oftheodtheof the letter was not copied into that part
of the history when it was compiled in 1845

6 deseret evening news june 271896 4 church historian franklin D richards
believed that the editorial changes to the original letter as it appeared in times and sea-
sons had been made honorably by editors ebenezerebene7ebenerer robinson and don carlos smith
with the full sanction of joseph smith he attributed the differences between the
original letter and the version published in the times and seasons to space constraints
in the newspaper and to the editors prudence in withholding potentially controver-
sial statements and teachings from the general public because ofprejudices

7 joseph smith jr history oftheodtheof the church offesusof lesusjesus christ oflatterof datterlatter day saints ed B H
roberts 2dad ed rev 7 vols salt lake city deseret book 1971 3288 305 elder
roberts utilized the millennial star version following both of its parts and its para-
graphing quite precisely although dropping the first signature block at the end of the
first part
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liberty jail clay county mo
march aoth 1839

unit 1 to the church of latterdaysatterdayLatterday saints at quincy illinois and scattered abroad
and to bishop partridge in particular your humble servant joseph smith jr
prisoner for the lord jesus christs sake and for the saints taken and held by
the power of mobocracy under the exterminating reign of his excelancyexcelancy the
governer lilburn W boggs in company with his fellow prisoners and
beloved brethren caleb baldwin lymon wight hyram smith and alexander
mcrae send unto you all greeting may the grace of god the father and of our
lord and savior jesus christ rest upon you all and abide with you for ever
may knoledgekroledgeknoledge be multiplied unto you by the meorcydeorcy of god and may faith
and virtue and knoledgeoledgekroledgekn and temperance and patipatienceonce and godliness and
brotherly kindness and charity be in you and abound that you may not be
baron in anything nor unfrutefull forasmuch as we know that the most of
you are well acquainted with the rongs and the high toned injustice and
cruelty that is practiced upon us whereas we have been taken prisoners
charged falslybalsly with evry kind of evil and thrown into prison inclosed with
strong walls surrounded with a strong guard who continually watch day and
knight as indefatigable as the devil is in tempting and laying snayersslayers for the
people of god therefore dearly and beloved brethren we are the more ready
and willing to lay elamclamelain claim to your fellowship and love for our curc p i
umstancesumstances are calculated to awaken our spirits to a sacred rememberancerememberance of
evry thing and we think that yours are also and that nothing therefore can
seperate us from the love of god and fellowship one with another and that
evry species of wickedness and cruelty practisedpracticed upon us will only tend to
bind our harts together and seal them together in love we have no need to say
to you that we are held in bonds without cause neither is it needfullneedfullyneed full that you
say unto us we are driven from our homes and smitten without cause we

mutually understand that if the inhabitance of the state of missouri had let
the saints alone and had been as desirable of peace as they ware there would
have been nothing but peace and quiatudequietudequiatude in this state unto this day we

should not have been in this hell surrounded with demondsdefonds if not those who
are damned they are those who shall be damned and where we are comcompetedpeled
to hear nothing but blasphemes oaths and witness a seen of blasphemy and
drunkenessdrunkennessdrunkeness and hypocracyhypocracy and debaucheriesdebau cheries of evry description and again
the cries of orphans and widdows would not have assendedassentedassended up to god the
blood ofinocentinocentof women and children yea and of men also would not have

cried to god against them it would not have stained the soyi of
missouri but oh the unrelenting hand the inhumanity and murderous
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disposition of this people it shocks all nature it beggers and defies all discrip
tion it is a tail of p 2 wo a lamentable tail yea a sorrifullsorrifull tail too much to
tell too much for contemplation too much to think of for a moment to much
for human beings it cannot be found among the hethansrethans it cannot be found
among the nations where kings and tyrants are inthronedunthroned it cannot
be found among the savages oftheodtheof the wilderness yea and I1 think it cannot be
found among the wild and ferocious beasts oftheodtheof the forist that a man should
be mangled for sport women be delmedviolated robed of all that they have their
last morsel for subsistancesubsistencesubs istance and then be violated to gratify the hellheliheiihellishi sh desires
of the mob and finally left to perish with their helpless bofflofflof f spring clinging
around their necks but this is not all after a man is dead he must be dug up
from his grave and mangled to peaces for no other purpose than to gratify
their splean against the religeon of god they practise these things upon
the saints who have done them no rong who are inocent and virtuous who
loved the lord their god and were willing to forsaikforstik all things for his

christ sake these things are awfullawgull to relaitbelait but they are verily true it must
needs bee that offences come but WO to them by whom they come

0 god where art thou and where is the pavilion that coverethcoverettcovereth thy hiding place
how long shall thy hand be stayed and thine eye yea thy pure eye behold from
fgremfrom the etearnal heavens the rongs of thy people and of thy servants ap1pp 313
and thine ear be penetrated with their cryescflyescoyes yea 0 lord how long shall they
suffer these rongs and unlawfullunlawfijllunlawfullyunlawfullfuli oppressionsoppress ions before thine hart shall be soft-
ened towards them and thy bowels be moved with compassion to words
them 0 lord god almityalmiry maker of heaven earth and seas and of all things
that in them is and who controlethcontroleth and subjectethsubject eth the devil and the dark and
benighted dominion ofofshayoleshayoleofshashayole streachstraach forth thy hand let thine eye pierce
let thy pavilion be taken up let thy hiding place no longer be covered let thine
ear be inclined let thine hart be softened and thy bowels moved with com-
passion toward us let thine anger be kindled against our enemisenerniscnemis and in the
fury ofthineorthineof thine hart with thy sword avenge us of our rongs remember thy suffer-
ing saints oh our god and thy servants will rejoyce in thy name for ever
dacd&c 1211 6

unit 2 dearly and beloved brethren we see that peralasberalas times have come as was
testified of we may look then with most purfectperfect asshuranceshuranceas for the roling in
of all those things that have been written and with more confidence than ever
before lift up our eyes to the luminary of day and say in our harts soon thou
wilt vail thy blushing face he that said let there be light and there was light
hath spoken this word and again thou moon thou dimmer light thou lumi-
nary of night shall trtaurutrurutafttttftt turn to blood we see that evry thing is fulfilling
and the time shall soon come when the son of man shall p 4 desenddefend in the
clouds of heaven our harts do not shrink neither are our spirits altogether
broken at the grievious yoak which is put upon us we know that god will

have our oppressors in derision that he laf will laugh at their calamity and
mock when their fear comithcamith oh that we could be with you brethren and
unbosomeunbowsome our feeling to you we would tell you that we should have been at
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liberated the time elder rigdon was on the writ of habeas corpus had not
our own lawyers interpreted the law contrary to what it reads against us
which prevented us from introducing our evidence before the mock court 1

they have done us much harm from the beginingbeginningbegining they have of late
acknoledgedacknowledged that the law was misconstrewed and tantalisedtantalized our feelings
with it and have intirallyinterally forsaken us and have forfeited their oaths and their
bonds and we have a come back on them for they are workerscoworkersco with the
mob As nigh as we can learn the publick mind has been for a long time turn-
ing in our favor and the majority is now friendly and the lawyers can no
longer browbeat us by saying that this or that is a matter of publick oppinionpinionop
for publick oppinion is not willing to brook it for it is beginingbeginningbegining to look with
feelings of indignation against our oppresorsoppressorsoppresors and to say that the mormonscormons
were not in the fault in the least we think that truth honor and virtue and
inocence will eventually come out tryumphanttryumphtriumphantant we should have taken a habeas
corpus before the high judge and escaped p 515 the mob in a summary way
but unfortunatelyunfortunatly for us the timber of the wall being verry hard our auger
handles gave out and hindered us longer than we expected we applied to a
friend and a verry slight uncautious act gave rise to some suspitionsuspicion and
before we could fully succeed our plan was discovered we had evry thing in
readiness but the last stone and we could have made our escape in one
minute and should have succeeded admirably had it not been for a little
imprudanceprudanceimprudenceim or over anxiety on the part of our friend the sheriff and jailor
did not blame us for our attempt it was a fine breach and cost the county a

round sum2suma but publick oppinion says that we ought to have been permitted
to have made our escape that then the disgrace would have been on us but
now it must come on the state that there cannot be any charge sustained
against us and that the conduct of the mob the murders committed at hawnscawns

mill 3 and the exterminating order of the governer and the one sided rascally
proceedings of the legislature has damned the state of missouri to all eternity
I1 would just name also that geni atchison has proved himself to be as con
temtibletemtible as any of them we have tryedaryed for a long time to get our lawyers to

1 reference is made to the january hearing at liberty in which sidney rigdon
obtained his freedom

2 joseph refers to their second unsuccessful jailbreakjailbreak attempt of march 4
3 haun s mill a tiny latter day saint community on shoal Ccreekckk in caldwell

county was attacked on october 303018381838 by a large number of missouri state militia
under the command of colonel thomas jennings the attack which left seventeen
embersmembers oftheodtheof the community dead was marked by acts of viciousofviciousofficious cruelty B H roberts
A comprehensive history ortheof the church ofjesusof lesusjesus christ oflatterof latterlasteriatter day saints century one
6 vols provo utah corporation of the president the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints 1965 1480 83
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draw us some petitions to the supreamsuprean judges of this state but they uterlybuterly

refused we have examined the law and drawn the petitions ourselvsourselves and have
obtained abundance ofprooftoof proof to counter act all the testimony p 6 that was

against us so that if the supreamsuprean judge dose not grant us our liberty he
has got to act without cause contrary to honor evidence law or justice shearly
to please the devil but we hope better things and trust that before many days
god will so order our case that we shall be set at liberty and take up our habi-
tation with the saints we received some letters last evening one from emma
one from don C smith and one from bishop partridge all breathing a kind
and consoling spirit we were much gratified with there contenceconstencecontence we had been
a long time without information and when we read those letters they were
to our souls belossoloseekbeless as the gentle air is refreshing but our joy was
mingled with greaf because of the suffering of the poor and much injured
saints and we need not say to you that the flood gates of our harts were
hoisted and our eyes were a fountain of tears but those who have not been
inclosed in the walls of a prison without cause or provicationprovocationprovication can have but a
little ideahideal how sweat sweet the voice of a friend is one token of friendship
from any sorce whatever a wakens and calles into action evry simpathetick
feeling it brings up in an instant evry thing that is pasedbased it sessesbesses giezessiezessiezes the
presant with a vivacity of lightning it grasps after the future with the

fearsnessfearsness of a tiger it rhetrogrades from one thing to an other untill finally
all enmity malice and hatred and past diferances misunderstandings and
mis p 717 managements be slain victomsvictors at the feet ofhopeof hope and when the
hart is sufficiently contrite ed then the voice of inspiration steals along
and whispers

my son peace be unto thy soal thine advirsityadversity and thy afflictions shall be but
a small moment and then ifthouifthou indureendure it well god shall exalt thetheee on high
thou shalt tryumph over all thy foes thy friends do stand by thee and they
shall hail thee again with warm harts and friendly hands thou art not
yet as job thy friends do not contend against thee neither charge thee
with transgretion as they did job and they who do thewthowhe charge the eel with
transgretion there hope shall be blasted and there prospects shall melt away
as the hory frost meltethmelmeth before the burning rays of the rising sun and also
that god hath set to his hand and seal to change the times and seasons and
to blind their minds that they may not understand his marvilosgarvilosmarvilos workings that
he may prove them also and take them in there own craftiness also because
their harts are corrupt and the thing which they are willing to bring upon
others and love to have others suffer may come upon them selvsdelvs to the
verry utmost that they may be disappointed also and their hopes may be cut
offardoffandoff and not many years hence that they and their pasterityposteritypasterity shall be swept from
under heaven saith god that not one ofthemefthemof them p 8 is left to stand by the wall
cursed are all those that shall lift up the heal against mine anointed saith the
lord and cry they have sineddined when they have not sineddined before me saith the lord
but have done that which was meat in mine eyes and which I1 commanded
them but those who cry transgresiontransgression do it becausbecaas they are the servants of sin
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and are the children of disobediancedisobediencedisobediance themselvsthemselthemselvesvs and those who swear false
against my servants that they might bring them unto bondage and death wo
unto them because they have offended my little ones they shall be severed
from the ordinances of mine house their basket shall not be full their houses
and their barnes shall famish and they themselvsthemselthemselvesvs shall be dispiseddisposeddispised by those
that flattered them they shall not have right to the priesthood nor their pos-
terity after them from generation to generation it had been better for them
that a millstone had been hanged about their necks and they drowndbrownd in the
depth of the see wo unto all those that discomfort my people and drive and
murder and testify against them saith the lord of hosts a generation of
vipers shall not escape the damnation of hell behold mine eye seeth and
knoweth all their works and I1 have in reserve a swift judgementJudgement in the season
thereoffthereoff for them all for there is a time appointed fefw to evry man p 9
according 994their4 as his work shall be dacd&c 1217 25125

unit 3 and now beloved brethren we say unto you that in asmuchasmuth as goedgood god
hath said that he would have a tried people that he would purge them as gold
now we think that this time he has chosen his own crusiblecruciblecrusible wherein we have
been tryedaryed and we think if we get through with any degree ofofsaftysaffysafty and shall
have keeptkeepe the faith that it will be a sign to this generation alltogethertogetherall suffi-

cient to leave them without excuse and we think also that it will be a tryal of
our faith equal to that of ofabraharnabraham and that the ansionts ancients will not
have were off whereof to bost over us in the day ofofjudgmentjudgment as being called
to pass through heavier afflictions that we may hold an even waight in the
balances with them but now after having suffered so grate a sacrifissacri fis and hav-
ing pasedbased through so grate a seane of sorrow we trust that a ram may be
caught in the thicket speedily to releavebeleave the sons and daughters of abraham
from their geegfaeeegrafegrate great anxiety and to light up the lamp of salvation upon
their countinancescountinances that they may hold ap on now after having gone so far

unto everlasting life now brethren conserningconservingconserning the places for the location of
the saints we cannot counsylcounsil you as we could if we were presant with you and

as to the ehithiphefheehl things that ware writenbriten heartofore we did not concidercoinciderconcider them
any thing verry binding therforetheoforether fore we now say once for all that we think it most
proper that the general affairs oftheodtheof the church which are nessisarynessisary p 1010 to be
concideredconsideredconcidered while your humble servant remains in bondage should be trans-
acted by a general conferanceconferenceconferance of the most faithfull and the most respectiblerespectablerespectible of
the authorities of the church and a minute of those transactions maymaybebe kept
and forwarded from time to time to your humble servant and if iftherethere
should be any corrections by the word ofef the herdwerdword of the lord they shall be
ffreelyr eely transmitted and your humble servant will approve all 4atfeaaa things what
soever is acceptable unto god if any thing should have been sejustedsej usted sug-
gested by us or any names mentioned exptexit by commandment or thus saith
the lord we do not concidercoinciderconcider it binding therefore our harts shall not be
greaved ififdiferantdiferant arraingments should be entered into nevertheless we
would sejsejestmejestest the propriety of being awaraawar of an aspiring spirit which spirit has
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oftentimes urged men forwards to make foul speachesspeechesspeaches and influaance
the church eftdftftdefad to reject milder councils and has eventually been beyfey the
means of bringing much death and sorrow upon the church we would say be
awaraawar ofprideof pride also for well and truly hath the wise man said that pride goeth
before distructiondistractiondistruction and a haughty spirit before a fall4falla and again outward
appearance is not always a critereanCriterean for us to judge our fellow man but the
lips betray the haughty and over baring immamimaginationsginationsginations oftheodtheof the heart by his
words byfeybey and his deeds let him be scanedscanscaleded p ii11 flatertyflaterlyflaterly flattery also is

a deadly poison a frank anandd open rebuke provokethprovoketh a good man to emula-
tion and in the hour of trouble he will be your best friend but on the other
hand it will draw out all the corruption of a corrupt heart and lying and the
poison of aspsalps shall be under their tongues and they do cause the pure in
heart to be cast in to prison because they want them out ofoftharethare way A fan-
ciful and floweryflowely flowery and heated immagination be aware ofbeoabeof be cause the
things of god are of deep import and time and expeariance and carfulearful and
pondurousponderouspondurous and solom though ts can only find them out thy mind 0 man
if thou wilt lead a soul unto salvation must streachstraach as high as the utmost
heavens and searsearchc h in to and contemplate the leespeesleeb lowest
considerations of the darkest abyss and expand upon the broad considera-
tions ofeternal expanceextanceExpance he must commune with god how much more
dignifide and noble are the thoughts of god than the vain immaginations of
the human heart none but fools will trifulgriful with the souls of men how vane
and trifling have been our spirits our conferencsconferences our councilscounclils our prprivateiiffte
meetings our priprivatev ate as well as public conversations to low to mean to vul-
gar p 12 to condecendingcondescending for the dignifide characters of the cald and
chosen of god according to the purposes of his werdwordwafdwaedweed will from befobafobemorebeforere the
foundation of the world to hold the keys of the mistresmastres mysteries of those
things that have been kept hid from the foundation untill now felebfeemebe of
which somsorn have tasted a little and which many of them are to be pored down
from heaven upon the heads ofbabesof babes yea the weak obscure and dispizabledispizable
ones of this earth therefore we beseathbereath ofyouof you bretheren that you bear
berefedewedebere with those wwhoho do not feel themselves more worthey than yourselves
while we exortefort one another to a reffermationreffermation with one anandd all both old
and young teachers and taught both high and low rich and poor bond and
free male and female let honesty and sobriety and cander and solemnity
and virtue and pureness and meekness and simplisitysimplicitysimplisity crown our heads in
every place and in fine becumbecurnbechum as little children without mallice guile or highhigh

4 excerpt for this segment of the manuscript to the end of page 133 written by
caleb baldwin the entire march 20 letter with its continuation is in the handwriting
ofalexander mcrae
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pecpocpeepeelffiekpockrichykrichy hypokrisyhypocrisy and now bretheren after your tribulations if you do
these things and exercise fervent prayer and faith in the sight of god

always he shall give unto you knowledge p 131iollol13 by his holy spirit yea by the
unspeakable gift of the holy ghost that has not been revealed since the world
was untill now which our fathers have watedbated with anxious expectation to be
revealed in the last times which their minds were pointed to by the angels as
held in reserve for the fullness of their glory a time to come in the which
nothing shall be with held whither there be one god or many gods they shall
be manifest all thrones and dominions principalities and powers shall be
revealed and set forth upon all who have induredendured valientlyvaliantlyvaliently for the gospel of
jesus christ and also if there be bounds set to the heavens or to the seas or to
the dry land or to the sun moon or starrs all the times of their revolutions all
their appointed days monthmonths s and years and all the days of their days
months and years and all their glories laws and set times shall be revealdreveals in
the days of the dispensation of the fullness of times according to that which
was ordained in the midst of the councylcouncil of the eternal god of all other gods
before this world was that should be reserved unto the finishing and the end
thereoffwhonthereoffwhe when evry man shall enter into his eternal presantspresentspresants and into
his imortalimmortal rest dacd&c 12612126 32

unit 4 but I1 beg leave to say unto you brethren that ignorance supesuperstitionr stitionstation and
bigotry placing itself where it ought not is often times in the way of the pros-
perity of this church p 14114 like the torantborant of rain from the mountains that
floods the most pure and christle stream with mire and dirt and filthyness
and obscures evry thing that was clear before and all hurls along in one gen-
eral deluge but time tethers wethers tide and notwithstanding we are
roledboled in for the time being by the mire of the flood the next surge peradven-
ture as time roles on may bring us to the fountain as clear as cristal and as

pure as snow while all the filthiness flood wood and rubbish is left is left and
purged out by the way

how long can rowling watters remain impure what power shall stay the heav-
ens as well might man streachstraach forth his puny arm to stop the missouri river
in its dicread cours or to turne it up stream as to hinder the almighty from
pooringkooring down kn oledge from heaven upon the heads of the latter day
saints dacd&c 12133m331

unit 5 what is boggs or his murderous party but wimblingwimplingwimbling willows upon the shore
to catch the flood wood as well might we argue that watter is not watter
because the the mountain torantslorants send down mire and riles the cristle stream
altho afterwardsafterwordsafterwords renders it more pure than before or that fire is not fire
because it is of a quenchable nature by pooringkooring on the flood as to say that
our cause is down because runegadoes lyersayers preastsbreasts theavstheams and murderers
who are all alike tenatioustenacious of their crafts and creeds have poordboord p 15 down
from their spiritual wickedneswickednesswickednes in high places and from their strong holds of
the dividivinene a flud of dirt and mire and filthiness and vomit upon our heads
no god forbid hell may poor forth its rage like the burning lavy of mount
vesuviasvesuvius or of etna or of the most teribietenible of the burning mountains and yet
shall mormonism stand watter fire truth and god are all the same truth is
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as mormonism god is the author of it he is our shield it is by him we
received our birth it was by his voice that we were called to a dispensation of
his gospel in the beginingbeginningbegining of the fullness of times it was by him we received
the book of mormon and it was by him that we remain unto this day and by
him we shall remain if it shall be for our glory and in his almighty name we
are determined to indureendure tribulation as good soldiers unto the end but
brethren we shall continue to offer further reflections in our next epistle you
will learn by the time you have read this and ifyouisyouifyou do not learn it you may
learn it that walls and iron doors and screaking hinges is enlyonlyanlyehlyeely calcacalcuealeuealek and
halfhalfscardscard to death guards and jailorsjailers griningbrining like some damned spirit lest an
inocent man should make his escape to bring to light the damnibledannibledamnible deeds of a

murderous mob is calcaicalculatedcl ulatedalated in its verry nature to make the sole of an hon-
est man feel stronger than the powers of hell but we must bring our epistle
to a close p 16 we send our respects to fathers mothers wives and chil-
dren brothers and sisters we hold them in the most sacred rememberanceremember ance
1I send this epistle to emmiEffiemmaygeieeyeh ibahthat she may hamehavebamehape the first pefoseelpcruoal of it we feel to
inquire after elder rigdon if he has not forgotten us it has not been signified
to us by his deftpeftpe scrawl brother george W robinson also and elder cahoon
we remember him but would like to jog his memory a little on the fable of
the bear and the two friends who mutually agreed to stand by each other
and prehaps it would not be amis to mention unkle john5johna and various
others a word of consolation and a blessing would not come amiss from any
body while we are being so closlyclisly whispered by the bair but we feel to excuse
evry body and evry thing yea the more readily when we contemplate that we
are in the hands ofofaworseofaa worsworsee than a bair for the bair would not pray upon a
dead carcus our respects and love and fellowship to all the virtiousvertiousvirtious saints we
are your brethren and fellow sufferers and prisoners of jesus christ for the
gospels sake and for the hope of glory which is in us amen

joseph smith jr
hyrum smith
lyman wight
caleb baldwin
alexander mcrae p 17117

continued to the church of latteriatter day saints
we continue to offer further reflections to bishop partridge and to the

church of jesus christ of latter day saints whom we love with ferveantserveant love

and do allwaysalaways bear them in mind in all our prayers to the throne of god it

5 in june 1838 reynolds cahoon was named first counselor and john smith pres-
ident of a stake organized at adam ondiondl ahman missouri joseph smith jr history of
the church oflesusof jesus christ oflatterof datterlatter day saints ed B H roberts 2dad ed rev 7 vols salt
lake city deseret book 1971 338
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still seamsscams to bear heavily in our minds that the church would do well to
secure to themslvesthemselves the contract of the land which is proposed to them by
mr isaac galland and to cultivate the friendly feelings of that gentleman
in as much as heefhekefee he shall proovegroove himself to be a man of honor and a friend
to humanity we really think that his letter breaths that kind of spirit ifwe
can judge correctly and isaac van alienallenailen esqresar the attorney general of iowa
territory that peradventure such men may be wraught upon by the provi-
dence of god to do good unto his people governer lucas also we sejustsejuit
suggest the ideahideal of praying fervently for all men who manifest any degree

ofsympothysympothysympathyof for the suffering children of god we we think that peradven-
ture the united states survayersurveyersurvayer ofoftheodthethe iowa territory maybe of grate
benefeitbenedeitbene feit to the church if it be the will of god to this end ififritiousnessritiousness
should be manifested as the girdle of our loins it seems to be deeply im
presed upon our minds that the saints ought to lay hold of evry door that
shall seem to be opened for thethofhe saitissaints unto them to obtain foot heelfeel hold
on the earth and be a making all the preperationspreparations that is within the power of
posiblespossiblesposibles for the teribie storms that are now gethering in the heavens with
darkness and gloominess and thick darkness as spoken ofbyobbyofby the prophets
who p i cannot be now of a long time lingering for there seems to be a
whispering that the angels ofheaven who have been intrusted with the
council of these matters for the last days have taken council together and
among the rest of the general affairs that have to be trasnsacted in there
honohonorabler ableabie council they have taken cognisance of the testimony of those
who were murdered at hawnscawns mills and also those who were marteredbarteredmartered wiwt
with D W patten and else where and have pasedbased some desisionsdevisionsdesisions perad-
venture in favor of the saints andxhoseand those who were called to suffer without
cause these desisionsdevisionsdesisions will be made known in there time and theytheywillwill
scealsfeal&he4 take into conciderationconsideration all those things that offend we have a fervant
desire that in your general conferancesconferencesconferances that evry thing should be discuseddiscusseddiscused
with a grate deal of care and propriety lest you grieve the holy spirit which
shall be poured out at all times upon your heads when you are exercised with
those principals ofritiousnessofritiousness that are agreeable to the mind of god and are
properly affected one toward another and are carecaremllcarefullcarefullyfhilfull by all means to remem-
ber those who are in bondage and in heaviness and in deep aflectionaffection for your
sakes and if there are any among you who aspire after their own aggrandiseaggrandize
ment and seek their own oppulance while their brethren are groning in
poverty and are under sore trials and temptations they cannot be benefeited
by the intersesionsintersesions of the holy spirit which makethmabeth intersesionintersessionintersesion for us day and
knight with groningsgroeningsgron ings that cannot be uttered we ought at all times to be
verry carecaremllcarefullcarefullyfullfuli that such highmindednesshighmindedness never have place in our harts but
condesendcondescendcondesend to men of low estate p 212 and with all long suffering bare the
infermities of the weak
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behold there are many called but few are chosen and why are they not cho-
sen because their hearts are set so much upon the things of this world and
aspire to the honors of men that they do not learn this one lesson that the
rights of priesthoodofpriesthood are inseperablyinseparably connected with the powers of ofheavenheaven and
that the powers of heaven cannot be controledcontrolledcontr oled nor handled only upon the
principals ofofrightiousnessrightiousnessrighteousnessrightious ness that they may be confcenteredbredered upon us it is true but
when we undertake to cover our sins te& or to gratify our pride or vaine ambi-
tion or to exercise controlecontronecontrole or dominion or compulsion upon the souls of the
children of men in any degree ofofunritiousnessunritiousness behold the heavens with draw
themselves the spirit of the lord is grieved and when it has withdrawn amen
to the priesthood or the authority ofthatof that man behold ere he is aware heisheiabepsbekshe isia
aware he is left unto himself to kick against the pricks to persecute the saints
and to fight against god we have learned by sad experianceexperience that it is the
nature and disposition of almost all men as soon as they get a little author-
ity as they suppose they will imediatly begin to exercise unritious dominion
hence many are called but few are chosen no power or influenceinfluance can or
ought to be maintained by virtue of the priesthood only by persuasion by
long suffering by gentleness and meekness and by love unfaignedunfeigned by kind-
ness p 3 by pure knowledge which shall geratlygergerstlyatly enlarge the soul with-
out highpocracy and without guile reproving by betimes with Aawadhaawe sharpness
when moved upon by the holy ghost and then showing forth afterwordsafterwardsafterwords
an increasincrease ofloveogloveof loveiove to ward him whom thou hast reproved lest he esteem thetheee
to be his enemy that he may know that thy faithfulness is stronger than the
cords of death thy bowellsbowbells also being full of charity to ward all men and to
the household of faith and virtue garnish thy thoughts unseasinglyunceasingly then shall
thy confidence wax strong in the presantspresentspresants of god and the doctrines of the
priesthood destell upon thy soul as the dews from heaven the holy ghost
shall be thy constant companion and thy septer an unchanging septer of
ritiousness and truth and thy dominion shall be an everlasting dominion
and without compulsory means it shall flow unto thee for eveeverr and ever the
ends of the earth shall inquire after thy name and fools shall have thee in
derision and hell shall rage against thee while the pure in heart and the wise
and the noble and the virtuous shall seak council and authority and blesingsblemingsblesings
constantly from under thy hand and thy people shall never be turned against

thee by the testimony ofoftratersoftraters and although their influenceinfluance shall cast
thee into trouble and into barrs and walls thou shalt be had in honor and
but for a small moment and thy voice shall be more teribie in the midst of
thine enemies than the fiercerfierce6 lion because of thy ritiousness and thy god
shall stand by thee for ever p 4 and ever ifthouif thou art called to pass through
tribulation if thou art in perel among false brethren if thou art in perel
amongst robbers ifthouif thou art in peral by land or by sea if thouifthou art accused with
all maner of false accusations if thine enemies fall upon thee if they tear
thee from the society ofthyoathyof thy father and mother and brethren and sisters and
if with a drawn sword thine enemies tear thetheee from the bosom of thy wife
and of thine offsprings and thine elder eeeibe son although but six years

6 fierce written over fearce
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of age shall cling to thy garmontgarment and shall say my father 007 my father why
cant you stay with us 0 my father what are the men agoing to do with you and
if then he shall be thrust from thee by the sword and thou be drageddragee to
prison and thine enemies prowl around thetheee like wolves for blood of the
lamb and if thou shouldest be cast into the pit and or into the hand ofofmurmur
derederderersdarersersr s and the sentance of death pasedbased upon thee if thou be cast into the
deep if the bilowing surge conspire against thee if the fearse wind become
thine enemy if the heavens gether blackness and all the elements combine to
hedge up thy way and above all if the verry jaws of hell shall gap open her
mouth wide after thee know thou my son that all these things shall give thee
experianceexperience and shall be for thy good the son of man hath desendeddefendeddesended
below them all art thou greater than he therefore hold on thy way and
the priesthood shall remain with thee for their bounds are set they cannot
pass thy days p 515 are known and thy years shall not be numbered less there-
fore fear not what man can do for god shall be with you for ever and ever

dacd&c 1213422912134 1229229
unit 6 now brotheren I1 would sejestmejest for the conciderationconsideration of the conferanceconferencecon ferance

of its being carefully and wisely understood by the council or conference that
our brethren scattered abroad phetthatgiaphepgiwhadhaa who understand the spirit oftheodtheof the geth
ering that they fall into the places of refuge and safty that god shall open
unto them betweanbetween kirtland and farpar west those from the east and from the
west and from far countries let them fall in some where betweanbetween those

two bounderiesboundariesbounderies in the most safe and quiet places they can find and let this
be the presant understanding untill god shall open a more effectual door for
us for further conciderationsconsiderations and again we furthermrther sejestmejest for the
conciderationconsideration of the council that there be no organizations of large bodies
upon common ste stock principalsprincepalsprince pals in property or of large companies of
firms afiffifgeehrafiffi untill the lord shall signify it in a proper maner as it opens such a

dredfulldredfull field for the avericiousavariciousavericious and the indolent and corrupt hearted to pray
upon the inocent and virtiousvertiousvirt ious and honest we have reason to believe that
many things were introduced among the saints before god had signified the
times and not withstanding the principles and plans may have been good
inhoieneinnocentinnocontiiiiieeeiitinno beetcont and mirvirtvirvirwvintvirtitoustiteiitoustiteus yet aspiring men or in other words men who had
not the substance of godliness about them perhaps undertook to handle edge

tools children you know are fond of tools while they are not yet able to use
them time and experianceexperience however is the only safe remidyremedy against such
people evils there are many teachers but perhaps not many fathers there are
times coming when god will signify many things which are expedeantexpedeant p 6

for the well being of the saints but the times have not yet come but willwin come
as fast as there can be found place and reception for them

7 capital 0 written over small 0 o
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and again we would bejessojcst&ejes sugjestsuggestsugjest for your conciderationconsideration the propriety of
all the saints gethering up a knoledge of all the facts and sufferings and abuses
put upon them by the people of this state and also of all the property and
amount of damages which they have sustained both of character & per-
sonal injuries as well as real property and also the names of all persons that
have had a hand in their oppressionsoppress ions as far as they can get hold of them and
find them out and perhaps a corncoincommittemitte can be appointed to find out these
things and to take statements and affidafeits and also to gether up the libilous
publications that are a float and all that are in the magazines and in the insi
clopediasclop edias and all the libillious histories that are published and that are writ-
ing and by whom and present the whole concatinationconcatenation of diabolicaldiabolicdiabolicalilyalililyllyliy
rascality and nefarious and murderous impositions that have been practiced
upon this people that we may not only publish to all the world but present
them to the heads of the government in all there dark and hemfheffhemmhellishish hugh as
the last effort which is injoined on us by our heavenly father before we can
fully and completely claim that promise which 4bhesha shall call him forth from
his hiding place and also that the whole nation may be left without excuse
before he can let ffalkfallgall that which the send forth the power of his mighty arme
it is an imperiosimperioseimpe rios duty that p 717 we owe to god to angels with whom we shall
be braught to stand and also to ourselves to our wives and our children who
have been made to bow down with greaf sorrow and care under the most
damning hand of murder tyronnygyronny and appression supported and urged on
and upheld by the influenceinfluance of that spirit which hath so strongly rivitedriveted the
creeds of the fathers who have inheretedinheritedinhereted lies upon theirhi the harts of the
children and filled the world with confusion and has been growing stronger
and stronger and is now the verry main spring ofall corruption fheibeke eerearborrupcorrupftqq
tiesi in the world and the whole earth grones under the wait of its iniq-
uity it is an iron yok it is a strong band they are the verry hand cubscufs and
chains and shackles and fetters of hell therefore it is an imperious duty
that we owe not only to our own wives and children but to the widdowbiddow and
fatherless whose husbands and fathers have been murdered under its iron
hand which dark and blackningblackeningblackning deeds are enough to make hell itseifshuditself shud-
der and to stand aghastaghast and pail and the hands of the verry devilecevile palsy

tremble and palsy and also it is an imperious duty that we owe to all the ris-
ing generation and to all the pure in heart which there are many yet on the
earth among all sects parties and denominations who are blinded by the suttle
craftiness of men where by they ly in wait to decleve and only kept from the
truth because they know not where to find it therefore that we should waist
and ware out our lives in bringing to light all the hidden things of darkness
where in we know them and they are truly manifest from heaven these
should then be p 818 attended to with greate earnestness let no man count
them as small things for there is much which lieth in futurity petainingdetainingpetaining to the
saints which depends upon oese things you know brethren that a verry large
ship is benefeited verry much by a verry small helm in the time ofa storme by
being kept work ways with the wind and the waves therefore dearly beloved
brethren let us chearfullycheerfullychearfully do all things that layethlabeth in our power and then may
we stand still with the utmost asurance to see the salvation of god and for his
arm to be revealed dacd&c 1231 17117

unit7unitaunit 7 and again I1 would further sejestmejest the impropriety of the organization of bands
or companies by covenant or oaths by penalties or secreciessecrecies but let the time
past of our experianceexperience and suferingssufferingssuferin gs by the wickedness of doctor avard
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sufficesuffise and let our covenant be that of the everlasting covenant as is contained
in the holy writ and the things that god hath revealed unto us pure friend-
ship always becomes weakened the verry moment you undertake to make it
stronger by penal oaths and secrecy your humble servant or servants intend
from hence forth to disapprobateapprobatedis every thing that is not in accordance
with the fullness of the gospel of jesus christ and is not of a bold and frank
and an upright nature they will not hold their peace as in times past when
they see iniquity beginingbeginningbegining to rear its head for fear of traitors or the conce
quinces that shall flow by reproving those who creapcheap in unawairs that they
may get something to destroy the flock we believe that the experience of the
saints in times past has been sufficient that they will from henceforth be
always ready to obey the truth without having mens persons in admi p 9

ration because of advantage it is expediantexpedient that we should be awairabair of such
things and we ought always to be awairabair of those prejudices which sometimes
so strongly presented themselves and are so congenial to human nature
against our neighbors friends and bretheren of the world who choose to
differ with us in opinion and in matters of faith our religeon is betweanbetween us
and our god their religeon is betweanbetween them and their god there is a tie which
bbelongs from god that should be exercised to wards those of our faith who
walk uprightly which is peculiar to itself but it is without prejudice but gives

scope to the mind which inablesenables us to conduct ourselves with grater liberality
to word all others that are not of our faith than what they exercise to
wards one another these principals approximate nearer to the mind ofgodof god
because it is like god or god like there is a principal also which we are
bound to be exercised with that is in common with all men such as govern-
ments and laws and regulations in the civil consernsconcernsconserns of life this principal gar
enteesenteen to all parties sects and demominationsdenominations and clasesalases of religeon equal ftftdFA

H coherent and indefeasible rights they are things that pertain to this life

therefore all are alike interested they make our responcibilitiesresponsibilities thingsthing3 one
toward another in matters of corruptablecorruptiblecorruptable things while the former princi
pals do not distroydestroy the latter but bind us stronger and make our responcibili
ties not only one to another but unto god also hence we say that the
constitution oftheodtheof the united states is a glorious standard it is founded in
the wisdom of god it is a heavenly banner it is to all those who are privilagedprivileged
with the sweats of its liberty like the cooling shades and refresh p 1010 ing
watters of a greate rock in a thirsty and a weary land it is like a greate tree
under whose branches men from evry clime can be shielded from the burn-
ing raiesratesrales of an inclemantclemantinclementin sun we bretheren are deprived of the protection of
this glorious principal by the cruelty of the cruelecreele by those who only look for
the time being for pasteragepasturagepasterage like the beasts ofoftheodthethe field only to fill

themselves and forget that the mormonscormons as well as the presbitareans
and those of evry other class and discription have equal rights to paekpluckp6ek
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partake of the fruit of the great tree of our national liberty but notwith-
standing we see what we see and we feel what we feel and know what we
know yet that fruit is no les presiouspreciouspresious and delisiousdeliriousdelisious to our taistbaist we cannot be
weaned from the milk nether can we be drawn from the breast neither will we
deny our relegeonrelegeon because of the hand ofofoppresionoppresionoppressionoppresionslon but we will hold on
untill death we say that god is true that the constitution of the united states
is true that the bible is true that the book of mormmormonon is true that the
book ofcovenantsof covenants is true that christ is true that the ministering angels

entsent forth from god are true and that we know that we have an house not
made with hands eternal in the heavens whose builder and mmakeraker is god
a consolation which our oppresersoppiresersoppre sers cannot feel when for tune or fate shshallshalishailallailali

lay its iron hand on them as it has on us now we ask what is man remem-
ber brethbrethrenren that time and chance haphapehapenethhavenethnetheneth to all men we shall continue
our reflections in our next we subscribe ourselves your sincere friends
and etherinbretherinbretheronbr in the bonds oftheodtheof the ever p ii lasting gospel prisoners of
jesus christ for the sake of the gospel and the saints we pronounce the
blesing ofofheavenheaven upon the heads oftheodtheof the H the saints who seek to serve god
with an undevidedundecided heart in the name of
jesus christ amen

joseph smith jr
hyrum smith
lyman wight
caleb baldwin
alexander mcrae
mrs emma smith
quincy III111111iliill

8 A portion ofpageof page 111 has disintegrated the restoration oftheodtheof the missing text comes
from an extant copy of the second part continuation of the letter the copy was writ-
ten by alexander mcrae and signed by the five occupants of the jail



three women in church

two teenage girls sit side by side
behind them an older woman
hands age spotted and wrinkled
slowly smoothes the long soft hair of one girl
long fingered slow caresses
the girl rests her head on her friends sweateredsweatered shoulder
the older woman strokes the finely intertwined hair
soon she has braided the strands of the girls hair
together
wrapped around and around in and out tightly fitted
all in the brightly lit hardwood peweddewed stone walled chapel

ken haubrock

this poem won first place in the BYU studies 1999999 poetry contest



the campaign and the kingdom
the activities of the electioneers in joseph
smiths presidential campaign

margaret C robertson

in 1844 joseph smith president of the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints ran for president of the united states at the april 1844
LDS general conference a call was made for volunteers to electioneer for
joseph to be the next president as heber C kimball put it 1 immediately
244 elders volunteered by the time the list of names was recorded in the
records of the church a week later the number approached 340 even more
elders eventually volunteered or were called to take up the cause 2 As part
oftheodtheof the campaign the quorum oftheodtheof the twelve scheduled public political con-
ferencesferen ces in each state these conferences were to be attended by members
of the twelve and the electioneers during the campaign 3

the electioneers prepared to leave as soon as possible wilford wood-
ruff and franklin D richards did all in their power to finish their red brick
homes before they left so they
could in good conscience leave
their families 4 heber C kimball
left for his mission worried about
his wife vilate who seemed to be
getting ill he later learned that she
was pregnant 5 abraham smoots
wife boarded the steamship osprey
with him accompanied him to his
berth and then bid him a sad
farewell 6 moses tracy asked if he
could take his wife nancy the
prophet told him that not only
could tracy take her but that she
would prove a blessing to him
indeed it was she who wrote an
account of their trip without
which we would know nothing of
his mission 7 some oftheodtheofthe election
eersaers knew politics others such as

heber C kimballKirnbanbaH steel engraving 1853heber C kimball had no interest
frederick H piercy courtesy LDS church

in politics he said politics gave archives
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him about as much pleasure as sectarian christendom 8 these electioneers
ranged from the most able and practiced spokesmen and leaders in the
church such as the twelve apostles to people like henry boyle who had
never spoken in public and alfred boaz lambson who had been a mem-
ber of the church for five days when he volunteered to campaign for the
prophet of his recently found faith 9

much has been written concerning joseph smiths candidacy his
intentions and his expectations of winning several different schools of
thought have emerged some historians have portrayed him as an imperi-
alist who desired to take over the worldoworld10worldon or as a near madman who as

fawn brodie says was fully intoxicated with power and drunk with
visions of empire and apocalyptic glory 11 many LDS historians on the
other hand emphasize a different set of reasons for joseph smiths candi-
dacy first to give the saints a candidate they felt they could support in
good conscience second to avoid a political party fiasco in illinois the
mormonscormons held the balance of power between whigs and democrats
third to publicize the mormon cause and thus help church members
obtain redress for their lost property in missouri and fourth to bring the
tenets of the church and the political ideas of its prophet to the attention
of the nation 12 these historians rely on josephs statements concerning his
candidacy13candidacy13 and believe or at least raise the possibility that he did not
seriously expect to win for instance james B alienallenailen concludes that the
prophet may not have seriously believed he could win a national election
but he was serious about putting his views before the nation as positively

3314111414as possible
another interpretation views joseph smiths candidacy as a serious

attempt to establish the kingdom of god in the united states often rely-
ing heavily on the statements of georgeofgeorge miller a member oftheodtheof the council of
fifty 15 these historians claim that joseph smith and his followers expected
he could win the election in the wake of his victory the prophet would
lead gods government on earth the political kingdom of god in antici-
pation of christs imminent return 16

despite all that has been written on the prophets candidacy the elec
tioneerspioneerstioneers themselves have been almost completely ignored 17 some histori-
ans have seen the sheer number of electioneers as prima facie evidence that
joseph seriously believed he could become president for example klaus
hansen asks if smith had not believed his election in 1844 to be a possi-
bility why did he enlist the entire manpower of the church in a quixotic
venture18venture 18 in this essay I1 have not attempted to prove whether the elec
tioneerspioneerstioneers deemed their prophets campaign viable rather I1 have examined
the available journals and autobiographies of the campaigners in an
attempt to illuminate some of the possible reasons for and effects of the
campaign furthermore I1 will analyze some of the electioneer s activities
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including their campaigning efforts their proselytizing activities the pro-
ceedingsceedings of the conferences they held and their work among the branches
oftheodtheof the church I1 will also discuss an inadvertent effect oftheodtheof the campaign the
twelve were protected from the mob violence that took the lives of joseph
and hyrum smith while many of the electioneers gave political
addresses and distributed copies of joseph smithssmitis platform in the main
their activities did more to strengthen the church than to present the
prophet to the nation as a presidential candidate

campaigning efforts

one of the purposes of the campaign made plain by the activities of
the electioneers was to put forward their prophet as a candidate for the
presidency oftheodtheof the united states 19 the electioneers held political conferences
and made an effort to present and distribute josephs platform which was
published in the pamphlet views ortheof the power and policy ortheof the government

ortheof the united states hereafter called views20views 20 this platform included such
measures as abolition through the federal government purchasing slaves
with the revenue from the sale of public lands21lands 21 prison reformreform2222 unity as

a nationnation2323 a national bankbank2424 the annexation of texas california and ore
gonagon25gon2 and the expansion of federal power 26

many of the electioneers did a great deal to promote the candidacy of
joseph smith lorenzo snow claimed the honor of giving the ist political
lecture that was ever delivered to the world in favor of joseph for the
presidency a lecture he delivered

on the steamer osprey while en
route to ohio the day after the april
1844 conference 27 ezra T benson
and norton jacob reported that
they appointed delegates to go to
their respective state conventions in
new jersey and michigan on july i1
1844 at the state convention in
boston brigham young appointed
delegates to the baltimore national
conventionconvention2828 john D lee and
franklin D richards both re-
ported holding informal elec-
tions on a steamship as they left
nauvoo to electioneer in both
cases joseph smith received the

ezra T benson steels engraving 1853mostmostvoesbutncetheboatswerevotes but since the boats were frederick H piercy courtesy LDS church
largely filled with elders leaving on archives
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missions the results are neither surprising nor representative still this inci-
dent shows the electioneers excitement in campaigning for their prophet 29

the electioneers concentrated their political work on distributing and
presenting joseph smiths views in public and private meetings james
burgess recorded reading views both to congregations of saints and the
general public wilford woodruff edson barney george miller and
joseph holbrook did likewise 30 norton jacob usually preceded his com-
panionspanions political speeches by reading views aloud on one occasion alfred
cordon discussed religion in general with a family explained to them the
principles and doctrine of christ and then read views 31 david pettegrew
claimed good success as he read views to the people for it was so far
beyond anything they had heard before that it took with the people sur-
prisinglyprisingly 113232 W R R stowell told of reading views to a very old gentleman
who claimed to have served under george washington in the continental
army when stowell finished reading the old man said it sounded like the
views general washington had held 33 william watkins though he served
in the slave state of kentucky found that smiths solution to the slavery
problem as stated in views was well received 34 james burgess and alfred
cordon read views to a mr willows who said that the ideas of joseph
smith were the best he had ever heard 35 joseph holbrook similarly
reported an acceptance oftheodtheof the ideas in views but added that the people still
had their reservations because they didndian t know so much about your
mormon prophet for president 33636136 despite setbacks such as this the election
eersaers recorded that views was generally considered an impressive document

many electioneers published and distributed copies of views jacob
hamblin surculated the vewsbews of joseph the prophet 37 before leaving
for new jersey john horner had one thousand copies of views printed in
nauvoo other elders had the pamphlet printed after arriving in their
assigned areas for example lorenzo snow had four thousand copies
printed in ohio charles C rich who was assigned to campaign in michigan
had five thousand printed and abraham smoot ordered three thousand
from a printer in tennessee before a man insisted that it was illegal in that
state to print a pamphlet that supported abolition smoot paid for the
pamphlets but never mentioned receiving them also in tennessee james
holt contracted to have five hundred pamphlets printed yet when he went
to pick them up the printer explained that he had lent holts copy to
various interested people in the community one of whom unfortunately
had lost it 3831

presenting the mormon prophets views sometimes caused conflict
between the electioneers and some citizens one conference in tennessee
and one in boston were interrupted by mobs some historians have
concluded almost exclusively on the basis of this evidence that mormon
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campaigners were rather rowdy and specialized in picking fights 39 histo-
rian george gayler goes so far as to claim that joseph smiths death saved
the united states from the bloodiest campaign this nation had ever known 40

in reality the two aforementioned conferences are the only two I1 discov-
ered in the electioneerselectioneers5 journals in which anything approaching a brawl
took place and in both cases outsiders stormed the meeting through no
apparent fault of the mormonscormonsMormons of course there were other times not at
conferences when the campaigners got into trouble or faced persecution
george A smith apparently said something in a political meeting that
upset some people there was some prospect of fighting wilford
woodruff wrote but with soft words we turned away wrath & returned
home in peace 3341114141 on the whole the electioneers did not record a violent or
rowdy campaign the electioneers experienced some violent incidents but
these problems do not appear to come from the electioneers being rowdy
or picking fights rather they stemmed from the dedication and determi-
nation that the electioneers felt for the cause

the electioneers faced additional physical challenges william lampard
watkins at age seventeen the youngest electioneer left nauvoo for ken-
tucky to begin campaigning alone because his companion took too long
preparing for the journey just outside nearby warsaw watkins accepted a
ride by a man in a wagon in response to an inquiry watkins told the man
he was campaigning for joseph smith the man became very angry and
declared that smith would never become president and ifheicheifhe did he would
be killed fortunately the driver soon calmed down and watkins continued
the ride to warsaw soon thereafter his leg brace which enabled him to
walk broke and he spent a week obtaining a suitable replacement
watkins later became lost in the woods and traveled for some time in the
wrong direction 42

james burgess and alfred cordon faced similar difficulties caught in
a rainstorm near mccomb ohio they came to a house where they were
invited in upon explaining their business mr thompson the man of the
house said he was opposed to the mormonscormons and would not mind shooting
joe smith he said he knew a man who lived nearby who would shoot smith
if he were elected burgess and cordon left because as burgess wrote
the conversation was not pleasing to us no more than it gives us to see the

wickedness of man 3143114343 after leaving nauvoo on may 41844 they walked
almost the entire way to vermont often through many sloughssloughy and creeks
which made it very uncomfortable they like all the electioneers went
without purse or scrip which meant they often went hungry being denied
food and shelter repeatedly because they were mormon elders burgess
became ill a few times from such conditions over two months after they
began their journey cordon and burgess reached vermont on july iai91918441844
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twenty two days after their presi-
dential candidate and prophet had
been killed 44

in addition to hunger fatigue
and illness the electioneers often
faced malaciousmalaceousmalacious hazards when
elders terry and nixon tried to
campaign the people threw to-
bacco at them took their copy of
views and tore it up 45 levi jack-
man and enoch burns also had
things thrown at them they were
even hit with a board and whipped
with a black snake whip 46 jacob
hamblin and his companion were
told that if they did not leave they jacob Harnhamblmharnblinhamblablinbiln date unknoucknounknown courtesy
would be tarred and feathered yet LDS church archives
said hamblin we still travaildtravailstrava ild
about throu the diferant townes
preaching whare ever we could get the chance 47 and in an unspecified
very wicked place the people did not merely threaten elder mcginmagin they

tarred and feathered him 4841

in summary the electioneers did campaign they held political
meetings and some even had electors appointed for their respective states

the bulk of their campaigning effort involved presenting the prophets
views to the citizenry of the united states who on the whole seemed
impressed and pleased with this platform on the other hand many of the
elders did have difficulty campaigning and were sometimes severely
opposed yet the electioneers went on in their cause campaigned for joseph
smith and as will be shown did a great deal to strengthen the church

proselytizing activities

the electioneers did much more than merely campaign for joseph
smith one oftheodtheof the purposes oftheodtheof the candidacy which becomes obvious from
the journals of the campaigners was to proselytize by their own accounts
campaigning seemed secondary in comparison to the amount of time they
devoted to preaching for example william wommack riley who was
called to tennessee kept a day by day account of his activities of the
forty two sermons he recorded preaching only one an address given on
june 22 was politickalpolitickal 11 it was followed by a debate the next day the rest
of his sermons were religious twentyfivetwenty five of them being on the first
principles of the gospel riley also delivered sermons about the book of
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mormon prophecy the resurrection the kingdom of god and the com-
mandmentsmandments other times he expounded on a chapter of galatians luke
jude john or isaiah 49

stephen post who was called to campaign in new york also preached
from the scriptures he gave discourses on i1 peter 12 romans 1125 27
micah 41 2 matthew 121 mark 115 john 716 17 revelation 1416 and
hebrews 8 50 while presiding over the mission in tennessee abraham 0
smoot frequently preached on topics such as the resurrection eternal
judgment and the authenticity oftheodtheof the book of mormonofmormon 51 smoot also held
and attended the conferences set up by the twelve although at one con-
ference he read views and appointed an elector for the state 52 the majority
oftheseof these meetings were spent preaching doctrine at a conference on june 8

smoot concluded the meeting by asking for baptismal candidates one
volunteered that day and five the next in all smoot baptized thirteen
people on his three month mission 53

john D lee who presided over the kentucky missionmission preached
boath in public and private allmostellmost incesantlyincessantlyincesantly 33541154035454 he recorded preaching

about fifty sermons between may 28 and august 20 on subjects such as the
origin and authenticity of the book of mormon the discerning of spirits
priesthood authority faith and baptism the apostasy the power of god
the doctrine of christ the restoration christs millennial reign and
spiritual gifts and charity though lee did attempt to have views printed at
one point during his mission he never mentioned delivering a political
speech while on his mission he
baptized six people 55

charles C rich recorded
holding ten political meetings on
his mission yet he still prose-
lytized fifteen other times and vis-
ited branches on twelve occasions
baptizing twenty people on his
mission 56 1 I preached orson
pratt wrote and baptized a
few 57 similarly chapman dun-
can summed up his political mis-
sion to virginia as 1 I preached
considerable that summer only
baptized two ladies and two
gentlemen 58 also franklin D
richards preached and held sacra-
ment meetings and meet-
ings

prayer orson pratt steel engraving 1853 freder-
ickregularly on his mission he H piercy courtesy LDS church

baptized thirteen people three of archives
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whom he had dreamt he would baptize 59 even george miller who is often
cited for his zeal for the political kingdom of god described his activities
as preaching and campaigning alternately 60

alfred cordon and james burgess preached steadily seizing every
opportunity to share the gospel for example one day during the hay-
making season it began to rain and since one can make hay only while the
sun shines cordon and burgess went around the neighborhood inviting
all of the unoccupied farmers to a meeting at three oclock that afternoon
A large group assembled and cordon and burgess preached to some
lenghtlengst on the first principlsprincipals of the doctrine of christ 661 david pettegrew
and george P dykes each in his own account wrote of preaching faith and
repentance and baptism 62 by preaching so much the elders not only pre-
sented the gospel and baptized new members63members63 but in many areas also seamdseame

to remove a great deal ofprejudice as jacob hamblin said of his mission 64

one method by which the elders proselytized was a result of their trav-
eling without purse or scrip they lodged with many people mormonscormonsMormons
non mormonscormons and part member families who allowed the elders to dis-
cuss religion in their homes nearly every journal entry written by burgess
and cordon begins or ends by naming the individual or family with whom
they stayed burgess held lengthy conversations on the topic of mor-
monism with almost all his of hosts including a methodist preacher and a
german family that spoke only a little english 65 in one instance burgess
had much conversation on the principles of the gospel got them in great

favor with our principles 66 alfred cordon wrote of an anti mormon with
whom they stayed they talked with her until midnight and removed con
ciderableciderable prejudice from her mind 116767 once when levi jackman and his
companion were out in a heavy rain a family invited them into their home
after the elders had been turned down three times by others the two elec

tioneerspioneerstioneers talked to the family freely about our faith 68

because the electioneers often served in their native states many of
them had the opportunity to visit their families and teach them about LDS
beliefs for some this would be the last time they would see their families
because of the forthcoming mormon migration to the great basin while
staying with his family in kentucky daniel D hunt baptized twenty three
people most of whom were his relatives 6961 when james holt arrived at his
father s home his father would not shake hands with elder holts companion
holt told his father that ifheicheif he could not treat his companion as a gentleman
they would go elsewhere his father tearfully called them back and holt
visited with his relatives teaching them the principles oftheodtheof the gospel when
they gave me an opportunity 70 before going to his assigned state of
maryland jacob hamblin traveled to wisconsin to see if I1 could convince
some ofmyofayofmy father s folks oftheodtheof the gospel he found his family planning their
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move to nauvoo to join the saints hamblinshamblingHamblins brother in law had already
been baptized and his father was a believing 71 chapman duncan went to
see his kinsfolkskinsfolks and warn them as I1 supposed for the last time although
he stayed with his family through 1845 he left them unbelieving as to
our doctrine 111272

when henry G boyle joined the church in 1843 his parents told him
that he would have to give up mormonism or leave their house they fully
expected he would renounce his religion but boyle surprised them by
gathering a few articles of clothing tying them in a kerchief and leaving his
once beloved home 73 while on his mission boyle returned to his home

town upon hearing that he was in town his parents sent for him to come
stay with them they apologized for their harsh opposition and admitted
they had been wrong though they did not join the church the breach
between parents and son was substantially healed boyle and his com-
panion seabert C shelton stayed with boyles parents the entire time they
served in the area boyle and shelton then traveled 150 miles to tazewell
county where they visited sheltonsshelkonsSheltons relatives while there boyle dreamt
he was preaching to some ofhisochisof his relatives who lived about sixty miles away
he recounted his dream to shelton and they traveled to the home of
boyles great uncle mcclanahan who had a family of six children boyle
determined that he would preach the gospel to them and if they believed
and joined he wrote they may be more happy and more inteligentintelligentintel igent or if
they reject the testimony that I1 will bear to them they will be left in their
ignorance and be condemned uncle mcclanahan allowed them to use
his house for preaching which they did for a month and though
mcclanahan his children and their cousin showed great interest in mor-
monism shelton and boyle had to leave for a conference before anyone
was baptized 74

other electioneers invited their wives to join them as they election
cered and visited family heber C kimball had planned to send for his
wife vilate primarily so they could be together but also so she could visit
her sister and brother in law nathaniel with whom kimball stayed for a
time 7571 because moses tracy s wife nancy had not seen any of her family
for ten years moses took her with him to new york for the express purpose
of visiting both of their families while staying with each family she and
moses taught them the gospel but none of them were baptized nancy
tried to convert her brother albert who came from canada to see her after
learning she was home but he was satisfied with his religion and would
not listen to the message we had to bear he returned to canada and
though they corresponded nancy never saw him again 76

W R R stowell had success preaching to his family not only were
they baptized but they also decided to move with him to nauvoo they
even wrote nauvoo on both sides of their wagon cover when stowell
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received news of the martyrdom he was saddened but the spirit of gath-
ering with the saints and sharing their fortunes whatever they might be
he wrote was still upon me and I1 continued to labor diligently in prepar-
ing for the journey to nauvoo despite josephs death stowell was happy
to lead his family to the city of the saints on the mississippi david
pettegrew visited not only his relations in vermont and new hampshire
but also as he later wrote the graves of my father and mother I1 had grave
stones put over their graves on the 8thath day of july 184477718441771844 77 similarly
wilford woodruffvisitedwoodruffvisited with his wife s parents on his mission and during
his return journey stopped at his father s home who was LDS following
a prompting of the spirit woodruff recorded

I1 lade my hands upon my father apheksApheks head I1 ordained my father
aphekaphea woodruff unto the office of an high priest and patriarch after the
order of melchezedeckmelchezdeckMelchemeichezedeck I1 sealed him up unto eternal life I1 placed upon his
head the seals of the covenant

when all was oer over it was right my soul was satisfyedsatisfysatisfieded I1 had accom-
plished what my soul longed after

after his parents went to bed woodruffprayedwoodruff prayed for them and felt a marvelous
spirit the next day a peculierpeculiar charm was thrown around my soul as I1 left
the threshholdthreshhold of my fathers house having the confidence that if I1 never see

my father in the flesh again I1 shall meet him in the first resurrection 7178

another evidence that electioneeringelectioneering was a proselytizing opportunity
as well as a political mission is that many elders did not end their mission
upon joseph smiths martyrdom had the mission been primarily or
merely political it would have died with the candidate before the martyr-
dom alfred cordon and james burgess read views to people and spoke of
politics afterward they continued to preach the principles of the gospel
one to three times a day they did not start home for nauvoo until april 29
1845 ten months after the martyrdom 79 john M horner specifically noted
that while the prophets death did end the campaign it did not end the
electioneers mission he and other elders continued to hold branch meet-
ings and preach in new jersey and pennsylvania until february 1846 at
which time horner sailed with other saints to california aboard the ship
brooklyn 80 after mourning joseph smith s martyrdom stephen post
wrote in his journal may the work of the almighty roll on till the earth is

filled with his knowledge the lord said he would move the cause ofofzionzion
for good & surely he has done it & thousands are rejoicing in the everlast-
ing covenant let the saints be filled with joy tho they mourn their loss
for a little season understanding that the work would continue post
stayed on his missionmission to preach and in february 1845 joined with some
elders who had also been sent on a mission 81

william W riley said nothing of the martyrdom in his daily journal
until recounting a sermon he delivered on july 71844 in which he spoke
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of the percicutionPercicution of mo and illi-
nois and the death of joseph and
hiram smith and the progress of
the kingdom of god riley men-
tioned his leaders deaths almost
casually as if they did not affect his
mission at all and he continued 5 3 4

regular preaching through septem-
ber 15 1844 82 likewise henry G

boyle stayed on his mission until
april 1845 ten months after the
prophets death 83 when john D

lee learned of the martyrdom he
prayed and reported having a
vision of josephs martyrdom and
receiving instruction from an

8414 wilford woodruff steel engraving 1853angel starting the very next day
frederick H piercy courtesy LDS church

lee continued his preaching until archives
he received word that he was to
return home 85 charles C rich
began his journey home immediatelimmediatelyimmeimmediatelydiately after hearing of the martyrdom but
preached along the way 86 david pettegrew similarly decided to return to
nauvoo immediately but first visited all the people he could bearing tes-

timony to what we verily knew and
believed he and his companion
then started for home lifting up
our voicesices by the way 87

joseph smiths 1844 campaign
for the presidency thus proved to be
a great proselytizing movement
the electioneers preached nearly
daily mostly on the basic doctrines
of the church moreover this
emphasis was in accordance with
the instructions given to them in the
april conference where they were
told to preach the first principles of
the gospel 88 the elders also preached
to the families they stayed with and
significantly proselytized among
their families sometimesown con-
verting

charles C rich steel engraving 1853

frederick H piercy courtesy LDLDSids them and sometimes bid-
dingchurch archives them a final farewell most of
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the elders who kept journals recorded baptizing between four and twenty
people during their summer missions while the martyrdom was devastat-
ing to elders such as lorenzo snow and abraham smoot 889 many of the elec
tioneerspioneerstioneers continued their missions after the death of their candidate the
twelve of course returned home immediately and most of the elders were
soon after called home to work on the temple and fill other duties

proceedings of the conferences and other work among the branches

the political conferences set up by the twelve like the fact that there
were a large number of electioneers have often been used by historians as
evidence of the seriousness of joseph smiths candidacy however these
conferences like the work of the electioneers have not been examined
sufficientlysufficently because these conferences were the principal means by which
the campaign was to be carried out their proceedings are a valuable key to
understanding the nature and purpose of the campaign at each of the
conferences the branches of the church in that area were accounted for
though some oftheseof these branches had very few members at some conferences
up to ten branches were represented and the numbers of elders priests
teachers and deacons in each were ascertained although the number of
members attending from each of these small branches may seem insignifi-
cant the combined number of members was significant for instance the
number of members attending the three conferences recorded in george A
smiths journal totaled 350 90 at the conferences some members were
ordained to offices in the priesthood brigham young recorded that he or-
dained 28 to the office of elder at one conference alone 91 conference
attendees were instructed usually by a member of the twelve or by a pre-
siding elder to teach the first principles of the gospel rather than delve into
mysteries also presiding elders branch presidents were called and set
apart over many of the branches thus the campaign provided a way to
organize and account for the many branches of the church scattered across
the united states

the minutes of the political conferences are largely indistinguishable
from the minutes of contemporaneous area conferences in england and
canada during the sunday session of each of these conferences the
sacrament was administered to the saints and members of the twelve or
the electioneers spoke on such topics as the first principles oftheodtheof the gospel the
atonement revelation living prophets obedience to the laws and ordi-
nances of the gospel the resurrection the new and everlasting covenant
charity and baptism for the dead interested nonmember citizens also
attended these conferences james burgess and alfred cordon placardedplacarderplacarded the
city with some written handbillshandbills to advertise the chicago conference to
the general public for the following saturday and sunday may 25 and 26
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this particular conference was opened on saturday by the singing of the
spirit of god representation of the branches was then called for only
twenty two members attended including four elders three priests and one
deacon the electioneers then preached over the next two days on the first
principles of the gospel the latter day work of the lord the resurrection
and work for the dead as taught in isaiah 611 3

9212

to some extent these were political conferences and sometimes views
was read or other campaigning was done for example at the chicago
conference held by burgess and cordon cordon alluded to smiths candi-
dacy in his talk on the resurrection and at a meeting separate from the
conference elders terry and nixon presented views to a group of
citizens 93 james harvey glines reported that brigham young lyman
wight and george B wallace spoke at the boston conference on the elec-
tion of ofjosephjoseph smith the prophet to the presidential chair oftheodtheof the union and
also upon the powers and policy of the government of the united states of
america views considerable excitement prevailed throughout the city
very many people were favorably inclined to vote for our candidate for
president of the united states 30941194339494

yet most of the time in these conferences was dedicated to preaching to
the members and proselytizing it was at one of these conferences in fact
that abraham smoot called for all who desired to be baptized to receive that
ordinance the day after the pleasant valley conference wilford woodruff
baptized two peoplepeopleand95 and alfred cordon recorded eight baptized during
another conference 9691 not only did this preaching by the elders and the
twelve bring new members into
the church it also strengthened the
testimonies of the members of
these little branches

the conferences were also used
as a forum to curb apostasy As

mentioned at the conferences the
twelve warned the saints and elec
tioneerspioneerstioneers against delving into or
teaching mysteries admonishing
their audiences to focus on the first
principles of the gospel relying on
these basic principles would give the
saints a measuring rod to determine
the truthfulness ofany pronounced
doctrine some saints however did
not heed the twelve s advice

george A smith steel engraving 1853
A smithp announced thegeorge at me frederick churchH piercy courtesy LDS

kalamazoo conference that samuel archives
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parker one of the electioneers had been teaching mysteries that never
entered into the mind of god or the authorities of the church and made
plain parker s apostasy to all the members who might have believed him 9717

more often the electioneers themselves helped curb apostasy that had
arisen as some elders and members in these isolated branches were teach-
ing false doctrine jamesfames burgess dealt with some apostate members during
the chicago conference after discussing the local apostasy in an early
session oftheodtheof the conference elders were sent to talk with each oftheodtheof the members
in question when these members were unwilling to comply they were dis
fellowshippedfellowshipped in the next session of the conference 98

crandell dunn wrote of a meeting at which three elders and one sister
were cut off due to apostasy at another meeting dunn made plain to
the saints the folly of an elder savage who spoke in tongues and said that
if joseph smith was dead then there was no truth in mormonism dunn
explained to the people that while the gift of tongues was indeed a real gift
when used correctly savage had spoken falsely he had been overly anxious
that joseph and hyrum smith should still be alive dunn told the saints it
was an unwise speech for which elder savage alone was to blame 99

nancy tracy wrote that her husband stayed on his mission after the martyr-
dom during which time as a seventy he had authority to make some things
right that were not altogether in order in the branchbranci oftheodtheof the church at ellis
burg new york where his fathers family lived 100

on august i1 1844 norton jacob dealt with greater apostasy jamesfames J

strang and aaron smith arrived at the conference in florence michigan
and claimed that they had received a letter written by joseph smith and
sent just before he died the letter purportedly said they were to gather the
saintstosaintsSaintstoto wisconsin while some of the members might have believed
strang and smith jacob was able to point out all the mistakes in the letter
that proved it was a base forgery he noted that it was written through-
out in PRINTED characters that the postmark was the wrong color and
the contents were altogether bombastic unlike the work of god and dis-
honorable to the name ofofjosephjoseph smith whose signature it bore in a hand he
never wrote the conference sent aaron smith and james strang to nau-
voo where was the proper authority to decide upon their pretentionspretensions 101

while building up branches may seem less monumental than securing
smiths candidacy for president the elders seemed to consider this
strengthening very important because they were traveling without purse
or scrip the electioneers were eager to find LDS members to take them in
the members equally needed to meet with leaders oftheodtheof the church especially
after joseph smiths martyrdom on july 13 brigham young recorded that
11the brethren were glad to see us 101022 wilford woodruffattended a meeting
on july 11 with the saints in boston explaining they felt to mourn their
loss oftheodtheof the prophet and patriarch oftheodtheof the church yet they were strengthened
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in the faith 3310311103103 at josephs death these outlying branches of the church
could have easily fallen away had the elders and the twelve not been there
testifying to them

fortunately the elders spent a fair amount of time working with and
strengthening branches for example charles C rich visited branches on
twelve occasions 104 alfred cordon and james burgess visited a small
branch of fifteen members in chicago on may 21 in canada three weeks
later the two discovered a branch with just six members cordon wrote
the verry countenancescountenancer of them did me good he preached to them

and the saints rejoiced very much on july ii11 cordon located another
branch of fifteen members at german flatts new york they stayed with
these members for several days held five meetings and had good sea-
sons in which their souls rejoiced 105 burgess then traveled through
new hampshire alone to look for scattered branches he found one in gill
som and one in walpole but elders adams and twist were already among
them 106 finding a branch of six members levi jackman stopped and
preached to them for several days 107 erastus snow wrote of visiting the
branches in new hampshire and vermont including the saints in wood-
stock northfield danville st johnsbury & lyndon all the churches
branches I1 could hear of in the state except some scateringscatteringscatering members 108

at the request of another elder jacob hamblin visited the thomas town
branch and a small branch of the church in lightersburgLighters burg 109 david pet-
tegrew said they visited churches branches by the way exhorting them
to diligence and faithfulness bap
tizingmizing many who desired to renew
their covenants through new
york pennsylvania and ohio 110

through personal love and
care the electioneers also strength-
ened individual members frank-
lin D richards administered to
several ill saints including a sister
amey who was immediately healed
he also blessed a man who had
sore eyes and a woman who had a
hurt ear one member named
david fox who had a child that
was near death asked richards to
stay with him even though
richards had planned to leave that
area immediately he stayed with franklinfrankilnfrankiinp pD richards steel engraving
the family and preached the 18531353 frederick H piercy courtesy LDS
funeral sermon 111liilil church archives
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the electioneers also showed love by answering individuals concerns
and traveling out of the way to visit with members for example one night
crandell dunn stayed with a brother named bartholomew who asked
some hard questions 112 once after elder burgess preached to a large
group of people a member reported to him that a few saints three miles
away wanted someone to come teach them burgess complied with their
request 113 while enoch burns claimed he did not accomplish much on his
mission he and his companion held only one meeting they were able to
visit some scattering saints 114 in visiting and helping these saints the
electioneers did in fact do a great work that of strengthening the church
and its branches by strengthening the members

members in outlying areas were also strengthened through their
association with the quorum of the twelve because the conferences were
usually attended by one or more of the twelve the electioneeringelectioneer ing elders
and the saints across the nation heard the apostles testify concerning the
gospel franklin D richards traveled with brigham young and heber C
kimball learning much from them elder crandell dunn traveled and
preached with george A smith and wilford woodruff during the confer-
ences the twelve ordained men to the priesthood and gave people
blessings james glines for example attended the boston conference
where seven members of the twelve participated afterward heber C
kimball and orson hyde ordained glines an elder and brigham young
called him on a mission 115 wilford woodrufffoundwoodruff found a branch that an elder
sarine had built up but sarine had recently been seriously injured when a
horse kicked him in the face elder woodruff not only administered to him
but stayed with him through the night to comfort him 11616 such personal
care would not be soon forgotten

due to isolation and shock over the martyrdom these saints might
have concluded that the church had died with the prophet however at the
political conferences set up by the twelve branches of the church were
organized and accounted for the members of these branches as well as
interested citizens were then instructed by the electioneeringelectioneer ing elders and
members of the twelve in the principles of the gospel members of the
church were often ordained to new offices and nonmembersnonmembers joined with
the saints through baptism the elders work among the branches also
included seeking out and preaching to small or isolated branches they
curbed apostasy in these fargaroffoff branches of the church and cared for the
individual needs of the saints through the conferences the saints across
the nation and the campaign missionaries heard the twelve testify learning
much from them and coming to know them thus members of these
branches had their testimonies rekindled by apostles and missionaries just
at the time of joseph smith s death which undoubtedly prevented many
from drifting away bromfrom the church 11717
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protecting the twelve

in the attempt to determine the purposes for and effects of the cam-
paign another result oftheodtheof the campaign has become apparent one that seems
unintentional and yet visionary wilford woodruff later said that joseph
smith told him before he left on his campaigning mission brother
woodruff I1 want you to go and if you do not you will diedledie11811118 was there
really that much danger in nauvoo at least two of the electioneers who
traveled home to nauvoo via carthage ran into mobs who sought their
lives when W R R stowell stopped near carthage to buy some hay he
was surrounded by several bystanders who recounted to him what had
been done to joseph and hyrum smith they asked ifheicheif he was afraid and he
said he was not for he had as much right to travel the public roads as any-
one he then asked the mob if they would sell him some hay his frankness
apparently prevented them from doing anything dastardly 119ilg

lorenzo snow had a similar
experience while passing close to
carthage on his way home trav-
eling up a hill in his buggy he saw
a dozen men waiting in the road
with bowie knives and guns his
buggy hit a large rock and he
shouted boys why in hell dont
yoyouu repair this road he is one
of us one of the men said to
another he is all right let him
pass lorenzo snow was carrying
some money with him for some
saints in nauvoo he wrote ofthisorthisof this
experience how far my uncouth
and undignified expression went
as security for their money must

11120120 lorenzo snow steel engraving 1853 fred-
erick

be left to conjectureconjecture120 while
H piercy courtesy LDS church

such incidents demonstrate the archives
danger that the saints in nauvoo
were in the particular danger fac-

ing the twelve emerges in a letter written on june 30 1844 from vilate
kimball to her husband heber C after relating some of the events sur-
rounding the martyrdom vilate asked where the bloodshed would end
for nauvoo was still being harassed by mobs her main concern was
william law because she wrote he says he wants nine more apostles
that was in his quorum sometimes I1 am afraid he will get them I1 have no
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doubt but you are one vilate believed that the mob wanted to kill
specific members of the twelve in addition to joseph and hyrum smith
although they were the principal two she wrote that she had no doubt
but hebersaebersHebers life will be sought she was sorry he had been called back to
nauvoo and prayed that the lord would give him wisdom to escape
their handshands121121

vilate s apprehensions seem even more valid in light of the circum-
stances of the martyrdom for who were at carthage jail with joseph and
hyrum all the members of the twelve and first presidency who were not
on missions in the east in another letter written a few days before the
martyrdom vilate told her husband oftheodtheof the smiths being taken to carthage
though worried about them she confided to her husband if you were
here you would be sure to be in their midst thiss would increase my
anxiety of cors 122 in faraway places such as boston the members of the
twelve were out oftheodtheof the reach oftheodtheof the carthage mob whether the mob would
have killed any of them or not the twelves illinois enemies never had the
opportunity because of the campaign the keys of the kingdom given to
the twelve by joseph smith were not lost and brigham young in particular
was preserved to lead the church for the next thirty years

conclusion the campaign and the kingdom

the number of electioneers and the political conferences called by
the twelve in 1844 have been repeatedly used as evidence that joseph smith
fully expected to obtain the presidential chair and that the electioneers
purpose therefore was to ensure this outcome but as has been demon-
stratedst the electioneers did not focus primarily on joseph smithssmitis candidacy
for most of their political rallies were not fundamentally political

so the question remains was the campaign merely a stratagem or a

ploy to proselytize and organize the branches of the church or was joseph
seriously seeking the presidential chair to a certain extent joseph smith
must have been running for office otherwise he would not have made the
effort to write views in addition the electioneers did some legitimate
campaigning mainly through publishing and publicizing the prophets
platform which gave serious and rational solutions to major problems
of the nation in joseph s day 123 the electioneers presented these solutions
to the people of the united states as the views of a prophet and the only
man they felt they could trust in politics As william hyde declared our
object was to vote for a man whom we knew to be our friend As we had
proven many and found them faith less and untrue to their trust and in
all respects unworthy of our confidence and the confidence of all good
men 124124121 the electioneers knew joseph to be a good and moral leader who
would not betray them or other citizens oftheodtheof the united states presenting his
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views and his name to the people
of the united states is evidence
neither that the prophet was a
megalomaniac nor that he was
grasping for power or secretly
planning to take over the gov-
ernmenternment it is evidence merely that
he was running morfor president

metyet the journals of the elec
tioneerspioneerstioneers provide evidence that the
campaign accomplished much
more than presenting the prophet
to the nation in fact the campaign
is more significant than histori-
ans have previously supposed
for they have overlooked the
point that while comparatively
little was done by the electioneers
to secure josephs presidency or to
set up the political kingdom of
god as the new united states gov-
ernmenternment the electioneers in a
very real sense did build up the
ecclesiastical kingdom of god
rather than elect their beloved
prophet to the presidency they
builtbulit the kingdom by teaching the

brigham young ca 1846 as the young
gospel in state in the nationevery prophet of the LDS church daguerreotype
by gathering and caring for the image reversed attributed to lucian R foster
saints and their own families and
by strengthening and organizing the scattered branches and keeping them
gromfrom falling away at the death of their prophet and candidate

margaret C robertson mcramcr4mcr4lawgatebyuedulawgatebyuedu is a second year law student at the
J reuben clark law school brigham young university she has accepted a position at
paul weiss a new york firm she wrote this article as an undergraduate at BYU from
which she received her BA in history in 1999 she would like to thank professors don
norton and brian Q cannon for their help and support with this article
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deseret news press 1944 494 97 B H roberts A comprehensive history of the
church ofjesusof lesusjesus christ oflatterof latter day saints century one 6 vols provo utah corpora-
tion of the president the church of jesus christ of latter day saints 1965 B H
roberts the rise and fall ofnauvooof Nauvoo salt lake city deseret news press 1900 250 54
francis M gibbons joseph smith martyr prophet of god salt lake city deseret
book 1977 315 18 ivan J barrett joseph smith and the restoration rev ed provo

utah brigham young university press 1973 572 79 E cecil mcgavin nauvoo the
beautiful salt lake city stevens and wallis 1946 61 67 carter eldredge grant
the kingdom of god restored salt lake city deseret book 1955 299 and william E

berrett the restored church salt lake city deseret book 1958 178 79 james B

alienallenailen and glen M leonard in the story ortheof the latter day saints and G homer durham
in joseph smith prophet statesman also discuss the council offifty and joseph smiths
desire to build up the kingdom of god durham points out that josephs constant
effort not just when he was running for president in his own mind was to influence
the world of men towards an ideal of the kingdom of god which would replace war
and misery with peace and happiness durham concludes that this approach offered
something that men of all faiths and party convictions could learn from the prophet
alienallenailen and leonard claim that joseph offered himself as a candidate on his personal
merits as an involved citizen and not as a religious leader that his desire was to unite
factions under an inspired government ruled by good men and that the elders of
israel were campaigning to win converts to the idea that the nations strength lay in
unity G homer durham joseph smith prophet statesman salt lake city bookcraft
1944 ix x james B alienallenailen and glen M leonard the story oftheodtheof the latter day saints salt
lake city deseret book 1976 189 9090

13 G homer durhams joseph smith prophet statesman is one oftheodtheof the best studies
on joseph smiths candidacy and platform not only does durham provide insightful
commentary on the contemporary documents and statements concerning josephs
campaign but he also reproduces in their entirety many oftheseof these documents creating
a collection of primary sources dealing with the candidacy these documents include
views oftheodtheof the power and policy ortheof the government ortheof the united states hereafter cited
as views lengthy quotes from the times and seasons and the history of the church
joseph smiths rationale for running his understanding of the texas and slavery ques-
tions and the campaign resolutions made at the illinois state convention ofmayofmanofmay 1844
importantly durham includes josephs reply to mr blairbiair a defense of views as

durham points out it is the prophets own commentary on the views and should
be read and understood accordingly see durham joseph smith prophet statesman
144 83 quote on 173

14 for a brief yet accurate discussion oftheodtheof the evidence concerning whether joseph
smith was serious in his campaign and expected to win see james B allenalienailen was
joseph smith a serious candidate for the presidency of the united states or was he
only attempting to publicize gospel views on public issues ensign 3 september
1973211973 21 22

15 throughout the paper I1 will use the phrase kingdom of god with an
uppercase atokto refer to the political entity that the council of fifty represented as gods
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government on earth when the k is lower case kingdom of god will be used as it is

in the scriptures meaning the church or work of god without political connotations
the council of fifty was a conglomerate of church members leaders and nonmem
bers who served as the nucleus of the kingdom many historians have written about the
responsibilities and purposes of the council of fifty and of its relationship to the king-
dom of god in this paper I1 will not discuss the council of fifty or statements made
concerning joseph smiths candidacy outside ofthoseorthoseof those pertaining to electioneeringelectioneer ing my
focus is on the activities of the electioneers to see what they actually did and said for
an excellent treatise on the kingdom ofgod see edward G thompson A study oftheodtheof the
political involvements in the career of ofjosephjoseph smith masters thesis brigham young
university 1966 45 69 other studies include D michael quinn the council of
fifty and its members 1844 to 1945 BYU studies 20 no 2 0188198009981980 16363 97 and andrew F

ehat it seems like heaven began on earth joseph smith and the constitution oftheodtheof the
kingdom of god BYU studies 20 no 3 19801980 253 8080

16 for instance klaus hansen argues was it unreasonable for a man who knew
that he was carrying out the will of the lord to believe that god could establish the
kingdom in nauvoo if he wished by causing joseph smith to be elected president of
the united states the vigor with which the prophet threw himself and the entire
church into the campaign belies his own casual remarks disavowing any serious politi-
cal intentions klaus J hansen quest of empireofempire the political kingdom of god and the
council offiftyof platyfifty in mormon history lansing michigan state university press 1967

74 82 quotes on 77 and 79 for similar views see kenneth H winn exiles in a land of
liberty cormonsmormons in america 18301830 8461846 chapel hill university of north carolina
press 19891961989 196 207 marvin S hill questquestforporfor refuge the mormon flightfroflight profropromfromhrom american
pluralism salt lake city signature ig8g13719891371989 137 41 robert flanders nauvoo kingdom
on the mississippi urbana university of illinois press 1965 299 302 and donna hill
joseph smith the firstmormonfirstbirst mormon garden city NY doubleday 19773721977 372 78 D michael
quinn s interpretation differs slightly while he argues that all mormonscormons in the first
half of 1844 took smiths presidential campaign very seriously he concludes that
some including john S fullmer heber C kimball and joseph smith himself hoped
to see the prophet in the white house after another election D michael quinn the
mormon hierarchy origins of power salt lake city signature books 1994 105 41

quote on 135 36 A comparison of quinn s conclusions in his 19801980 BYU studies article
cited in the previous endnote and in his 1994 book the mormon hierarchy origins of
power reveals a distinct interpretive shift for example quinn moves from stating that
the council of fifty was primarily symbolic and premillennial with some appropriate
political functions to declaring joseph intended a subversive polititcal realization of the
kingdom of god

17 other recent studies spend little time analyzing campaign activities and instead
concentrate on views to interpret joseph smiths candidacy some historians and
political scientists such as richard poll martin hickman and J keith melville relate
views to political theory and activity both in joseph smiths time and in the present
poll establishes a historical context for views briefly relating the document to ameri-
can political culture in the 1840si840s hickman and melville show what there is to learn
from joseph smiths political thought which they generally portray as relevant to
contemporary issues they characterize joseph smith as a freedom loving man who
desired a more righteous government free from corrupt policies and politicians see
richard D poll joseph smith and the presidency 1844 dialogue A journal of
mormon Thoughtthoughts3 autumn 1968171968 17 21 martin B hickman the political legacy
of joseph smith dialogue 3 autumn 1968 22 36 J keith melville joseph smith
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the constitution and individual liberties byustudiesBYU Studies 28 no 2 1988 65 74 see also
arnold K garr joseph smith candidate for president of the united states in
regional studies in latter day saint church history ed H dean garrett provo utah
department of church history and doctrine brigham young university 1995 151 68

18 hansen questquestforfotforpot empire 78 79
19 the major candidates for president in 1844 were henry clay whig party

dark horse candidate james K polk democratic party and james G birney liberty
party on november 41843 joseph smith sent letters to several potential candidates
in the 1844 election namely john C calhoun lewis cass richard M johnson henry
clay and martin van buren he asked each of them what their course relating to the
redress oftheodtheof the latter day saints would be if elected cass clay and calhoun responded
but none offered the kind of response that joseph smith had hoped for cass s reply is

not in the history ortheof the church and I1 have not found it nor any reference to it except
a brief mention that joseph received a response from the politician it would appear
that cass was not planning on helping the latter day saints calhounscalhoundCalhouns response argues
for the states rights doctrines of the day not considered helpful to the latter day
saints and has a condescending tone as his candor compels him to reply to joseph
smith clay replied that he would make no promises to anyone before ascending the
presidential chair correspondence of gen joseph smith and hon J C calhoun
times and seasons 5 january i1 1844 393 96 correspondence between gen joseph
smith and the hon henry clay times and seasons 5 june i1 1844 544 48 reprinted
in history of the church 664 65 144 155 6060 electioneer henry william bigler
recorded using the clay calhoun and smith correspondence in his electioneeringelectioneer ing and
wrote that there were those who read the prophets views and the correspondence
between him and clay who said they would vote for joseph smith rather than for
clay or for polk henry william bigler journal 32 microfilm of holograph LDS

church archives
20 joseph smith general smiths views odtheoftheof the powers and policy oftheodtheof the government

ortheof the united states nauvoo ill111111.iliiiilii john taylor 1844 the ideas and solutions offered in
joseph smiths platform were not new to politics richard poll argues that josephs
platform was an intriguing blend of antebellumante bellum political rhetoric whig economic
doctrines democratic expansionism abolitionism and the original and wide range
constitutional and political ideas of joseph smith poll joseph smith and the presi-
dency 21 however joseph smith did not merely grasp at current winds of political
doctrine floating around him to construct his platform rather his platform represents
the political ideals of a religious leader based on his own experience and beliefs see
notes 21 26 below

21 the prophet was not an abolitionist in the strictest sense he felt slavery was
not right and saw the need to abolish slavery to preserve the nation but he also realized
the need to save the economy oftheodtheof the south he planned to resolve that tension by pur-
chasing slaves with money raised through the sale ofpublicofpublic lands and saved through the
reduction in the pay and size of congress the prophets idea of gradual emancipation
resembled approaches advocated by most opponents to slavery prior to 18301830 however
by 1844 when joseph smith promoted this view leaders in the antislavery movement
had endorsed immediate emancipation rejecting gradualist schemes but joseph
refused to take the extreme abolitionist point ofviewofvieyof view ofhisochisof his day unlike william lloyd
garrison joseph did not see the south as a great evil empire but believed that the
southern people are hospitable and noble they will help to rid so free a country of every
vestige of slavery when ever they are assured of an equivalent for their property see
joseph smith gen smiths views of the government and policy of the united
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states times and seasons 5 may 151518441844 528 33 quote on 533 ronald G walters
american reformers 181518601815 1860 new york hill and wang 1978 77 100

22 unlike many genteel reformers who worked to transform the american penal
system joseph smith spoke from firsthand experience he had spent a fair amount of
time in jail on false charges and knew oftheodtheof the deplorable conditions of prisonsofprisons ofhisochisofhis day
he suggested that for small crimes infraction s of some overwise statute people
not be incarcerated in dungeonlike prisons As for those who committed more serious
crimes joseph said in views advise your legislators when they make laws for larceny
burglary or any felony to make the penalty applicable to work upon the roads public
works or any place where the culprit can be taught more wisdom and more virtue and
become more enlightened he hoped that even those criminals charged with serious
crimes would be treated with greater justice and charity he wrote in views let the
penitentiariespenitentiaries be turned into seminaries of learning where intelligence like the angels
ofhieoffieof heavenn would banish such fragments ofbarbarismofbarbarism smith views 33670676 7 see walters
american reformers 194 206206

23 joseph smith states in views unity is power and when I1 reflect on the impor-
tance of it to the stability of all governments I1 am astounded at the silly moves of
persons and parties to foment discord in order to ride into power on the current ofpopof pop-
ular excitement joseph smith was not a fan of political parties he felt and had seen
that they inspired discord and caused people to vote for a particular party rather than
for a good leader of the nation he sought for unity as a nation and morality among
politicians in views joseph quotesquotas washington who hoped that no separate views or
party animosities will misdirect the comprehensive and equal eye so the founda-
tions of our national policy will be laid in the pure and immutable principles of
private morality smith views 3 while many of josephs contemporaries shared his
and washingtons distrust of political parties and considered political partisanship

as the antithesis ofpoliticalofpolitical morality joseph smiths personal experience and religious
beliefs again shed light on his resentment of party politics first he and his followers
believed in building zion where all people were equal and united and were ofonecofoneof one heart
and one mind moses 718 zion was in stark contrast to the animosities raised in
people by political parties second in missouri and illinois the mormonscormons had several
political conflicts with their non LDS neighbors which contributed to the eventual
expulsion of the mormonscormons from missouri and later from illinois in illinois joseph
constantly sought political help in gaining redress for the missouri expulsion but
received none yet at the same time disingenuous political suitors constantly courted
him to win the vote oftheodtheof the mormon people in 1841 joseph declared to these suitors that
the saints did not endorse a particular party we care not a fig for whig or democrat
they are both alike to us both parties continued to court the mormon vote but nei-
ther party sought to help the saints this political game undoubtedly reinforced
josephs distrust of political parties see joseph smith state gubernatorial conven-
tion city of Nauvoo illinois december 20th2othaoth AD 1841 times and seasons 3 january i1
1842 651 watson liberty and power 6 711 12 quote on ii11

24 A national bank was not a new idea in politics joseph smith not only felt this
was important but had firsthand experience in bank failures with the kirtland safety
society anti banking company and so was familiar with the problems caused by the
lack of a central banking system see watson liberty and power 132 T71196ig 6 97

25 joseph smith was clearly an expansionist in 1844 interestingly he was begin-
ning at this same time to teach that the whole of america north and south is zion
again he may have seen expansionism in a different light than most of the expansion
istsests of his time who merely saw expansionism as the fulfillment of the united states
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continental destiny history ortheof the church 6318 ig19 watson liberty and power 229 30
william R brock parties and political conscience american dilemmas 8401840 1850
millwood NY KTO press 1979979054154 56

26 this part of joseph smiths platform stems from his inability to obtain any
redress or help for the saints who had been removed from their lands and homes by the
state of missouri the federal government had not intervened claiming that only
the states had the power to get involved josephs proposal was largely fulfilled in 1868

with the passage oftheodtheof the fourteenth amendment which promised no state shall make
or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of the
united states nor shall any state deprive any person of life liberty or property without
due process oflaworlawof law

27 lorenzo snow journal 48 microfilm of holograph LDS church archives
28 see brigham young manuscript history of brigham young 1801 8441844 ed

elden J watson salt lake city smith secretarial service 1968 170 norton jacob
reminiscence and journal 7 microfilm of holograph LDS church archives and ezra
taft benson ezra taft benson I1 an autobiography instructor so80 may 1945 214

29 the voting breakdown in the richards poll was smith sixty three male and
four female clay twenty seven male and six female van buren thirteen male and two
female cass one male birney two male johnson and calhoun no votes richards
journal may 212118441844 the results of the john D lee poll were smith sixty four clay
forty six van buren twenty four john D lee journal may 28 1844 microfilm of
holograph LDS church archives

30 see for example james burgess journals microfilm of holograph LDS

church archives woodruff journal edson barney biographical sketch ofofedsonoredsonedson
barney typescript mormon biographical sketches collection LDS church archives
george miller de tal palo tal astilla ed H W mills historical society ofsouthernof southern
california lo1010 no 3 1917 86 174 joseph holbrook the life of joseph holbrook
18061806 1871 typescript perry special collections

31 alfred cordon journal june 4 1844 microfilm of holograph LDS church
archives

32 david pettegrew A history ofdavidof david pettegrew 117 typescript perry special
collections

33 james little A biographical sketch of william rufus rogers stowell 33

typescript perry special collections
34 william lampard watkins history of william lampard watkins 3 type-

script perry special collections
35 burgess journals may 71844 cordon journal may 7718441844

36 holbrook life of josephofjoseph holbrook 6060

37 jacob hamblin journals 7 typescript perry special collections
38 see john M horner adventures of a pioneer improvement era 7 may

1904 514 eliza R snow smith biography and family record of lorenzo snow salt
lake city deseret news 1884 79 quoting from lorenzo snows journal charles C

rich journal june 201844 microfilm of holographofholograph charles coulson rich collection
LDS church archives smoot journal may 29 june 4141844 and james holt the
reminiscences of james holt A narrative oftheodtheof the emmett company ed dale morgan
utah historical quarterly 23 january 1955 18 19

39 see william A linn the story of the cormonsmormons new york macmillan 1923

254 55 kenneth godfrey interprets the campaign as one of the factors that brought
about mormon and non mormon conflict he cites the mobs interruption of confer-
ences in tennessee and boston and relates a few stories from electioneers about the
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conflict from and lack of support for the campaign yet these tend to be inaccurate for
example he argues that the campaign was a cause of conflict soon after the candidacy
was announced as early as march 3318441844 citing a story from james burgesss journal
which actually occurred in may 1844 godfrey also tells oftheodtheof the lack of support or interest
at the new york conference citing george A smiths journal on may 311844 as saying
that only seventy people attended and most of them left early godfrey concludes that
the elders reported that there was little interest in the prophets candidacy in the

nations largest city new york city however george A smith was not in new york
city on may 313118441844 but was at a conference in kalamazoo michigan additionally
rather than a lack of interest in the campaign smith reported a very favorable recep-
tion saying A good feeling prevailed among the congregation they gave good
attention and seemed much pleased As for the new york conference it was scheduled
for august 17 and 18 1844 the twelve including george A smith were back in
nauvoo and if a conference was held it would not have been an electioneeringelectioneering confer-
ence because joseph smith had been dead for two months see kenneth W godfrey
causes of mormon non mormon conflict in hancock county illinois 1839 1846
phd diss brigham young university 1967 66 69 burgess journals may 71844

george A smith my journal ed alice merrill homehorne instructor 83 june 1948 280
and history oftheodtheof the church 6334

40 george R gayler the mormonscormons and politics in illinois 1839 1844 journal
ofsheof theshe illinois state historical society 49 spring 1956 65

41 woodruff journal 2400 may 201844
42 watkins history of williamofwilliam lampard watkins 2 3

43 burgess journals may 7718441844

44 burgess journals may 121844 cordon journal july 1918449 1844

45 burgess journals may 262618441844

46 levi jackman A short sketch oftheodtheof the life oflevi jackman 1797 1876 21 type-
script perry special collections

47 hamblin journals 7

48 elder mcginmagin may or may not have been an electioneer burgess who records
this event did not expound see burgess journals june 171844

49 william W riley journal entries for 1844 LDS church archives
50 see for example stephen post journal may 7 june 23 25 26 october 27

1844 microfilm of holographofholograph LDS church archives
51 see for example smoot journal may 26 june 99152015 20 23 282818441844 these dis-

courses covered a great range of doctrinal subjects far removed from political concerns
one night at thompson creek tennessee smoot preached at sister murphysmumphysMurphys on
making our calling & election shure through faith on jesus name smoot journal

may 161618441844

52 A 0 smoot minutes ofaof a general conference 6ftheof the elders oftheodtheof the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints held in dresden weakly county tennessee may
25th 1844 times and seasons 5 july i1 1844 574 smoot presided over the dresden
tennessee conference

53 smoot journal june 8 9918441844

54 lee journal july 121844
55 lee journal may 28 august 202018441844
56 rich journal entries for may 11 june 281844
57 orson pratt history oforsonof orson pratt millennial starstarry27 february ll 1865881865 88

58 chapman duncan biography of chapman duncan 1812 1900 lo1010 type-
script perry special collections
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59 richards journal july 4 october i1 1844
6060 george millers statements concerning the candidacy have been used particu-

larly by revisionist mormon historians as evidence that joseph smith secretly expected
to win the election and then planned to establish the kingdom of god in the united
states in anticipation of christs second coming see n 16 for historiographical discus-
sion although miller interpreted josephs campaign that way there is little evidence
that the prophet shared that belief and subsequent events strongly suggest that millers
enthusiasm for a kingdom of god was at variance with that of the rest of the church
leadership after joseph smiths death george miller left the church in 1847 to join
lyman wight in the building of ofwightswights texas empire in 1850 miller moved to beaver
island michigan to join james J strang who had anointed himself king and claimed
to have set up the kingdom of god on earth however this kingdom was short lived
strang died in 1856 the course that george miller followed after joseph smiths death
in contrast to that followed by brigham young and the twelve evidences that miller
probably left the church at least partially over the very issue of the political kingdom
of god but even more surprising is that george millers journal exists only through
1843 what historians have quoted as evidence ofofjosephjoseph smiths secret intentions was
not written by miller at the time of josephs campaign it was written in 1855 in a letter
from miller in st james michigan to his brother partially to justify miller and
strangsstrandsStrangs position miller attempted to substantiate that joseph tried to do what he
and strang were then doing and so portrayed the prophet as trying to set up the king-
dom ofgod with a king in the united states it seems clear that miller justified his own
position rather than objectively reflecting on what joseph had said to him ten years
earlier see george miller de tal palo tal astilla 133 34 and church history in the
fullness oftimesofttimesof times salt lake city the church ofjesusof jesus christ oflatterof latter day saints 1989

294 9533695306953o695 306
61 burgess journals july 251844
62 david pettegrew said they lifted up our voices in every place where we had

opportunity in the midst of the people proclaiming repentance and baptism for
remission of sin and laying on of hands for the reception of the holy spirit pettegrew
is quoting a letter he wrote to the times and seasons pettegrew history 51 george P
dykes letter to editor times and seasons 5 july 15 1844 583 84 the letter to the
editor from george dykes concerning his mission was written on may 212118441844

63 other elders whom I1 did not mention above also wrote of baptizing for
exampleampleampie william hyde vermont baptized three people henry boyle baptized four
people and norton jacob baptized at least eight people william hyde journal june 23
and july i1 1844 microfilm ofholographofholograph LDS church archives boyle autobiography and
diary 7 1010 jacob reminiscence and journal 8

64 hamblin journals 7
65 burgess journals may 18 and june 111118441844
66 burgess journals july 8818441844

67 cordon journal may 313118441844
68 jackman short sketch 23

69 daniel D hunt journal typescript i LDS church archives
70 holt reminiscences 18

71 hamblin journals 6

72 duncan biography lo1010

73 boyle autobiography and diary 3 4
74 boyle autobiography and diary 5 8

75 see richards journal august 16 1844 jacob reminiscence and journal 7
vilate kimball to heber C kimball june 9918441844
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76 tracy reminiscences and diary 27 28

77 pettegrew history 35

78 woodruff journal 2429 30 july 22 231844
79 cordon journal april 292918451845

8080 horner pioneer 515
81 post journal july 282818441844 february 232318451845

82 riley journal july 7 and september 151518441844

83 boyle autobiography and diary lo1010

84 lee wrote that an angel came to him at which time he saw the martyrdom in
vision and was told that like christ joseph smith was killed when people thought he
would take over the country or kingdom he lived in but that through his death he would
gain greater dominion and that the church would continue with the apostles lee
wrote that he was told that he should await his endowment on high as did the apostles
of old lee journal july 1844

85 often mormonism unveiled written by lee in 1881 after he was excommuni-
cated and sentenced to be executed for the mountain meadows massacre is quoted
concerning lees mission and his embarrassment over electioneeringelectioneer ing such embarrass-
ment is not reflected at all in his original journal of 1844 lee added in mormonism
unveiled that the angel told him to await the real leader of the church he reported
being at the august 8818441844 meeting in nauvoo where he claimed brigham young
imitated the prophet lee said many people including himself were deceived into
thinking that the mantle of the prophet had fallen on the usurper brigham young
contrary to the claims of mormonism unveiled lees daily journal for 1844 shows he
was not even in nauvoo for the august 8 meeting he baptized three new members
in kentucky on august 8 and returned to nauvoo on august 20 compare lee
journal august 3 and 201844 and john D lee mormonism unveiled st louis N D

thompson 18811511881 151 55
86 rich journal july 144 and 151844
87 pettegrew history 53

88 brigham young hyrum smith and heber C kimball all instructed the elders
to teach the first principles of the gospel on their campaigning missions see history of
the church 6321632 26

89 abraham smoot wrote in his journal on learning of the martyrdom

great god indowaindow me with christian fortitude for all my forebodings & fears
are mopemoremore than realized can it be so 0 father & thy will be done ifsoicsoif so
cause my heartfelt grief to cease how long 0 father how long wilt thou
hear the cryescayes of the blood of innocence even from ritiousvitious able righteous
abellabelabeli down to thy prophets and seer our brethernethernbretherdbr joseph & hyrum
awake 0 arm ofgodawakeofgod awake is the preayrs ofthyoathyof thy servent & avenge the blood
ofinocenceinocenceof on thine enomyanomy 0 lord send fourth the ancient ofofdaysdays that thy
saints may possess the kingdom in peace that thy enomys no longer trample
over isreal but that thy wark may be cutshortcut short in ritiousness for thy servants
and elects sake even so father let it bee is my most fervent preayrpreayer to isreals
god in the name of jesus christ even so father let it be amen smoot
journal july 121218441844

lorenzo snow after hearing of the martyrdom was upset at the government for not
protecting joseph smith he wrote I11I ask this mobocratic government if it expects my
hand my heart and my tongue are going to be hushed in silence by their damnibledannibledamnible and
worse than savage deeds lorenzo snow journal july 191918441844
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pogo smith my journal 27927932232 2 24

pigi young manuscript history 170

92 cordon s talk proclaimed joseph smith as the prophet of the restoration and
also related gospel themes to twowo of the planks of joseph smiths platform prison
reform and gradual abolition from burgesss and cordonscordonaCordons notes it is apparent that
the majority of the conference was spent in ecclesiastical affairs but cordon dedicated
some time to political campaigning burgess journals may 261844 cordon journal
may 25 262618441844

93 cordon journal may 25 261844 burgess journals may 261844
94 james harvey glines reminiscences and diary 39 LDS church archives
95 woodruff journal 2410 june lo101018441844

96 cordon journal june 301844
97 conference minutes times and seasons 5 july 151844 580580

98 burgess journals may 251844
99 crandell dunn journal july 212118441844 LDS church archives
100loo tracy reminiscences and diary 30

lol101101loiiol neither james strang nor joseph smith went to nauvoo as instructed rather
they continued east in search of followers this incident is interesting in that it con-
cerns george miller as well in recounting what joseph smith and the electioneers did
and intended by the campaign george miller in his 1855 letter advocated strangsstrandsStrangs ideas
about the kingdom of god did any of the electioneers ever comment on these
ideas through norton jacob we learn they did they ran into strang and rather than
sympathizing with his notions of establishing the kingdom of god they detected him
as an apostate and sent him to nauvoo to be dealt with by the brethren clearly millers
statements in 1855 by reflecting the ideas of strang are not in accordance with what the
electioneers felt in 1844 it is therefore unlikely that millers statements concerning
the candidacy represent the purposes of the campaign as understood by the election
eersaers or the brethren at nauvoo at least as the brethren and their purposes were under-
stood by these electioneers jacob reminiscence and journal 7 8

102 young manuscript history 170

103 woodruff journal 2421 july il1118441844

104 rich journal june 141418441844

105 cordon journal june 14 and july 11 1844
106106log cordon journal september 41844
107 jackman short sketch 24 25

108 erastus snow erastus snow sketch book 88 89 perry special collections
109log hamblin journals 7 james A little jacob hamblin A narrative ofhisochisof his per-

sonal experience as a frontiersman missionary to the indians and explorer id ed salt
lake city deseret news 1909 18 jacob hamblin dictated this narrative to little in 1881

ilonollolio pettegrew history 53

iiiin richards journal july 5 august 3318441844

112 dunn journal june 271844
113 burgess journals june 9918441844

114 enoch burns autobiography in henrietta elizabeth crombie williams
autobiography 6060 typescript perry special collections

115 glines reminiscences and diary 39
116 woodruff journal 2410 june il1118441844

117 these scattered members of the church probably did not attend the august 8

1844 meeting in nauvoo that confirmed who would lead the church it is likely that this
acquaintance and familiarity with the members oftheodtheof the twelve coupled with the twelves
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testimonies prepared these saints for the outcome of that meeting and probably made it
easier for some if not many of them to follow the twelve after joseph smiths death

118 quoted in matthias F cowley wilford woodruff his life and labors 19091909
reprint salt lake city bookcraft 1964 204

119iqilg little biographical sketch 36 for a summary of the dangers in nauvoo at
this time see john E hallwas and roger D launius eds cultures in conflict A docu-
mentarymentaryhistoryhistory ofthemormonof the mormon war in illinois logan utah state university press 1995

120120 lorenzo snow journal quoted in smith biography and family record 83

121 vilate kimball to heber C kimball june 301844 typescript LDS church
archives

122 vilate kimball to heber C kimball june 9918441844

123 G homer durham speculates that the circulation and presentation of joseph
smiths visviewsvi s to the american people may have affected the election of polk over clay
while there is no way to prove whether or not that was the case the circumstances of
the election cited by durham are interesting to consider see durham joseph smith
prophet statesmanstatesmstatesma 203 5

124 hyde journal july i1 1844
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appendix
the electioneers1electioneers

called on a mission in 1844 could buys H D tennessee
have electioneeredelectioneerelectioneerered or served in previously buzzard P H illinois
called mission candland david illinois

carlin edward indiana
adams charles A new hampshire carpenter S E georgia
alienallenailen daniel illinois carroll J ohio
alienallenailen 0 M missouri carter dominicus vermont
anderson miles georgia carter S ohio
anderson richard casper J A ohio
andrus milo ohio castell J J tennessee
angus john 00 kentucky chamberlain G Permpennsylvaniasylvania
ashby nathaniel massachusetts chase darwin arkansas
babbitt loren ohio chase john D vermont
bacon samuel P new york chase isaac new york
barlow israel new hampshire childs nathaniel ohio
barnes H W illinois clapp B L alabama
barney edson ohio clark william 00 illinois
barrus ethan mississippi clough david sr new hampshire
bartlett milton F massachusetts cole J M Permpennsylvaniasylvania
bates archibald new york coltrin graham michigan
bates marcellus new york coltrin zebedee michigan
bathrick almon illinois condit A W ohio
batson william ohio cook henry L new york
beebe isaac georgia cooley alvin new hampshire
bell alfred tennessee coon L T tennessee
bennett hiram new york cooper john ohio
benson ezra T new jersey coray howard illinois
bent samuel michigan coray william missouri
bentley gregory new york cordon alfred vermont
betts john F virginia cornish denman vermont
bigler henry william couthousesouthouseCouthouse john
blanchard john R massachusetts crouse G W Permpennsylvaniasylvania
bosworth J B louisiana curtis jeremiah michigan
boyle henry green virginia curtis joseph michigan
boynton A D new hampshire cutler william L

brady L A davis amos tennessee
brandon G W alabama davis E H connecticut
brandon T J alabama dayton hiram ohio
briggs S H wisconsin territory dayton lysander ohio
brooks L ohio dean henry pennsylvania
brothers W ohio dobson thomas illinois
brown alfred ohio downing james pennsylvania
burgess james vermont dryer william W new york
burnham jacob L illinois duel 0OMM new york
burns enoch duke jonathan 00 delaware
burton issac new hampshire duncan chapman virginia
butler L D alabama duncan john pennsylvania
butterfield J minemaine duncan W A illinois
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dunn crandell hall lyman nenew york
dunn simeon A new york hamblin jacob maryland
dunn thomas michigan hamilton robert virginia
dykes G P indiana hammond john illinois
eames ellis new york hampton J tennessee
edwards F M indiana hancock levi W vermont
edwards thomas kentucky hanks A
egan howard new hampshire harding A M vermont
eldredge horace S new york hardy zachariah illinois
elliott bradford W new york hatch jeremiah vermont
elliott henry indiana hatwood elder connecticut
ellsworth edmund new york heath S

elsworth B C new york herriman henry maine
emell john M south carolina hess thomas pennsylvania
emmett J M ohio heywood J L
evans david virginia hickerson G W illinois
ewell pleasant virginia higginbottom W E virginia
farlin orrin D pennsylvania hodges amos vermont
farnham A A new york hoit timothy S illinois
farr A F indiana holbrook chandler new york
felshaw william new york holbrook joseph kentucky
fife peter virginia holmes M
fisher daniel new york holt james tennessee
Mermerningflemingberningning josiah holt john north carolina
folsomfolsomwhWWHH ohio hopkins charles indiana
foote timothy B new york homerhorner john new jersey
foster J H ohio houston isaac vermont
foster L houston john north carolina
foster solon new york hovey orlando D massachusetts
fowler george W new york hoyt homer C new york
frost samuel B kentucky hoyt samuel P massachusetts
fuller thomas new york hubbard C W michigan
fulmer david hunt D D kentucky
fulmer john L tennessee hunt jefferson illinois
gardner daniel W massachusetts hutchins S P ohio
gardner morgan L georgia hyde william Vvermontvontont
gillett truman new york jackman levi illinois
gillibrand robert jacob norton michigan
glaefke A J Permpennsylvaniasylvania jacobs H B tennessee
glines james harvey johnson jesse ohio
goldsmith G D new york jones david ohio
gould john illinois jones john deladeiadelawareare
graham james illinois jones john indiana
grant jedediah M jordan william H missouri
green harvey michigan judah david illinois
gribble william michigan kelly john louisiana
griffith richard pennsylvania kelting J A tennessee
groves E H illinois kendall L N michigan
gurley zenus H illinois kershner D J illinois
guyman thomas north carolina king joseph virginia
haight william vermont kinnamenkinnamonKinnamen elder
hale jonathan H maine lamb abel illinois
hahhallhauhailhali alfred lambson alfred B virginia
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lamoreaux A L indiana nickerson F

langley G W tennessee nickerson L S

laurence john illinois nikon nixon elder illinois
leavitt N illinois noble joseph P new york
leavitt nathaniel arkansas norris patrick maryland
lebaron alonzo south carolina nyman hyrum pennsylvania
lee E olmstead H illinois

lee john D kentucky ott frederick indiana
lemon washingtowashington indiana owens horace B kentucky
lewis clark ohio pace james arkansas
lewis david illinois pack john new jersey
littlefield L 00 ohio palmer abraham indiana
lloyd george massachusetts park james virginia
lovelace loveless john ohio parker samuel michigan
loveland daniel massachusetts parshall william H new york
lowry john missouri penn G tennessee
lyman amasaamas indiana perkins A H missouri
lyman william D south carolina perry josiah vermont
mack chilion new hampshire pettigrew david new york
mackey john indiana pew george louisiana
mallory lemuel phelps J R G new york

markham stephen illinois phelps morris illinois
martindale william indiindianaindiaa phippin james W new york
mcarthur duncan illinois pierson E D massachusetts
mcginmagin elder porter jared ohio

mclntoshmcintosh J A arkansas porter nathan ohio
mclntyremcintyre william P pennsylvania post stephen new york
mckeown marcellus new york powers J M ohio
mcrae A north carolina pratt william D new york
mctaggart thomas rhode island rainey D P tennessee
mikesell garrett W kentucky Rrazorroror aaron north carolina
mikesell hiram W kentucky redfield D H new york
miles elder reed calvin new hampshire
miller bethuel new hampshire reed elijah new york
miller george kentucky reid john H kentucky
moffitt armstead tennessee rich charles C michigan
moon john maine richards franklin D indiana
moore loreloreolorenzoo louisiana richards S W indiana
morley harley new hampshire riley W W tennessee
morris jacob ohio riser G C ohio
morse justus delaware riser J J ohioohicchic
mott hiram illinois roberts john W ohio
mouer henry pennsylvania rogers D H kentucky
mount joseph tennessee rose joseph ohio
mulliner S illinois rule william G missouri
myers john maryland sanderson james north carolina
nelson james illinois sasnett J J tennessee
nelson william louisiana savage bro michigan
newberry james indiana savage david michigan
newland william new york savage william michigan
newman elijah ohio seabury william rhode island
nichols john ohio shearer daniel new york
nickerson A C sheets elijah F
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shelton seabert C virginia tulley alienallerallenailenalierailer ohio
shoemaker jacob pennsylvania twiss john S nenew hampshire
simmons A A arkansas tyler daniel mississippi
smith jackson tennessee vance john illinois
smith john G indiana vance W P tennessee
smith moses van deluzendeuzen increase michigan
smith warren tennessee van natta Jf H new york
smith william south carolina venusthromVenus throm james M
smoot abraham 00 tennessee vincent ezraezrear ohio
snider george illinois wait allenalienailen new york

snow charles vermont walker J B mississippi
snow erastus vermont wandell C W new york
snow jamesfames C vermont warner charles pennsylvania
snow lorenzo ohio warner salmonsaimon indiana
snow W new hampshire watkins william kentucky
snow warren delaware watt george north carolina
snow warren vermont watt george D virginia
snow william indiana webb E M
sparks quartus S Connectconnecticutrutkut webb P michigan
spencer daniel massachusetts wells elder
sprague R C michigan welton M B kentucky
spry charles kentucky west nathan A illinois
stewart levi illinois wheelock C H new york
stewart U V indiana whipple edson pennsylvania
stoddard lyman maryland white samuel nenew york
stoddard S B maine whitney A W virginia
stow milton ohio wilbur melvinmelvlnmeivin rhode island
stowell william R R new york willard stephen D michigan
strong ezrezraear ohio wilkes ira michigan
strong reuben W michigan wilson B W ohio
tanner john new york wilson H H louisiana
tanner martin H new york wincesterwinchesterWincester B virginia
tanner nathannathn indiana winchester stephen pennsylvania
terry jacob E illinois woodbury joseph Jf massachusetts
thayer ezra woodbury W H massachusetts
thompson charles new york yearsley david D Permpennsylvaniasylvania
titus martin vermont young A D tennessee
toughs see tufts young alfonzo tennessee
tracy moses new york young joseph
tracy nancy naomi with husband young L D indiana

moses young P H ohio
truly ekellseckells south carolina younger joseph tennessee
tufts toughs elbridge maine zundallcundallZundall jacob Permpennsylvaniasylvania

i1 listed in margaret robertson the campaign and the kingdom the activities
of the electioneers in joseph smith s presidential campaign honor s thesis brigham
young university 1998 appendix where sources for these names can also be found
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JOHN L SORENSONSOUNSON mormonsmormoncormonss map provo FARMS 2000 ix 154 ppap
maps notes index 9959.95995

reviewed by martin H raish

I1 have tremendous respect for the many book of mormon studies john
sorenson has previously written having been privileged to work with him
on some of these I1 know he is a careful researcher who meticulously sup-
ports his positions with appropriate and important evidences so I1 antici-
pated that mormonscormonsMormons map would be up to the standards I1 expect from him
and FARMS I1 was not disappointed

mormonscormonsMormons map carefully and concisely accomplishes what it sets out to
do to help readers gain a better understanding of book of mormon geog-
raphy and the benefits associated with that understanding 8 the map
though admittedly tentative offers three services to readers of the book
of mormon to provide a model that we can apply to stories from the
record to check their consistency and perhaps shed new light on factors
they involved that had not occurred to us before to discern new ques-
tions about geography that is see gaps in our knowledge for which we
might seek answers by consulting mormonscormonsMormons text anew and to summarize
a set of criteria against which to evaluate proposals for where in the exter-
nal world nephite lands were located 127

the book is organized around a series of questions beginning with
does geography in the book of mormon matter 2 sorenson supplies

an inspiring answer that such knowledge can enhance our understand-
ing and appreciation of the nephitesNephites and their sacred record as well as

enable us to lift up our hearts and rejoice by penetrating as thor-
oughly as possible what was in the hearts and minds of the scripture mak-
ers at the time they wrote 2

in setting out to discover the map in mormon s mind 12 sorenson
first spells out five assumptions on which his efforts are based

i1 the expressions up down and over when used in a

geographical context refer to elevations
13

2 nature worked the same anciently as it doesjodaydoes todayjodaygoday A
river implies the presence of a correscorrespondingronpondingrondingbondingponding drainage
basing

13

3 ideas in the record will not necessarily be familiar or
clear to us 13
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4 book of mormon terminology will not necessarily be
clear to us even in translation 13

5 when faced with competing explanations for a particular
problem we ought to seek the simpler one

the remaining one hundred pages of the book deal with half a dozen
aspects oftheodtheof the problem sorenson addresses the overall configuration oftheodtheof the
land the surface of the land distances and directions the nephitesNephites envi-
ronment and the ways they exploited it civilization and historical geogra-
phy for each chapter sorenson asks pointed questions the sort we can
imagine asking mormon in person if we could such as what was the
nature of the narrow neck of land 20 and where were the people of
zarahemlaZarahemla or mulekitesMulekites located before mosiahimosiahmoslah s arrival among them
log109 to each he presents short but thoroughly documented answers

this documentation includes hundreds of references to scriptures
and half a hundred citations to scholarly works in religion anthropol-
ogy and history several of these are to earlier publications by sorenson
that contain still additional citations 1 together these references provide
persuasive support for his proposed locations of physical features cities
and events the book is further enhanced by seventeen smaller maps that
clarify some of the more complicated or little understood events and
issues such as the amliciteAmli cite conflict 63 and the possible distribution
of cities destroyed according to 3 nephi 8 9 119

this is not to say that everything is clear and fits flawlessly together or
that I1 agree with all of sorenson s conclusions but for the overall scheme
and most of the specifics I1 find his arguments compelling where doubts
remain these are almost always because we lack essential information in
the record

serendipitously within a week or two of buying my copy of mormonscormonsMormons
map I1 also discovered three fairly new books that tried to connect the
book of mormon to the physical world 2 it was instructive to read these
and compare their criteria with those that sorenson presented one of
these books for example has the river sidon flowing to the south toward
the land ofnephiof nephi 3 rather than away from it to the north as sorenson con-
cluded it must I1 agree with sorenson such an arrangement is simply not
justified by the ancient text

furthermore this other author claims that the three references in the
book of mormonofmormon to a narrow neck oflandeflandof land alma 2232 alma 653 ether
1020 refer to three distinct physical features while sorenson considers
them all to be descriptions of the same element which is the correct
understanding I1 will leave you to decide urging you to read mormon s

map slowly and carefully to study the maps and to reread the pertinent
passages in the scriptures it will be worth the effort
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however I1 must remind you that trying to fit mormonscormonsMormons map into the
real world is but the third oftheodtheof the three services the map can furnish 127
sorensonsSoren sons more important goal is to help us better understand and appre-
ciate the stories and people of the sacred text I1 will close with an example
of how this worked for me shortly after reading the explanation that the
city of nephi or lehi nephi was higher in elevation than zarahemlaZarahemla
32 33 1I was reading mosiah 71 4 and noticed how these verses consis-

tently speak of people from zarahemlaZarahemla traveling up to nephi see also
omni 113 where the people ofnephiofnephi originally fled down to the land of
zarahemlaZarahemla I1 was reminded of the same relationship between jerusalem
and jericho the latter city being more than three thousand feet lower in
elevation than the first and the story of a certain man who went down
from jerusalem to jericho and fell among thieves see luke 1030 having
traveled the steep highway between these two cities I1 can better appreciate
this parable of the good samaritan and his experiences as he traveled
down to jericho

similarly knowing that the people of the book of mormon also trav-
eled up down over and across in a world as real as that of the bible can
help us more fully liken the concrete problems of the prophets lives
their dilemmas and how they were delivered from them to those we feel
in our own lives 3 mormonscormonsMormons map is an excellent aid to discovering how
god s dealings with them can be applied to our relationship with him 3

martin H raish is information literacy librarian harold B lee library brigham
young university he received his phd in art of ancient mexico frofrom the university
of new mexico in 1984

1 for example john L sorenson the geography ofbookof book ofmormonof mormon events A
source book provo FARMS 1992

2 jerry L ainsworth the lives and travels ofofmormonmormon and moroni apnp peace

makers publishing 2000 blaine M yorgason bruce W warren and harold brown
new evidences of christ in ancient america provo utah book of mormon research
foundation and stratford books 1999 paul hedengren the land oflehi further evi-
dencedenceforfor the book ofmormonof mormon version 22.5522552255 provo tepteprancepran 1999

3 hedengren the land oflehi 51 6060



DAVID L BIGLER forgotten kingdom the mormon theocracy in the
american west 1847 1896 logan utah state university press 1998 411 ppap
paperback 219521.952195 hardback version available spokane wash arthur H
clark 395039.503950

reviewed by paul H peterson

it can never be said that will bagley editor of a distinguished series on
the american west and david L bigler author of forgotten kingdom the
mormon theocracy in the american west 1847 1896 are guilty of false

advertising in bagleysballeysBag leys preface to forgotten kingdom he tells us or warns
us in the case of latter day saint readers that bigler is writing from an
american rather than an LDS perspective bagley claims that the book is

original likely referring to some ofofbiglerbigler s eye popping conclusions and
that it will challenge the cherished beliefs of some readers likely referring
to LDS readers

in his introduction bigler further elaborates on these claims unfairly
he implies that mormonscormons in the west have ended up being the proverbial
quintessential americans while the true patriots the gentile appointees
and their friends who busted their backsidesbacksides to inculcate american
principles in a people hopelessly mired in an antiunionanti union theocracy have
largely been forgotten in rectifyingrectifying this injustice bigler hopes to help
gentiles who have recently moved to mormon country better understand
how latter day saints admittedly decent and hardworking but sometimes
suspicious and exclusive came to be what they are claiming more than he
should bigler notes that his is the only volume around that looks at the
theocratic period as a whole in such a balanced way that a newcomer
from peoria might better understand the state of utah and how it
became the way it is 18

bigler carries out his task with efficiency assuming a chronological
confrontational mode potentially an appropriate approach given the ten-
sion of the era bigler outlines how mormonscormons and gentiles in the late
nineteenth century went head to head on political control on polygamy
on attitudes and practices concerning native americans on education
and on economic matters interspersed along the way are occasional chap-
ters that do not emphasize confrontation but rather outline particulars of
controversial events or periods in the mormon past such as the handcart
disasters the mormon reformation and the mountain meadows mas-
sacre in these chapters bigler focuses on the blind faithzealotryfaithgaith zealotry and pen-
chant for violence among some church members that ultimately led to
both hardship and bloodshed

184 byustudies39 no3n03noa 2000
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consistent with prefatory and introductory promises gentiles fare
well in this book while bigler admits that some of these gentiles were
more clumsy than others he claims all of them were guided by pure inten-
tions patrick conner for example despite his questionable actions in the
bear river massacre comes off as a knight in shining armor and even
judge mckean for all of his runaway zealotry is shown as having more
good moments than bad ones

bigler is the past president oftheodtheof the oregon california trails association
and a former member of the utah board of state history his immersion
in things western and mormon is apparent in every chapter he has clearly
paid his dues to master the secondary literature of the period and in some
cases has done much spadework in primary sources his familiarity with
relevant government documents is obvious

bigler also writes with verve and skill his is a lively and smart prose
and his knowledge of trails and terrain is evident battles encampmentsencampments
and journeys all are wonderfully contextualized in a geographical setting
that only one who is intimately acquainted with the land could provide
I1 enjoyed reading the book

but I1 do hope bigler s book is not the only volume readers peruse and
I1 hope they bear in mind that all historians have certain angles ofvisionofvision and
that biglersbillersBiglers angle ofvisionofvisionvision isis not the only one in town among other volumes
I1 hope they look at are leonard Arringarringtontoistolss biography ofbrighamBrighamof young and
davis bittonsbittensBittons recent release on george Q cannon I1 hope they read another
survey on the history of utah such as thomas alexanders utah the right
place or dean mays utah A people s history which are also good sources
that appeal to a broad audience and all four of these works from my per-
spectivespective capture the salient truth that although gentiles and mormonscormons were
undeniably headed on a collision course that could end only with mormon
accommodation many in both groups were well intentioned

I1 readily concede that it would have been challenging to be a gentile in
territorial utah I1 can understand how some gentiles had difficulty with
marked ballots the sweeping powers of mormon dominated probate
courts or brigham youngs economic boycott of gentile merchants 1I too
would have been chagrined when justice was not meted out appropriate to
certain acts of violence and I1 suppose I1 could have been exasperated at
how mormonscormons for years were able to frustrate federal laws forbidding the
practicing of plural marriage

bigler clearly understands such challenges and deftly conveys them to
his readers and perhaps as bigler maintains some gentile appointees have

not received their just dues for trying to do their job so far well and good
but in his effort to honor the forgotten patriots the character and the
motives of the latter day saints and especially of their leaders hopeful of
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escaping harassment and anxious to create zion in an isolated mountain
fortress that gentiles happened upon sooner than any of them expected
take an unjustifiable drubbing

this lack of ofbalancebalance in my opinion is due to bigler s methodology my
overriding reservation with his methodology is at once both a compliment
and a concern not only is bigler a knowledgeable historian he is also a fine
thinker who can sometimes see relationships among seemingly disparate
events sometimes a personsperson s strength however if carried to an extreme
can become a liability especially if one is assuming a worst case scenario in
several instances bigler goes beyond his evidence in either forming conclu-
sions or engaging in unnecessary innuendos let me give some examples

bigler is critical of brigham youngs professed indian policy of feed
rather than fight concluding that this rubric often translated or trans-
muted into the sentiment that the natives must either cooperate or be
exterminated 65 certainly there were tragic occasions where native
americans and latter day saints fought and killed each other but gentile
indian policy was hardly any more successful by providing so little com-
parativepara tive information bigler leaves readers with the impression that
brigham youngs policy was singularly distinguished by a lack ofbothofboth sense
and sensitivity contrary to what most readers will probably conclude the
consensus among historians is that mormonscormons pursued a more benevolent
policy than many other whites by settling on land claimed or frequented
by native americans both the gentiles and the saints encountered
inevitable conflict

the author also levels some real stingers at brigham young for one
bigler charges that in order to fulfill a prophecy made ten years earlier
brigham staged rockwellsrockwelllRockwells dramatic arrival on july 24 1857 and subse-
quent announcement about a coming army 145 A more serious charge
has to do with bigler s claim that recently surfaced information indicates
that brigham young played a more than indirect role at mountain
meadows by telling dimick huntington to inform certain tribal leaders
that the cattle oftheodtheof the emigrant train were theirs for the taking 167 68 1I feel

the evidence presented does not sustain either conclusion
bigler also throws out occasional unwarranted tessersteasersteasers suggesting

that while evidence is scanty mormon influence could well have been a fac-

tor in certain inglorious happenings for example in his last chapter he
subtly implies to readers that the protective ghost shirts worn by native
americans during the ghost dance millennial movement may have mor-
mon roots 345 this notion of course has circulated for many years but
was effectively challenged by historian lawrence coates whom bigler cites

on page 345 fifteen years ago in view of such tenuous evidence aside from
its questionable relevance one wonders why bigler chose to include a
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section called the last fight oftheodtheof the sioux in a chapter ostensibly dealing
with the americanization of utah bigler concludes this particular sec-
tion with the plaintive declaration of a wounded sioux woman that her
bulletproof ghost shirt did not really work interesting yes tragic of
course but what is the point of it all

I1 conclude on a lighter note in his informative epilogue bigler notes
that mormon exclusiveness continues to this day he adds that many
church members are blissfully ignorant of this reality hopefully neither
exclusivity nor ignorance will prove persistent bigler graciously concedes
that present day church members have inherited a number of ideals from
their forebears that are laudatory such as honesty thrift and self reliance
but one carryovercarry over quality he does not mention is devotion to an organi-
zation that not only shapes one s life for good my bias as a mormon but
exacts a huge commitment in time one can only hope that in future years
more latter day saints amid their heavy family responsibilities and
church related activities will make the time to develop meaningful rela-
tionshipstionships with people of all persuasions likewise one hopes that people of
bigler s persuasion will make the effort to see both sides of the fence with
equanimity walls of misunderstanding suspicion and exclusivity have
stood long enough

paul H peterson paulpetersonbyuedu is associate professor of church his-
tory and doctrine at brigham young university he received his phd from brigham
young university in american history in 198119&
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reviewed by Llarrylyy echohawk

after publishing a few articles on native american history and study-
ing the shoshone language scott christensen has completed his first full
length work sagwitchSagwitch shoshone chieftain mormon elder 1822 1887 which
won the evans handcart award at utah state university christensen is to
be commended for this well written documentary of the man who was a
leader of the northwestern band of shoshone indians as indian white rela-
tions developed in early utah history

sagwitchSagwitch s life is significant in many ways and deserves the attention
christensen has given him sagwitchSagwitch was born in 1822 a time when his
people were enjoying the last days oftheodtheof the traditional life they had known for
centuries after the mormon pioneers entered the salt lake valley in 1847
and as western territories saw more and more exploration and settlement
the northwestern band of shoshone were forced to forever change their
patterns oflivingof living sagwitchSagwitch was a wise man and a gifted speaker and he fell

naturally into the leadership role that he maintained among his band
throughout his life A survivor oftheodtheof the bear river massacre in 1863 sagwitchSagwitch
believed his people would best survive by assimilating with the latter day
saints who were inhabiting the traditional shoshone lands he and his
band converted to mormonism and attempted to follow their church lead-
ers directions in learning to farm and raise livestock this book details the
life of sagwitchSagwitch and his band as they interacted with the white pioneers
and with other native american tribes

faced with the possible disappearance of his culture and people sag
witch painfully tried but with only partial success to help them adjust and
assimilate although at times they prospered at farming in northern utah
and southern idaho sagwitchSagwitch s people eventually became landless indi-
ans in comparison to the shoshone indians who were placed on reserva-
tions in idaho wyoming and nevada only recently in 1988 has the band
formally organized themselves into a tribal government and received fed-
eral recognition as a tribal entity todaystoday s northwestern band of shoshoneofshoshone

including sagwitchs descendants are armed with their own constitution
and are striving to provide housing and other services for their tribal mem-
bers on 185 acres of land near washakie on the utah idaho border an area
near some of their original hunting and gathering spots

christensen has done extensive research for this volume it is well
indexed has detailed notes and includes numerous photos maps and
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documents most impressive is his use of an exhaustive list of sources
including census records photos ledgers maps correspondence journals
personal histories discourses personal interviews books newspapers
periodicals annual reports of the commissioner of indian affairs records
of the bureau of land management and materials from the LDS church
archives there appears to be much new information contained within this
small volume

for the most part this book is an easy to read well organized narrative
the author never presupposes or draws explicit conclusions of his own nor
does he insert overt personal judgments christensen is also skilled in devel-
oping all sides of each event he goes to great lengths to present various views
of the events that he describes in great detail to do so christensen uses not
only local and state sources but also out of state and national sources the
result is a biography that draws the reader deeper and deeper into the life
of sagwitchSagwitch and his band of followers

the author also meets the challenge of conveying a factual unbiased
report of the events surrounding sagwitchSagwitch s dealings with members and
leaders oftheodtheof the LDS church because christensen is a member oftheodtheofthe church
and works as an archivist in the churchschurche historical department it would
have been easy for him to paint a very different picture than the one his
readers view he is to be complimented for letting history speak for itself
scott christensen has written a significant history of sagwitchSagwitch and the
northwestern band ofofshoshoneshoshone that can take its place alongside brigham D
madsen s chronicles oftheodtheof the bannock and shoshone peoples 1

readers with an interest in the early history of utah native american
tribes would also do well to watch for christensen s current projects he is
working on two biographies one about chief little soldier of the weber
utes and the other about dimick B huntington the LDS churchschurche indian
interpreter from the early i85os1850s until his death in 1879

larry echohawk larry chohawkbyueduechohawkbyuedu is professor oflaworlawof law J reuben clark
law school brigham young university he received his JD from the university of
utah in 1973 professor echohawk served as chief general counsel for the shoshone
bannock tribes from 1977 to 1986 he also served one term as attorney general for the
state of idaho 1991991 95

i brigham D madsen the shoshonishoshoneShoshoni frontier and the bear river mamassacreacre salt
lake city university of utah press 1985985 brigham D madsen the bannock ofofidahoidaho
moscow university of idaho press 19919966
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on november 221850 ten LDS missionaries sailed from san francisco
to hawaii to open that land to the preaching of their gospel among them
was twenty three year old george Q cannon born in liverpool england
in 1827 george with his family had been converted to the gospel in 18401840 by
georges uncle apostle john taylor in 1842 the family immigrated to nau-
voo george s mother died on the voyage and his father died shortly follow-
ing the martyrdom of joseph smith john taylor then became his surrogate
father george was ordained a seventy in 1845 at age eighteen and was
endowed the same year he made the trek to the salt lake valley in 1847 in
1849 with a few select individuals he was sent on a gold mission to califor-
nia from there he was sent on his mission to hawaii

by the time he left hawaii almost four years later over four thousand
members remained behind in numerous branches even more remarkable
george had learned hawaiian well enough not only to teach the natives in
their own tongue but also to translate the book of mormon into their lan-
guage in december 1900 fifty years after the opening oftheodtheof the hawaiian mis-
sion george Q cannon returned to hawaii to participate in the missions
jubilee celebration he visited sites of his earlier experiences preached to
the members instructed the missionaries and prophesied the eventual
building of a hawaiian temple shortly after returning to the mainland in
failing health cannon died on april 121219011901igol

in the years between his two hawaiian experiences cannon married
six wives and fathered forty three children was ordained an apostle in
18601860 at age thirty three served as an additional counselor to brigham
young and as first counselor in the first presidency to john taylor wilford
woodruff and lorenzo snow and played such a prominent role in
church business and civic affairs that in the development of nineteenth
century mormonism and in the progress of utah toward statehood few
men could be considered his equal

now we have cannons remarkable life chronicled for us in davis
bitton s equally remarkable biography drawing on rich primary
sources especially cannon s journals and letters bitton brings his sub-
ject vividly alive some may wish the narrative moved ahead at a faster
pace but it is bitton s use of extended quotations from cannon himself
rather than summary or paraphrase that makes the apostle such a
believable character
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following his return to utah from his mission in hawaii cannon mar-
ried elizabeth hoagland and then set out for san francisco to get his
hawaiian translation of the book of mormon into print and to publish the
western standard which in addition to serving the saints in the area would
counter the virulent anti mormonism pouring from the pens of other
newspaper editors while in california he also presided over the pacific

mission returning to salt lake city in 1858 he was sent on a mission to the
east to assist mormon immigrants on their journey to salt lake valley and
to incline eastern presses toward a more positive view of mormonscormonsMormons

after being ordained an apostle cannon was sent almost immediately
to preside over the british mission he directed mission activities edited
the millennial star and supervised the emigration ofbritishofbritish saints during
this mission he returned briefly to the states to take part in an abortive
attempt to win statehood for utah he was to have served as one of the
state s senators

after his return to utah in 1864 cannon served as brigham young s

personal secretary began publishing the juvenile instructor in 1866 and
was called in 1867 to edit the deseret news beginning in 1872 cannon
served for nearly a decade as utahutahs s territorial delegate to the united states
congress throughout his tenure enemies of the church in utah from the
media and in the congress attempted to deny him the seat he had won in
fair elections finally succeeding in 1882 following the passage of the
edmunds act which barred polygamists from holding public office

during the remainder of the century cannon continued to defend the
church against attacks from its opponents engaged in not always successful
business endeavors to save the church from financial ruin spent time on
the underground hiding from federal marshals and served time in prison
for his polygamous marriages he was a key player with president woodruff
in producing the 18901890 manifesto that would eventually bring about the end
of polygamy he was also instrumental in breaking the churchschur&schuras unified
people s party into two parties republicans and democrats a move
necessary to win statehood in 1896 to the end of his life he remained a

political figure to be reckoned with
in bitton s biography two themes dominate cannons life the struggle

over polygamy and the struggle to correct the malevolent distortions and
misinformation spread everywhere by the churchschurche enemies bitton attempts
to present the polygamy struggle as it occurred without taking a stand
though he does take the rather relativistic position that the conflict was ulti-
mately not over what was right and what was wrong but over what people
holding two conflicting worldviewsworldviews considered to be right and wrong

bitton shows us the tragedy and heartbreak that resulted from families
being split apart as a result of federal intervention but his description of
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polygamy itself at least as it was lived in the cannon family tends to focus
on the smiling aspects of that peculiar institution probably because the
evidence would suggest that the cannon wives and children really did live
together in harmony and because cannon genuinely loved them all and
treated them fairly in some families however there was a darker side of
polygamy bittonsbittensBittons oblique reference to annie clark tanner s poignant
account in A mormon mother does not quite get at the issue 331 whats
more bitton makes short shrift of post manifesto polygamous unions
one might have expected him at least to respond to the charges made by
D michael quinn regarding these unions and cannons alleged role in
bringing them about 1

it was the struggle over polygamy of course that gave rise to the need
to defend the church and the church could have asked for no more elo-
quent a spokesman than george Q cannon from his days as a missionary
in hawaii when he called other christian leaders to task for their blasphe-
mous charges against the church to his days in san francisco where he
played the same role as editor of the western standard through his tenures
as editor of the deseret news and the millennial star during his years in
Wwashingtonashington when he lobbied newspaper men representatives senators
and presidents through close cooperative efforts with his non mormon
supporter thomas L kane during his political maneuveringsmaneuver ings to win state-
hood for utah during all these times and activities as bitton notes can-
non tirelessly promoted the cause of his people 226

one may not always admire the word games he sometimes played in
giving less than forthright answers to questions about polygamy but no
one can question his devotion to the church that had won his unyielding
allegiance he did not carry the day that was an impossible task so long
as the church continued to practice polygamy but at least he made sure
the churchschurche voice was heard

As the figure of george Q cannon emerges from the pages ofofbittonsbittonsBitbittenstons
biography certain of his character traits become crystal clear first and
foremost is an unwavering almost childlike faith in god and in the
restored gospel combined with a positive optimistic view that no matter
how bleak circumstances may look at the moment god will in the end
overrule all things for good we need not fear he said god is with us
the angelic hosts are with us the glorious army of martyrs who have died
for the truth in the past ages oftheodtheof the world are looking down upon us inter-
ested in this great work and in its success 297

second is a profound sense of duty combined with indomitable
courage when some of his discouraged missionary companions in hawaii
wanted to give up and return home he persisted and persuaded others to
persist throughout his life this pattern continued he fearlessly and without
apology stood up against lions
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third is an intense loyalty to the church and to his church leaders at
the death of each president he served cannon felt he had lost his best
friend at cannons own death president snow stated in our councils
whatever might be the matter under consideration although my decision
was sometimes opposed to his views he invariably yielded his point grace-
fully and gave me his most loyal support 450

bitton tells us that his intention has been to see the world through his
cannonscannon s eyes for his angle ofvisionof vision best enables us to understand what

motivated him and why he reacted as he did xiv especially through his
use ofprimaryofprimary sources bitton has in large measure achieved his goal still a
fully objective picture is probably never possible for the biographer always
stands between his subject and his readers selecting and interpreting the
details readers will see perhaps one leaves this biography liking george Q
cannon because bitton so obviously likes him even though he acknowl-
edges his faults whatever the case bitton has produced a faith promoting
work in the best sense of that term a work that promotes faith not by
preaching but by drawing as honestly as possible a picture of a faith
inspiring man for that we owe davis bitton a debt of gratitude

william A wilson is humanities professor emeritus ofFoRdoffolkloreoffordoreore and literature at brigham
young university he received his phd in follfolkloredore in 1974 from indiana university

i1 D michael quinn LDS church authority and new plural marriages
1890 1904 dialogue A journal ofmoronof motonmormonMoron thought 18 spring 1985 73 82
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reviereviewedd by carlcrlcaricri W griffin

following apostolic precedent acts 15 christian leaders from early
times convened local councils and synods to discuss and resolve ecclesias-
tical problems when christianity became the state religion of the roman
empire in the fourth century ecclesiastical issues became problems ofstatelofstateofstate
that could affect the peace of the entire empire the emperor constantine
convened the first ecumenical or universal council to address one such
set of problems and succeeding emperors would do the same to resolve
other problems the first four ecumenical councils came to have a particu-
lar authority nicea AD 325 constantinople 381 ephesus 431 and
chalcedonchalcedonyChalcedon 451

the work of the councils was twofold matters of faith and doctrine
were always of predominant concern and doctrinal definitions were issued
as creeds or symbols of faith but the councils also discussed issues of
church discipline and organization judgments on which were issued as

canons or rules of conduct collections of these canons such as the
roman catholic church s code of canon law are analogous to the LDS

church s church handbook of instructions though much larger and
broader in scope most of the very numerous scholarly works on the first
four ecumenical councils focus on their theological projects and the con
troversiestroversies surrounding them this book departs from the norm by focus-
ing instead on their canonical legislation

peter lhuillier is archbishop of the new york and new jersey diocese
of the orthodox church ofamerica and adjunct professor of canon law at
st vladimir s theological seminary he originally composed this work in
french some twenty years ago and translated it into russian for submission
as a doctoral thesis in canon law at the theological academy of moscow

this second translation into english is substantially unrevised in content
following a brief introduction the author treats the four councils in
chronological order first discussing the history and circumstances of their
convocations then providing an english translation of and commentary
on each of the canons Mulhuillierillier as an orthodox canonist is naturally
interested in the interpretation of the conciliar legislation within eastern
orthodox canon law his introduction provides a historical conspectus
of the subject and his commentary when it deals with the broader his-
tory of interpretation is largely confined to the orthodox tradition such
discussion is valuable and interesting and rare in an english language
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publication though perhaps not of general interest but the author s

primary aim is to provide a careful grammatical and historical exegesis of
the texts focusing on the life situation sitz im leben and intentions oftheodtheof the
original legislators this he accomplishes admirably such analysis is valu-
able to church historians because canonical legislation is a critical source of
information on ecclesiology church discipline and even social life

by way of example the third canon of nicea absolutely forbids any
bishop priest deacon or any other member oftheodtheof the clergy to have a woman
living with him unless she is a mother a sister an aunt or any other
woman completely above suspicion 34 this canon is directed towards
the practice of clergy cohabiting chastely with virgins these women were
taken in thus their latin epithet subintroductae for their work as house-
keepers as well as for their own maintenance and protection since the
church was obliged to provide for a large number of widows and conse-
crated virgins in some cases the union was maintained to challenge
ascetic virtue opponents charged that the motivation was often in fact
carnal even if not adulterous and that in any case the practice gave cause
for suspicion lhuilliervhuillierthuillier notes both previous and subsequent legislation on
the practice indicating that it was persistent and also argues that this
legislation in no way implies mandatory clerical celibacy as some would
apparently read into the omission of a wife as a licit female companion his
concern on this point perhaps betrays his own confessional stance with
which latter day saints would agree but his assessment is doubtless correct

the second canon ofofchalcedonchalcedonchalcedonyChalchaicedon also addresses clerical regulation and
reform in this case the sale of church offices this canon was enacted at the
request oftheodtheof the emperor marcian a relevant detail lhuillier omits to com-
bat what had for some time been a widespread abuse while one certainly
might profit from office in one of the wealthier sees many men would pur-
chase a clerical appointment either to avoid military service which was
hereditary or to escape the heavy taxation and compulsory community
service that was the onus of landowners As one of his first benefactionsbenefactions
upon conversion constantine granted clerics and their families exemp-
tions from such but alarmed at the response he attempted and failed to
stem the flood of soldiers and landowners fleeing into holy orders by the
time of the council of chalcedonchalcedonyChalcedon the problem was critical while natu-
rally silent about the west pope gregory the great died 604 would quip
in the churches of the east no one attains holy orders except through

bribery 217 reviewers translation 12lhuillierHuillier briefly documents the per-
sistencesistence of simonyofsimony or the purchase or sale of ofreligiousreligious offices up to the pre-
sent as revealed particularly in the repeated enactment of this canon

however useful his contribution towards such lhuillier has not
attempted a synthetic analysis of canonical legislation within the church
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history of the fourth and fifth centuries rather he has written a precise
philological and historical study of sixty five early and influential canons
and within the ambit he describes he has done so with judgment and
acuity of particularofparticular value is his substantial text critical and lexical study of
each canon which at times comprises more than half of his commentary
lhuilliersvhuilliers frequent but fragmentary citation of the greek text and of the
latin and old slavonic versions are useful for the specialist though these
citations and his discussion in general would have been much more useful
if he had included the full greek text on which his translations and com-
mentary are based the nonspecialist however will regret that his greek
latin and old slavonic citations are not translated in these respects the
needs ofbothofboth specialist and nonspecialist might have been better met less
venial is the author s decision not to update his twenty year old bibliogra-
phy nor did lhuillier deem it indispensable to revise his dated text at
several points he might have xi but as an orthodox churchman and
canonist he is able to make relevant to the present what others might con-
sider dead history even in relatively recent times he notes a russian bishop
could invoking the fourteenth canon of chalcedonchalcedonyChalcedon forbid the marriage of
a priests daughter to a nonbeliever on pain of church discipline 243

while this work is intended primarily for church historians and
canonists latter day saints may find it of interest for the light it sheds on
the struggles of the early christian priesthood many of these early canons
deal with issues of clerical misconduct such as conspiracy abduction
embezzlement selfseif castration heresy and schism illegal translation to
other sees simony ordination of neophytesofneophytes and similar irregularities one
ought not to generalize about such abuses but they make more intelligible
why there were reform movements at this time and perpetually thereafter
that sought for an apostolic purity that the state church had lost

carl W griffin who can be reached by email through BYU studies byu studies
byuedubyu edu is a part time lecturer in the department of ofchurchchurch history and doctrine at

brigham young university he received his MA in early christian studies from the
catholic university ofofamericaamerica where he is currently a phd candidate
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the burden rodney stark undertakes to bear in this book is a heavy
one he ventures to show that long before constantines edict of milan
christianity had spread across an empire to become the force that would
cause rather than result from the emperors decree this rapid rise of
christianity cries out for a thorough study of the sociological and socio-
economic environment of its first four centuries having illustrated a
plausible growth curve for the rise of christianity sociologist stark
observes and delineates easy parallels between the rise of the christian
movement and the growth of modern religions giving particular atten-
tion to mormonism

stark is well known for his projections of the future growth rates of
mormonism as a new world religion for many reasons latter day saints
should take particular interest in the very readable and informative expla-
nations given by stark to account for the extensive christianization of the
roman empire by the middle of the fourth century

starlesstarks thesis and sociological approach

in his ten self contained chapters many ofwhichofwhich come from the pre-
viously published stark canon 1 stark illuminates several crucial events and
historical trends that transpired in the first centuries of christianity based
on extensive sociological data his conclusions rely on a very lengthy and
competently extracted bibliography of the best sources on life in the world
of postapostolicpostapostolic and precreedalprecreedal christianity starks basic thesis which
may well come as a surprise to many historians holds that normal geo-
metric population growth rates when coupled with peculiar demographic
factors demonstrate that the christian population of the roman empire
would have exceeded on its own steam halfofthehalf of the population oftheodtheof the ancient
mediterranean world by the year 350 thus christianity did not arise out
of nowhere when constantine adopted it as his state religion in effect he
co opted the most vigorously growing religion capable of enduring the
social concerns of his day

in the course of playing out his account of the rise of christianity
stark brings to the table a set of wellweliweil established sociological theories
developed and validated through modern social scientific research the
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theories explain to a large extent many phenomena such as the dynamics
of upper class preferences for new religious movements profiles of why
mission activity succeeds effects of networking in close social circles
demographic impacts of epidemics birthrates women s attraction to the
religion urbanization cost benefit analyses of martyrdom and personal
sacrifice as a rational human choice

though his arguments are oftentimes posed creatively and persua-
sively stark somewhat nalvelynaively asserts that ancient and modern models for
religious experience and conversion are congruent he frequently relies too
much on the repeatability of history what has happened in one case dic-

tates what did or should happen in another here rodney stark as sociologist
consciously places himself and isaac newton as physicist on comparable
planes scientists who supposedly both develop universal truths stark
asks us to consider a physics that must generate a new rule of gravity for
each object in the universe and it is precisely the abstract generality of
science that makes it possible for social science to contribute anything to
our understanding of history 22 23 sociology as an explicative science
based on the abstract and unpredictable however cannot be promoted to
the status of universal truths though stark admits that some historians
might be tempted to embrace such an assertion that basic social

processes were different in the days of rome from what they are now he
promises that no competent social scientist would consider the claim
that general social theories of religious conversion cannot span almost two
thousand years of history 45 even so qualified the notion forces skepti-
cism ancient and modern sociology are not of the same vintage starks
reliance on absolutes even inconsistently in many cases weakens his
arguments which therefore should not be overrated

moreover some of stark s explications are problematic while as a
sociologist he is required to follow the line of economic rationale even
when explaining the irrational line of religious conversion he fails to inter
sect the two the book relegates religious conversion to a rational choice
cost benefit theory while at the eleventh hour it only lamely mentions the
spiritual virtue of conversion as its own reward 215 the approach
overly reidiesreifies conversion those interested in absorbing a more intense dia-
logue on the subject might read steve bruce s choice and religion A

critique ofrationalof rational choice theory in which bruce specifically takes aim
at starksstark s economizing of conversion although bruce finds preposterous
stark s materialization of religious experience latter day saints can to
some extent allow stark his free market theorizing considering the lack of
true spiritual conviction among converts by the time of the fourth century
when the divergence from original christianity had well evolved
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starks use of mormon ParaparallelsnelsHelsneis

As stated stark has taken up an ambitious task along the way he com-
pares what he has learned through his study of the growth of new religious
movements in modern times with what he finds in the ancient experience
on five occasions stark draws explicitly on the mormon experience

1 steady mormon growth without the need for mass conversions in
recent times shows that early christianity could have grown at a similar
manner and rate the numerical goals christianity needed to achieve in its
first three hundred years are entirely in keeping with the modern experi-
ence of mormonism which has grown at a rate of 43 percent per decade
evidence shows that early christianity grew at a rate of 40 percent per de-
cade which under purely normal circumstances would have brought chris-
tianity to a total of565of 56556.5 percent oftheodtheof the population by the year 350 6 7

2 starkstarks s research among new religious movements has shown that
attachments lie at the heart of conversion and therefore that conversion

tends to proceed along social networks formed by interpersonal attach-
ments 18 the first early mormon recruits were among joseph smiths
family and circle of close friends and it appears that jesus first converts
were also from a similar group again asserting a comparison between
early christianity and early mormonism stark argues that the statis-
tics require that christianity arose through preexistingpre existing networks 56
actually very little historical evidence can be adduced from the records to
clarify what socialnetworkssocial networks and affiliations existed in advance of early
christian conversions but assuming that the early christian mission to the
jews continued and succeeded well into the second century as stark
argues then preexisting networks of jews throughout the roman empire
probably existed and were crucial in the growth of early christianity con-
sistent with the modern data from latter day saint missionary work

3 another social law important for stark is that people are more will-
ing to adopt a new religion to the extent that it retains cultural continuity
with conventional religions with which they already are familiar 55

italics removed just as the message of john the baptist and of jesus gave
form and substance to the dreams of a kingdom which had haunted many
of their compatriots for generations 2 and just as early christians empha-
sized continuity with the old testament by quoting frequently from the
law and the prophets so christian converts to mormonism can retain much
oftheirof their original cultural heritage while adding to it 55 by not asking con-
verts to discard the bible but to add a new set of scriptures to their religious
library mormonism does not present itself as an alternative to christianity
but as its fulfillment joseph smith did not claim to bring revelations from a

new source but to bring more recent tidings from the same source 55
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4 likewise in exploring the question how could a rational person
accept grotesque torture and death in exchange for risky intangible reli-
gious rewards 179 stark again draws an interesting comparison
between the mormon experience and what we know of early christian
persecutions in both cases the movements retained members precisely
because of the high costs involved not in spite of them inevitably so the
worth of a cause will increase proportionately when much is invested into
it interestingly stark points out that the persecutors of early christianity
were interested in seizing and punishing only the leaders while crowds of
obvious ordinary christians went unpunished 3 in attempting to destroy
christianity from the top down the persecutors made the mistake of
assuming that the flocks of early christians would disperse as soon as their
shepherds were eliminated interestingly opponents of early mormonism
made a similar erroneous assumption mormon opponents in nauvoo
assumed that the death of joseph and hyrum would end the mormon
fervor and the salt lake tribune and the national press predicted after
brigham youngs death that mormonism would follow him to the grave 4

in both cases the opponents underestimated the commitment oftheodtheof the rank
and file members of the movement who took advantage of organizational
opportunities in the church to perpetuate their mode of worship

5 stark corrects the longstandinglong standing generalization that all religious
movements originated in lower class deprivation according to this thesis
mormonism had a proletarian basis but the accounts are neither docu
menteddented nor credible considering that mormonism in this context was
viewed incorrectly as a protestant sect rather than a new religion stark sees
the mistake in this in researching the economic class of typical converts
stark has found that the people most prone to embrace new religious
movements are those who have a substantial privilege in society but are not
in the top economic echelons in a lengthy discussion stark posits the
necessity for a convert to have relative deprivation such that only those
who are at least somewhat deprived will see the need for supernatural
compensation these middle ground privileged converts are typically edu-
cated and sophisticated enough to embrace the new ideas inherent in a new
religion stark produces significant evidence that early christian converts
were well educated blessed with intellectual capacity and possessed suffi-

cient social standing and privilege to host and perpetuate the new religious
congregations likewise stark finds that the earliest mormon converts came
from a relatively prosperous area of western new york were on the whole
better educated than many of their neighbors and displayed considerable
intellectual sophistication moreover extending this parallel stark points
out that neither mormonism nor early christianity remained a middle
and upper class movement forever but eventually penetrated all classes
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3030 43 quote on 43 although it does not take phenomenal wealth to
launch a new religion without sufficient resources from a person like mar-
tin harris or the benefactors who contributed to the building of the kirt-
land temple the initial capital required to launch a new movement would
fail likewise it appears that several of pauls essential collaborators such
as lydia in philippi and prisca and aquila in corinth and ephesus were
comfortably wealthy people beyond that many factors indicate that paul
himself with his special status as a roman citizen exceptional education
away from home his ability to travel extensively and the means to correspond
with the aid ofofaa personal scribe was also in a comfortable financial situation

further possible parallels

although stark draws explicit parallels to mormonism on these five
occasions he could have done so at many more stages of his argument
A latter day saint reader might find surprising the absence of some obvious
parallels that would do nothing but bolster starks claims consider the fol-
lowing representative ideas mentioned in his portrait of early christianity
each of these elements has easily recognizable parallels in the mormon
experience demographically a slow but steady growth rate at first 7 the
eventual emergence of a central seat that directs the broadening organiza-
tion 9 the importance of a few major group conversions in the initial
stages of growth 13 but more significantly the steady expansion of the
religion based on friendship networks of members 17

challenging stresses such as the epidemics that plagued the roman
empire in the second and third centuries but allowed christianity to grow
more rapidly when compared with the general population and forced relo-
cations 76 77 can be compared with the catastrophic destruction
brought upon the general society by the US civil war world war I1 and
world war II11 each of which allowed for mormon advances vis ha vis the
rest of the population early christianity responded to the social crises of
its day by giving theological meaning to deep suffering 8080 while provid-
ing physical welfare and relief 87 and miracles were especially important
in confirming religious growth go90 sociologically women converts were in
a majority in early christianity loo100 as reflected in the significant roles
offered to women in early christian congregations log109109log an early over-
supply of marriageable christian women 111 together with socially and
religiously adaptive practices and an approving ecclesiastical policy toward
religiously mixed marriages increased the relative fertility of christians
over and above the normal society 114 15 stark also mentions the relative
ease oftravelof travel 135 and the chaos ofnewofnerof new urban settings 144 that were new
in the world of early christianity conditions that also existed as new
developments in the nineteenth century
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high social costs of conversion were also involved 167 but evidence of
benefits and strong testimonials of eternal rewards even in the face of mar-
tyrdom encouraged membership loyalty 173 74 while the problems offreecoffreeof free
riders and false prophets were firmly handled 175 certain stigmas of
membership were happily borne 176 and costs of ofjoiningjoining the group were
simply subsumed into the enormous promises of future rewards 187 89

moreover stark points out christianity arose at a time when the
state provided open opportunity for associations and organizations to
form 191 93 while at the same time the strength of old religions was
waning 191 early christianity offered a financially inexpensive popular
form of worship compared with the extremely expensive and aristocratic
models ofpatronageofpatronage and temple building and cult observances common in
greek and roman religions 198 moreover christianity seemed to follow
only a few steps behind the trails blazed and the beachheads established by
the worship ofoflsisisis and serapis 199 and it attracted loyal membership
by requiring exclusive loyalty to the christian faith while other religious
options available did not require exclusivity similar conditions prevailed
in antebellum protestant america

ultimately stark asks how was it done how did a tiny and obscure
messianic movement from the edge of the roman empire become the
dominant faith of ofwesternwesternmestern civilization 3 perhaps the more appropriate
question is why did paganism fail just as the less rugged individualistic
gnostic groups were marginalized by the fourth century paganism
diminished into what stark economically describes as a noncompetitive
religious firm devoid of belonging paganismsPaganisms soon to be monopolis-

tic competitor would concertedly generate this feeling ofbelongingofbelonging within
its members particularly women women escaped paganism s brutality
female infanticide forced abortion and joined Christianchristianityityss pursuit of
humanity 215 thus making possible marital assimilation and hence in

the faith childbirth we could say then that stark agrees at least in part
with brigham young who professed at the outset of polygamy that women
particularly plural wives would provide the structural basis for the

religion thus another parallel emerges in both early christianity and
early mormonism women were guardians of religion recognizing this
point takes one step towards answering the question stark poses

agendas for future research

typical of his engaging unconventionality stark invites us to consider
a set of excellent questions that should well set the agenda for further
research especially for latter day saint scholars good questions are rare
commodities and stark s questions open obscure doors onto early christ-
ian history for the most part latter day saint approaches to the early
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centuries of christianity have been primarily negative typical works on
the apostasy by latter day saint authors present the story as one of dark-
ness and despair with little good happening as the ways of early christian-
ity were warped and distorted beyond recognition stark with his
proclaimed interest in christian conversion patterns missionary work fel-
lowshiplowship morality and charity is in a strong position to attest to the sur-
vival of these virtues throughout the so called dark ages fortunately
latter day saint scholars are in the same position and can pick up where
stark has left off this book urges a research agenda to repeal the percep-
tion that no christian virtues survived the apostasy

in this regard latter day saint scholars might look more attentively at
the parable oftheodtheof the wheat and the tares given by jesus in matthew 13 accord-
ing to this parable which is jesus prophecy of the coming apostasy the
wheat and the tares would be allowed to grow side by side until the day of
final judgment this parable tells us that much of the wheat would survive
into the period of apostasy and loss of authority and the problem would
be not the nonexistence of many good and true things but the inability of
people to distinguish in those early years between the wheat sown by the
savior and the tares sown by the evil one the restoration of the gospel
however allows us to see what was wheat and what was tare by applying to
history the keys ofknowledgeofknowledge restored by the prophet joseph smith schol-
ars may thus identify vestiges of the teachings of jesus christ that survived
well into and throughout christian history the task of the restoration is

to bring the true and living church out of obscurityofobscurity dacd&c 130 fittingly
stark sheds light on many corners of this long and recursive process from
its obscure beginning in antiquity to implications in the latter days

john W welch who can be reached by email through BYU studies
byu studiesbyuedu is the robert K thomas professor of law at the J reuben

clark law school at brigham young university he has been educated at brigham
young oxford and duke universities and is the editor of BBYUYU studies to which posi-
tion he was appointed in december 1991

kathryn worlton pulham is an associate editor at BYU studies and a 1999999 brigham
young university honors graduate in humanities english

i earlier versions of the chapters the class basis of early christianity appeared
in sociological analysis 47 1986 216 25 epidemics networks and conversion
appeared as epidemics networks and the rise of christianity in semiasennasemla 56 1992
159 75 L michael white guest editor the role of women in christian growth
was given as the paul hanly furfey lecture 1994 Christianchristianizingbinghing the urban empire A
quantitative approach appeared as christianizing the urban empire in sociological
analysis 52 1991 77 88 urban chaos and crisis the case of antioch appeared as
antioch as the social situation for matthew s gospel in social history of the
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matthaeanmattheanMatthean community ed david L balch minneapolis fortress press 189 210

the theoretical propositions included in the martyrs sacrifice as rational choice
appeared in rodney stark and laurence R iannacconelannaiannaccone rational choice propositions
about religious movements in religion and the social order handbook on cults and
sectsseas in america ed david G bromley and jeffrey K haddon greenwhich conn JAI
press 1992 241 61 and rodney stark and laurence R lannaiannacconeccone A supply side
reinterpretation of the secularization of europe journal for the scientific study of
religion 33 september 1994 230 52

2 arthur darby nock conversion the old and the new in religion from alexan-
der the great to augustine ofhippoof hippo oxford clarendon 1933 10

3 stark 208208 citing ramsay macmullen paganism in the roman empire new
haven yale university press 19198181 129

4 brigham young as a ruler salt lake daily tribune august 303018771877 2 and
press remarks salt lake daily tribune september 418774187733



brief notices

the dead sea scrolls questions and A call to russia glimpses of ofmissionarymissionary life
responsesorresponsesforResponsesResponsesorforjor latter day saints by donald by thomas F rogers BYU studies 1999
W parry and stephen D ricks the
foundation for ancient research and rather than using a traditional
mormon studies 2000 straight narrative tom rogers profes-

sor emeritus of german and slavic

to call the discovery of the dead sea languages at BYU effectively tells the

scrolls the archaeological find of the story of his term as mission president in
st petersburg russia through a roughlytwentieth century is an understatement

collection of short reflec-
tions

the world s understanding of judaism chronological

and early christianity has been increased and anecdotes many passages
found in this account are taken from his

to such a degree that I1 would not hesitate to
own journal with additional stories and

call it the greatest contribution to non observations contributed by his family
LDS biblical studies since the reformation and by the missionaries thethemselvesselves in

this volume donald Whandy by these short passages rogers gives pene-
tratingparry and stephen D ricks answers sev-

enty
insights into his own soul the

basic questions for latter day saints strengths and failings in russian society
whetting the appetite for anyone inter-
ested

the attributes of a good missionary and the
in dead sea scroll research these qualities that make church organizations

answers are divided into eight parts rang-
ing

work he writes with brutal honesty
from a description of the discovery to about his own failings especially in the

specific texts and insights first section covering the beginning of his
twenty photographs and illustrations mission it is revealing to see that the early

accompany the text including a map of months of a mission are full of many
the qumranquaran community a photo of the small embarrassmentsembarrass ments foolish mistakes
copper scroll and the locations oftheodtheofthe var-
ious

and a general lack of comfort and that inci-
dentscaves where the scrolls were discov-

ered

such as those portrayed here can be

A bibliography of dead sea scroll and are experienced as much by the mis-
sionarticles written by LDS authors is president as by the young missionary

rogers does not fail to mention thewell lists ofappended as as englishofenglish trans-
lations and of mis-

sionary
and general studies on the scrolls drudgery disappointments

work the he andthe good news for latter day saints is including guilt
his missionaries felt because of theirthat the eminently qualified authors of
inability to help most of the numerous

this little book offer a succinct alternative
people they found drowning in alco-
holismto wading through scholarly sources that such discussion makes the joy

are far beyond the needs of many general over the miracles of the work which he
readers As far this reviewer isas awareare also details that much stronger most sat-

isfyingno other up to date summary of the are the discussions ofhowofsowof how russian
dead sea scrolls exists that offers in such districts and branches work rogerssrogergsRogerss lov-

ingan excellent manner the important facts descriptions of the wisdom and fool-
ishnessconcerning this momentous discovery of his local leaders are masterfully

garygarypgillumP gillum portrayed and in that portrayal impor-
tant lessons can be drawn that are appli-
cable even to readers in large stable wards
in the united states

byustudies39byustudiesBYU Studies jp non033 2000 205
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A call to russia is the best nonfiction
book on missionary work I1 have ever
read and is among the best LDS
nonfiction essay books put out in the last
decade it is on the level of the works of
the best LDS authors in almost every way
intellectual depth writing skill and spiri-
tual imagination many writers have one
or two of those qualities but few have all
three at the same time the book is full of
enough interesting stories to appeal to
readers on a variety of levels I1 especially
recommend it as a gift for soon to be
missionaries and mission presidents

andrew hall



A biblical sonnet
to rachel

and jacob served seven years for rachel and they seemed
to him buthut a few days for the love he had to her

genesis 2920

your voice ran lithe as lions through my blood
my limbs would lift and liven with your gaze
your eyes so deep spilled darkness like a flood
such dark would soothe a thousand garish days

each sun came up and each one was your smile
and long and long the wheat fields waved like hair
the wind was light and every pleasant while
the thought of you would fill my chest like air
you pulled so strong that even time was bent
and curved beneath the power ofyourof your grace
and all was end and endless where you went
I1 marked the days by sunlight on your face
so years were born and flashed like gold and died
my heart could sing forever by your side

marilyn nelson



edited by
grant underwood

published by
BYU press

softcover introduction
llustrationsflustrationsfrustrations 6 x 9 413 ppap

subscriber price 169516.951695

T voyages braithoraithof falthfaitheaith transports readers back in time to pacific places touchedVby
V by latter day saint missionaries and islander converts meet stalwartsstalwarts

like kaleohano opapo and kinikini relive the opening of mormon mis-

sionary work on tubuaitubuli the founding of losepajosepa and the LDS church s

expansion into melanesia and micronesia in the twentieth century intrigu-

ing stories such as these are probed in rich detail in this commemorative vol-

ume containing highlights from mormon pacific historical society

conferences over the past twenty years

with contributions from leonard J arrington R lanier britsch S

george ellsworth chieko N okazaki eric B Shurnshumwayway and

many others



thomas F rogers

published by
BYU studies

softcover introduction
illustrations index
66x9x 9 191 ppap

subscriber price 9869.86986

pefulpekul and heartbreaking sobering and exultant A call to russiaHhopefulrapturesoaptures
ccaptures missionary life as experienced by a mission president his

wife and daughter and the sisters and elders who served under him but

above all this book is an invitation to reflect upon our own lives some

glimpses from president rogers

every morning merriam still wakes up and asks where am VI1 while I1

shake off the night s slumber and involuntarily ask who am I1

our senior district president recently asked me what are your greatest

impressions since coming here I1 answered faith and love love and

faith and the way things seem to fall apart on at least a weekly basis

before they re somehow put back together



garold N and
norma S davis

published by
BYU studies

softcover intro-
duction illustra-
tions index 6 x
9 368 appp

subscriber price
9559559.55

Tthroughphroughph rough the personal histories of east german saints behind the iron
JL curtain brings to life a chapter ofofldsoflasLDS church history that cannot be

missed witness these excerpts from two latter day saints showing their
perserveranceperserverance and faith

we started to walk along the river away from the death and destruc-
tion we were part of a pilgrimage of thousands of people who were
tired and homeless and in shock the injured remained behind lining
the path

dorothea condie

sister herod pulled out a long stocking from behind a kitchen cabinet
and began untying several knots she made a dish of her hands and
filled them with money from the stocking this is my tithing even
though it has been twenty five years I1 knew that the priesthood
would visit me some day

gunter schulze



ANCIENT TEXTS ff MORMON STUDIES

NUMBER 2

POPOL vunVUH
0

THE MYTHIC SECTIONS TALES OF

FIRST beginnings FROM THE

ANCIENT KICHE MAYA

translatedT edmde&tedbyand edited by

ailenalienallenJ christenson

alienallenailen J christenson
copublishedpublishedCo by FARMS and BYU studies
softcover introduction free translation
literal translation illustrations bibliography 278 ppap

subscriber price 159515.951595

n by maya nobles the mythic section ofofpopolpopol vuhauh presents thewhittenwrittenwrataratreligious traditions of an ancient mesoamericanMeso american people many of
these beliefs were current during the book of mormon era and popol
vuiss account of the creation has parallels in LDS scripture

this new translation by LDS ethnographer alienallenailen christenson is the
first to uncover the full poetic structure of the popol vuhauh including its
extensive use of chiasmschiasmus similar to those discovered in the book of mor-
mon christenson reveals popol vuhsvuysbuys true nature as the eloquent creation
of master poets with a sophisticated literary heritage
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